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1

Resilient Assertion of Agency in P. Sivakami’s

The Grip of Change

                                                                       Deepa Nair

Assistant Professor of English

Sree Ayyappa College for Women, Chunkankadai, Nagercoil

Indian women endure patriarchy and its attendant repression and displacement

because of the structures of caste, gender and class. The three oppressive mechanisms

operate on them, their choices and their self-hood with varying intensity. Dalit women,

who are at the bottom of the caste and class hierarchy, suffer triple displacement by

virtue of their caste, gender and class. They are indiscriminately and indifferently exploited,

both by upper caste men and by the men of their own community. Hence, they have

devised their own individual or collective strategies to counter and survive these multiple,

debilitating hegemonies. Chandra Talpade Mohanty, a Distinguished Professor of

Women’s and Gender Studies, Sociology, and the Cultural Foundations of Education

has developed a transnational approach to feminist theory, practice and activism. Mohanty

borrows Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith’s concept of “relations of ruling” from her

book The Everyday World as Problematic: A Feminist Sociology and refers to itin her

own book Feminism Without Borders: Decolonizing Theory Practicing Solidarity, to

point out the multiple, intersecting power systems that have a direct or indirect impact

on women’s lives.

This paper will focus attention on the lives and subversive strategies evolved

and employed by Dalit women characters in P. Sivakami’s novel The Grip of Change.

P. Sivakami is a bureaucrat turned novelist and social activist who has written critically
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Dorothy Smith refers “specifically to Western (white) capitalist patriarchies”

(56). But Mohanty says:

I find her conceptualization of “relations of ruling” a significant theoretical

and methodological development, which can be used to advantage in

specifying the relations between the organization and experience of sexual

politics and the concrete historical and political forms of colonialism,

imperialism, racism and capitalism. Smith’s concept of relations of ruling

foregrounds forms of knowledge and organized practices and institutions,

as well as questions of consciousness, and agency. (56)

“Relations of ruling” when applied to the Indian context must recognise what Mohanty

refers to as “indigenous patriarchies” (58) which are the norm in a specific nation and

play a role in controlling and limiting the space available to women there.  Mohanty

also refers to Dorothy Smith’s concept of the “ruling apparatus” (108), provided by

her in The Everyday World as Problematic: A Feminist Sociology. Smith states

that:

The ruling apparatus is that familiar complex of management, government

administration, professions, and intelligentsia, as well as the textually

mediated discourses that coordinate and interpenetrate it. Its special

capacity is the organization of particular places, persons, and events

into generalized and abstracted modes vested in categorical systems,

rules, laws, and conceptual practices. The former thereby become

subject to an abstracted and universalised system of ruling mediated by

texts. (108)

Smith’s “ruling apparatus” is with respect to the capitalist system and its

compartmentalisation of people, places and events. This definition and concept is

applicable to the inhuman and dehumanising caste system prevalent in India, since ancient

times. The caste system is a “ruling apparatus” that categorises human beings, based on

criteria enshrined in texts like Manusmriti. It sanctions the discriminatory positioning of

human beings at several hierarchical levels in Indian society, based on their birth in a

particular caste or jati.
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acclaimed novels on Dalit life, with special emphasis on the repression and exploitation,

encountered by Dalit women. Her first novel Pazhaiyana Kazhithalum was published

in 1989 and the author herself translated the book into English. The English translation

was published as The Grip of Change in 2006. Pazhaiyana Kazhithalum was the

first Tamil novel by a Dalit woman writer, a categorisation that P. Sivakami strongly

rejects and prefers, not to use. The Dalit women characters in Sivakami’s The Grip of

Change are subjected to multiple, intersecting, patriarchal hegemonies. They retain their

resilience in the face of extreme violence and use various strategies to subvert patriarchy

and survive. The novel will be analysed from the perspective of the theories of transnational

feminism.

P. Sivakami’s The Grip of Change will be studied by using certain aspects of

the theory of earthy humanness, as explicated by Dr. Roja Singh in the chapter

“Sprouting in Transnational Feminism: Earthy Humanness in Dalit Women” from her

book Spotted Goddesses: Dalit Women’s Agency-Narratives on Caste and Gender

Violence.Roja Singh is a visiting Assistant Professor of women and gender studies at St.

John Fisher College, Rochester, New York. She researches the daily struggles and

survival tactics evolved and developed by Dalit women in rural Tamil Nadu to counter

hegemonic forces, that strive to crush them. Her research on the actual oral narratives of

Dalit women in Tamil Nadu helps in understanding the indomitable spirit of resilience

displayed by Dalit women. Singh writes in the Prologue to her book Spotted Goddesses:

Dalit Women’s Agency-Narratives on Caste and Gender Violence that, “in their

brokenness, rising from within a mortar as splatter narratives dodging a pounding pestle,

Dalit women’s voices take root in experiential meanings” (12).

Sivakami’s The Grip of Change depicts the life of Dalit women in rural Tamil

Nadu. The novel dismantles several stereotypical assumptions about Dalit women’s

lack of assertion and their passive subjugation. Female characters in Sivakami’s novel

assert themselves and demand their right to a safe, dignified, independent existence,

whenever possible. They are unafraid of back breaking hard work and are prepared to

relentlessly persist for a better life. They are determined to forge a life for themselves

and proceed to do this in subtle and not-so-subtle ways. These women are not pale,

submissive, wraith like creatures who go down quietly and passively, in the face of

insurmountable odds.
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Dalit women are placed at the bottom of the hierarchical patriarchal system that

arbitrarily increases their social invisibility when they demand better living conditions,

higher wages and safety and security. Ironically, this does not in any way affect their

sexual visibility and their being subjected to violent sexual assault. Both upper caste and

Dalit patriarchy invade the narrow space allocated to Dalit women and exploit them,

sexually and otherwise, either in collusion or separately. Dalit women are denied basic

rights, and deprived of a respectable means of livelihood. They are deprived of the right

to education, right to hygienic basic amenities, right to freedom of movement, right to

safety and equality. Their gender and their caste make them extremely vulnerable to

sexual predators and different types of physical and mental exploitation.

Despite the overwhelming odds against them, Dalit women have continuously

evolved ways and means to counter these intersecting patriarchal forces. Dalit women’s

daily lives are based on ensuring the safety and well-being of themselves and their entire

community. They face unprecedented and often unimaginably cruel violence at the hands

of the upper caste men and the men of their own community. Scholar-activists like Roja

Singh study the interconnection between gender and caste. Singh firmly believes that

Dalit women adapt to difficult circumstances and devise their own survival strategies to

subvert patriarchy.

She states clearly that to foreground Dalit women’s resilient attitude and their

assertion of agency, she does not use words like “down” or “bottom” (12) to refer to

their underprivileged and vulnerable position in the caste hierarchy and general society.

She prefers to use words like “broken” and “ground” (12) to refer to Dalit women.

Singh further explains that, “In their broken state, Dalits- especially Dalit women who

are most subject to violence – desire, demand, create, and sustain positive changes that

confirm human dignity” (12). Singh has explained her theory of earthy humanness in

the chapter “Sprouting in Transnational Feminism: Earthy Humanness in Dalit Women”

in her book Spotted Goddesses: Dalit Women’s Agency-Narratives on Caste and

Gender Violence. Singh writes:

This earthy humanness grounded in lived experiences reveals inner

tensions and struggles of daily lives where a meshing of submission and

resistance forms the core of a change-seeking restlessness to counter

a culture of violence and punishment leading to result-based activism.
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Spaces of restlessness lead to a kinesis of deep desires and actions to

instate claims to human rights into their daily lives as a rightful way of life.

(19)

The Grip of Change begins with Thangam, a young Dalit widow, arriving at the

house of the influential local Paraya leader Kathamuthu. Thangam’s body is bruised and

battered, but her spirit is defiant and indomitable. She belongs to the village of Puliyur,

and she had been brutally beaten up by the upper caste men of her locality, outside her

corner hut, in the cheri. She had screamed out in pain, when they dragged her out by her

hair and beat her up. Her screams had attracted the attention of the other members of the

cheri and the attackers had fled. The people of the cheri tried to pacify her, but she

rejected their help. They had always sidelined her, after the death of her husband and had

not supported her even when she was deprived of her husband’s land by her predatory

brothers-in-law. Her husband’s brothers had wanted her to give in to their sexual advances.

But she had resisted them for three years and they had refused to part with her share of

her dead husband’s property. The people of the cheri had not supported her and she had

been surviving in extremely difficult circumstances. Forced by hunger and poverty

Thangam had sought work in the fields owned by the upper caste landowner, Paranjothi

Udayar.

The old and lascivious Udayar had observed her while she was working in his

fields, and then one day, he had pounced upon her. He had forced himself on her and

raped her, despite her stiff resistance. Soon, he made it a habit, and Thangam had to

succumb to the old man’s predatory advances. Thangam had “hated succumbing to the

loathsome old man’s lust. She sobbed with anger sitting in the field” (33). But she was a

hapless victim of circumstances. She depended on the wages provided by him for her

survival, and despite being disgusted, she had to give in to him. Sivakami writes that

“Thereafter, he made it a routine to have sex with her and slake his lust whenever possible

– in the motor shed or in the fields. She no longer resisted him. There was no choice”

(34). Soon other members of her community referred to her as “Paranjothi’s concubine”

(6).

 News of this sexual liaison reached the ears of Udayar’s wife and she informed

her brothers and brothers-in-law. Udayar’s wife and brothers did not think about

confronting Udayar. They held Thangam responsible for everything and she was beaten
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up by four hefty men, under cover of darkness. The poor, desperate, lonely, vulnerable

Dalit widow had been isolated, raped, exploited and physically assaulted by all the

predatory men around her, irrespective of their caste and class. Thangam does not

passively succumb to the beatings and the insufferable violence. She seethes with anger

after the violent physical and verbal abuse, and then decides to meet Kathamuthu. She

is determined to seek his help in lodging a police complaint against the upper caste men

who had mercilessly beaten her for no fault of her own. Her rage and determination to

seek succor and relief for the injustice meted out to her, by the upper caste men had

spurred her on to walk alone, throughout the night, and arrive at Kathamuthu’s village of

Athur, a distance of six kilometres from Puliyur.  She arrived at his home at dawn and

waited patiently to meet him.

Kathamuthu sees Thangam and she shows him her bruised body. He and his

two wives and two children are shocked at the sight of Thangam’s battered body. She

tells Kathamuthu that she has arrived at his home to seek his help and support to punish

her attackers. Thangam has what Roja Singh refers to as a “change-seeking

restlessness”. This “change-seeking restlessness” is a feature of Singh’s concept of

earthy humanness. It drives Dalit women to relentlessly pursue the basic human rights

that are denied to them because of their gender and caste. They resiliently fight for these

rights every single day. Sivakami depicts Thangam’s struggle for a dignified life of safety

and freedom from exploitation. Thangam’s character and her strategies for survival are

an example of what Singh refers to as “meshing of submission and resistance” (19).

Thangam uses submission and resistance or a blend of both, in her life, to survive

the vagaries of a desperate and perpetually fraught existence. She had been cowering in

a corner of the house when Kathamuthu sees her in the early morning light. His enquiry

to her regarding her arrival at his house results in Thangam railing at her abusers. She

says, “What can I say? May they be hanged. May they go to hell. The ground will open

up and swallow you. You’ll eat mud. Bastards! You abused a helpless woman. You

curs! Come Now! Come and lick…” (4). Angry and frustrated, she vociferously threatens

and abuses her attackers in the presence of Kathamuthu, the shrewd negotiator and

influential local Dalit leader. Thangam is a poor, young Dalit widow and nobody cares

about the plight of poor, vulnerable sections of society, especially women. She knows

that she will not be able to ensure just desserts for her abusers if she goes to the police
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station alone, and unaccompanied. So she had come to Kathamuthu, so that he would

ensure justice for her. Thangam calls him, “My savior Sami! To whom can I tell this, but

you? That’s why I came running all this distance, all through the night, to see you. See

what those rascals did to me” (4). Then she removed her sari to reveal her wounded and

bloodied body.

Thangam’s plight is unremarkable, but her spirit is indomitable. She is the epitome

of resilience and demands justice and relief for the wounds inflicted upon her body and

soul. Kathamuthu asks her to explain her condition and she tells him the sordid and

familiar tale of upper caste abuse and sexual exploitation. She also reveals the merciless

attitude of Dalit patriarchy that resulted in her impoverished situation. She says that she

could not file a complaint or a case against her husband’s brothers, “How could I fight

them? I couldn’t go to court. Who can spend that much money? Even if I had won, I

wouldn’t be able to take care of my share of land in peace, not with everyone hating me.

I am a single woman now” (6). Kathamuthu refuses to believe Thangam because she is

a childless Dalit widow. He devalues her pain and the violence perpetrated upon her, by

crudely questioning her, “All right, it happened. Now tell me, why didn’t you go after

someone of our caste? It is because you chose that upper caste fellow, that four men

could come and righteously beat you up. Don’t you like our chaps?” (7). Shocked by

Kathamuthu’s words, Thangam vehemently refutes his allegations and his vulgar words.

She says to Kathamuthu that Udayar had raped her and she had tried, in vain, to resist

him. She says to Kathamuthu, “…I want those men who beat me up to fall at my feet and

plead” (8).

Earthy humanness is present in Thangam’s attempt to challenge an apathetic

and cruel system of “violence and punishment” (19). She challenges the upper caste and

Dalit patriarchy by asserting her demand for justice and need for revenge against all who

had brutalised her. She is in a very difficult and desperate position because of her gender

and her lowly caste status, but that does not in any way reduce her to passive submission

and quiet acceptance of her situation. Thangam may be illiterate and ignorant about the

rules and procedure of law, but this does not impede her defiance and her quest for

justice. She realises that she is grossly underprivileged and that the system may not grant

her due reprieve. But Thangam refuses to be cowed down and relegated to the margins;

a silent victim of untold oppression and suffering. Rather, she foregrounds herself, by
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arriving at Kathamuthu’s house and compelling him to file a complaint on her behalf in

the police station. She remains unfazed by Kathamuthu’s rude words and is in fact,

supported by Kathamuthu’s wives, who sharply rebuke him for his crudity.

The odds are against her, but she is determined to assert her agency and through

the blending of “submission and resistance”, she is able to make Kathamuthu negotiate

with the upper caste men and get a paltry compensation of ten thousand rupees. Thangam

is provided refuge by Kathamuthu in his home. He also borrows money from the

compensation provided to her by Paranjothi Udayar. In course of time, Thangam becomes

his concubine. Despite all these vicissitudes, Thangam manages to ensure a modicum of

safety and dignity for herself by staying on in Kathamuthu’s house. Thangam is aware

that it is impossible for her to survive safely, and lead a dignified existence on her own

terms, in a society that consigns her to the farthest margins and refuses to treat her as

anything but a sexual object. She forges a life for herself within Kathamuthu’s home and

gradually oversees his fields and workers. Thus, despite her displacement by upper

caste and Dalit patriarchy, she ensures a better life for herself, through her resilience and

assertion.
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2

Incoherent Truths: The ‘Mad Woman’ in Triveni’s
Psychoanalytical Fiction

In her short life of thirty five years, Triveni (Anasuya Shankar), wrote brilliant

fictional work in Kannada which foregrounded the struggles of women in post-

independence India, straddling oft-conflicting roles of tradition and modernity. Out of

her stupendous collection of twenty one novels and three collections of short stories,

four works undertake phenomenal analysis of psycho-cultural aspects of mental illness,

especially among women. Triveni herself foregrounds these novels– Bekkina Kannu,

Doorada Betta, Mucchida Baagilu and Sharapanjara   as ‘Psychoanalytical’. This

article is an attempt to highlight how Triveni employs the popular genre of women’s

fiction to give greater visibility and exigency to concerns of women’s mental illness.

Triveni’s greatest contribution to feminist literature in Kannada is her sensitive

handling of a highly cognitive, rational subject, namely Clinical Psychiatry, through

psychoanalytical narrative; she combines a highly scientific approach to what society

terms as ‘madness’ or ‘insanity’ with subjective, individual voices of the abject who are

shut in, therefore, shut out. Her specific focus is on women whose mental instabilities

arise from psycho-cultural demands of the multiple roles which define and essentialise

them within boundaries of accepted notions of the feminine.

Psycho-analysis became a significant discourse for study of human conditions

at the turn of the 20th century after Sigmund Freud’s publication of Interpretation of

Associate Professor of English

Christ Deemed to be University, Bangalore

V. Dr. Sushma Murthy
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Dreams. Discourses emerging from the Freudian bulwark challenged the Descartian

notion of body versus mind apart from bridging the gap between psychological and

material realms of culture and society. Freud’s life practice on psychological conditions

such as hysteria were already narrativised by Victorian writers, mostly women, in fiction.

Psychoanalytical feminist literature thus preceded and contributed to psycho-analytical

feminism in 20th century as much as women’s writing did to larger feminist movements

across the world. Women’s fiction is one of the most discursive and powerful ways of

critiquing socio-cultural practices concerning the feminine gender. Often dismissed as

women’s writing in the 19th and early 20th centuries, it challenges the notion of feminism

in its radical, expressivist, dialectical and oppositional, non-institutional forms. Women’s

fiction demonstrates multiple ways of women’s resistance, often emerging from within

the very cultural milieu that it contextualizes and critiques. Popular fiction particularly

continues to be not taken seriously enough to constitute ‘literature’. Within the rubric of

postmodern, dialogic feminisms, it becomes increasingly important to question the

canonicity of women’s literature and approach women’s heterogeneous narratives as

‘texts’ that open up possibilities of reading in a continuum. To this end, this article goes

back to one of the most brilliant writers of women’s popular fiction in India – Triveni,

with an attempt to re-examine her treatment of social realism under the lens of psycho-

cultural readings of women’s lives during her time. Much of her work highlights questions

that have become pertinent to postcolonial and neo-colonial questions of women’s

identities in India today, including concerns of tradition and modernity (in the context of

globalisation), non-heteronormative gender identities of masculinity and femininity, and

the politics of institutionalized violence (marital rape, sexual harassment, domestic violence

and emotional trauma emerging from demand of conformity or/and deviance)

Women’s Writing in Kannada

Women’s Writing in Kannada has a long tradition, one which easily belies the

notion that early women writers in Kannada wrote only about domestic issues. Kannada

women writers have written on a range of topics varying from history and mythology to

science and religion. Through the Navodaya, Pragatisheela, Navya and Navyottara

movements in modern Kannada literature, women have increasingly written about gender

difference, social discrimination based on caste, ethnicity and class, questions of sexuality,

institutionalized male violence and issues of discrimination based on non-equity. Significant

genres include poetry, short stories, the romantic novel and the social novel of realism. It
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is disheartening to note that most introductions to Kannada literature and movements

leave out women or categorize them separately under women’s writing.

Locating Triveni in Kannada and Indian Literatures

Triveni, born Anasuya (1928-63), published twenty novels and three short story

collections in the last decade of her short life. Her most famous work, Sharapanjara,

was published posthumously. Like much of women’s fiction which is used to essentialise

women’s writing, Triveni’s works are rarely recognized or read beyond the genre of

popular fiction of her times. In this context, research on Triveni’s works is imminent to

feminist criticism in India which is often circumscribed by western, radical notions of

feminism and women’s writing. Novels of social realism by women are often watered

down by the term ‘women’s fiction’ or ‘romantic novel’. It is important to note why

Triveni continues to be one among the most popular women writers in Kannada and

perhaps one of the most adapted and translated into other languages and the medium of

film. Susie Tharu and J. Lalitha observe,

The central focus of Triveni’s novels are women. She explores, with considerable

insight, the psychological problems faced by middle-class women at different

stages in life, and is particularly interested in societies in which women’s social

status, their educational backgrounds, and their psychological involvements are

rapidly changing. Triveni sets the individual against a background of the social

forces that determine her experience and investigates the origins, especially within

the structure of the family, of women’s tensions and behaviour. (286)

Triveni’s oeuvre ranges from social issues faced by middle-class women in post-colonial

‘modern’ contexts to psycho-social concerns of women under increasing, often conflicting

demands of femininity. With the ensuing growth of industrialization and urbanization,

women’s spaces were transformed. While educational reforms and increasing participation

of women in active employment enabled women to redefine themselves, their relationship

with larger social structures and institutions such as family continued to be defined primarily

in traditional terms. Triveni’s work clearly underlines women’s role in the transformation

of cultural values and value systems. Private and public spaces (hitherto dominated by

men) do not just converge, but are redefined in the process of changing roles of femininities

and masculinities
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Locating Triveni: The Continuum of her Narrative Voice

During the first half of the 20th Century, first and second generations of women

who wrote fiction were invariably influenced by the college and university education they

obtained, largely defined by Western approaches and movements. The impact of the

first wave of feminism in Western Europe and America coupled with the immense amount

of literature emerging from psycho-analytical theory is evident in women’s fiction, including

the romantic novel and the novel of social realism. Progressive movements in India

concerning inheritance of property, marriage laws and choice of exercising motherhood

find reflection in women’s fictions in the vernacular. Widow re-marriage , women’s

education, and conflicting demands of traditional roles and modernity are specific concerns

raised by women’s popular fiction. Among Kannada popular fiction writers, Triveni’s

specific focus on women’s psychological problems is of significant interest, not only

because of the futuristic approach she takes towards handling of a variety of women’s

concerns, but remarkably due to the fact that her narratives were re-created and re-

presented on celluloid and continue to be reiterated through multiple texts. Triveni’s

novels went on to become some of the most vociferous women-centric films in Kannada

cinema and ushered in an era of brilliant feminist narratives on celluloid, almost conspicuous

in its absence for the past two decades. Triveni, Puttana Kanagal and Kalpana continue

to be an invincible triad in the history of Kannada cinema. More recent representations

of Kalpana, for instance, including a bio-pic, Abhinetri, foreground her performance as

Kaveri of Triveni’s Sharapanjara

Female Psyche and Psychological Persipience:

All four psychoanalytical novels of Triveni are directly psychoanalytical in nature

and go into realms of Abnormal Psychology. Both plot and setting consist of mental

hospitals, psychiatric intervention and actual clinical processes of treatment, parallel to

situations within institutions of family, marriage, religion, education and law in varying

degrees. Through these novels, Triveni questions the binary of ‘sane’, accepted lives

which conform to society and ‘insane’, abject lives who are considered deviants and live

‘outside’ society.

A significant point to be noted is the spectrum of characters Triveni introduces

across texts. Although these novels centre around women’s issues, Triveni contextualizes

conditions pertaining to both masculinities and femininities within institutionalized norms

of conformity and deviance. Readers thus get insights into texts around a hysterical
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woman, not just a hysterical woman’s story. Questions of gender conformity emerge in

novels such as Mucchida Bagilu where one of the patients feels trapped within a man’s

body and is unable to live up to society’s expectations. Triveni demonstrates how people

of different classes and castes, religions and backgrounds suffer from abjection of society

at varying levels due to the inability to comprehend their assigned roles in society. Clinical

mental conditions have their roots in hegemonic cultural practices. The mental home thus

becomes an ironic critique of socio-cultural practices and the madness that actually lies

outside its walls. The mad man or woman is imperative to the creation of a ‘sane’ society.

The abject becomes the founding principle for consolidating subjects within a society or

social group. In effect, Triveni is questioning: Who is the abject? Who is actually mad?

The novels also demonstrate the stigma attached to mental conditions and patients

and society’s resistance to accept the mentally ‘ill’ although ironically, it is the source and

perpetrator. Post-mental trauma, even if patients are mentally healthy to resume social

roles, institutions are most of the time unaccepting, and worse still, aggravate pre-trauma

conditions. Kaveri in Sharapanjara is an example of how social milieus which do not

accept either the mental conditions or recovery, fail to take back recovered patients into

their homes and familial roles. In the case of women in the first part of the 20th century,

this becomes a blatant disregard for a women’s basic human rights as most of them are

dependent of traditional systems (homes into which they are married, husbands, in-laws,

neighbours and community) for sustenance in the absence of education or training for a

living. Through mental illness, Triveni foregrounds questions of marriage and widowhood,

motherhood and the choice of pregnancy, abortion and family planning, domestic violence,

sexual harassment including pre-adolescent sex and marital rape, and larger questions of

women’s purity by way of virginity and chastity. Filial relationships are explored in Bekkina

Kannu and the notion of daughterhood in the absence of socially sanctioned motherhood.

Both step-mother’s and daughter’s roles are challenged and the step-mother’s green

cat eyes act as a metaphor for the critique of social construction of motherhood. Doorada

Betta focuses on questions of widow-remarriage and underlines the internalization of

the notion of marriage by young girls at a tender age, psychologically, through concepts

of purity, fidelity and chastity. Between women who are forced to re-marry in the name

of modernity and women who carry the guilt of remarriage even after exercising a choice,

Triveni highlights the absence of total agency for women in either case and the existential

angst of validating womanhood through acceptance or denial of remarriage. In her article

“Inaugurating a (Feminine) Public: Women’s Romances in Kannada, 1950s–1960s”,
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Radhika. P highlights how women’s fiction after independence underlines the paradox of

Indian response to western notions of modernity:

“…on the one hand the novels align with the state in their articulation of

‘subjectivity’ in terms of ‘citizen’, ‘individual’ and ‘rights’. On the other hand,

‘subjectivity’ in terms of the ‘non-rational’ destabilises the former. The non-rational

is revealed in a narrative technique that shows the women protagonists’

psychological conflicts as persistent, recurring and irresolvable, infusing the

narrative with ‘hysterical excess’” (85)

All four novels examine the thin line that imposes the artificial binary between conformity

and deviance. Mucchida Bagilu (closed door) is symbolic of how madness is at once

displacement from larger institutional roles of society and an insight into the hegemonic

nature of society’s roles. A closed door appears to hide or close the world behind it from

one side, but from the other side, it reveals. People who are shut in, away from the world

reveal why they are shut out and the nature of the world that shut them out.

A close reading of available secondary material on Triveni reveals that she is the

first Kannada writer to reveal the inner machinations of culture in women’s psyche. The

basis for the psychological ‘disorders’ faced by women is often a result of the psycho-

cultural conditioning of women through institutionalized narratives and roles assigned to

women since childhood. Sudhir Kakar reveals the complicit texture of culture interwoven

into processes of socio-linguistic development of a child into accepted norms of adulthood.

In The Inner World: A Psychoanalytic Study of Childhood and Society in India,

Kakar underlines the psychological basis for cultural identity and the narrativization of

culture as the continuing trope defining individual identities. To this effect, women re-

enact myths founded in the archetypes of virgin, mother-goddess, pativrata (fidelity

towards the husband) and altruistic principles of the feminine. Mental disorders in women

are therefore essentially constituted as the inability of women to conform to these archetypal

roles and associated behaviours. The hysterical subject, Kaveri, in Triveni’s

Sharapanjara is thus a monstrosity who is not considered fit to take up the ‘normal’

roles of wife and mother after her return from the mental care institution. The role of myth

in constituting the psycho-cultural understanding of the feminine is apparent in Doorada

Betta where widow re-marriage is psychologically unacceptable to the protagonist

irrespective of the fact that her natal family and immediate community is open to the idea.

What is socially acceptable due to advancement in women’s education and their entry
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into the public world through careers is still morally reprehensible to the psyche of a

woman whose feminine identity is constructed in childhood through the symbolic narrative

myths of Sita, Tara and Ahalya. As Sudhir Kakar states, “Much of the teaching and

transmission of Hindu cultural values to the next generation takes place through the

narration of stories and parables by mothers, grandmothers, and others in the circle of

the extended family” (43). Contrastingly, the choice of widow remarriage and a career is

not available to Rama, the female protagonist in Hoovu Hannu due to poverty and the

absence of a family and education. The social ostracization of prostitution seems all too

ironic when society refuses to accord respect and safety to women who have no financial

support and institutional backing from the family.

As a student of Psychology, Triveni is able to integrate elements of clinical

psychiatry with psychoanalytical insights into the mental stress which women undergo in

an attempt to break free from psycho-culturally entrenched traditional roles of marriage

and motherhood. The mantle of guilt is often inwardly worn by women although social

conditions force women to be victimized or vindicate their human rights as individuals.

B.P. Ashakumari highlights how the psychological dilemma of being a woman is apparent

in Triveni’s psychoanalytical fiction: “A woman who aspires for phenomena beyond

socially accepted values experiences mental tensions. This leads her to an intense feeling

that she is doing something wrong and should rectify it. Unconsciously, as an outcome of

this guilt, certain circumstances manifest unconsciously in the absence of an open channel

for hidden emotions.” (34)

Conclusion

Literature often contributes to a deeper understanding of human concerns, allowing one

to go beyond rational, visible notions of reality to the inner workings of subjective

experience. Triveni’s psychoanalytical works humanize the mentally ill and reveal what

society terms  ‘madness’ as a condition created by its very own complex mechanisms of

the normative and transgressive. Triveni’s psychoanalytical work can thus be constituted

as a significant political, feminist writing practice that establishes women’s psychogenic

experience as a critical space for dismantling established ways of knowing and being.
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Abstract

The short  story, “It Was the Nightingale”, is guilty of going ahead with her

career neglecting her family life, Hema of “A wall is safer” is guilty of giving importance

to family by sacrificing her career. It is the story of a self-effacing wife who has sacrificed

her career for the sake of her husband. Hema, the protagonist is a lawyer by profession.

When her husband is transferred to a village to do research in agriculture, she accompanies

him to that remote village and hence forgoes her career as a lawyer.  She tries to feel

satisfied with her way of life but has a trace of dissatisfaction for her condition. She even

envies her husband when he comes home tired, satisfied and full of what he has been

doing. This paper focuseson her inner conflict.

Key words:  Psychology, conflict, envy, sacrifice

Through the story, Deshpande tries to project the sacrifices women need to

make for the sake of family and their psychological turmoil in the process. On considering

the other factors, she gets ready to relinquish her career. She suffers of agoraphobia and

is frightened of open spaces. Her traditional mind does not allow her to accept the
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house without a wall. Hence she feels it is foolish to sit inside the house in order to avoid

dangers. On the whole she is presented as a woman in a conflict regarding the justification

of her act of forgoing her career for a happy, married life.

She regards that anybody should do a few fairness to their education by putting

it to perform. So she questions Hema whether she is happy or not. Though she knows

that her husband has an affair she is not discouraged. She keeps her life going without

caring for him.

 The psychological struggle a young widow faces when she is sexually exploited

by her own family members and her dilemma when a physically challenged person

proposes to marry her is portrayed in the story A Man and a Woman. Her son Ramesh

is only four years of age. Jayanth’s father asks him to stay in their house to make amends

for his loss. When Jayanth dies, Lalitha does not feel a big difference in her life as she did

not enjoy life with her husband.

Initially she is unaware of the stigma attached to widowhood and pities Jayanth

who has died at such a young age. She understands her real situation only when she is

criticized by her mother-in-law for buying a colorful sari and for laughing aloud. With her

affable behavior she has unknowingly aroused the feelings of Ajit, her younger brother-

in - law who is seventeen years of age. Nor does she try to bring him to senses but fully

cooperates with him and succumbs to him. She uses Ajit as a vehicle to quench her

sexual thirst. She doesn’t feel either guilty or embarrassed and tries to be normal with

him as if nothing has happened. Only after the second consummation, she realizes her

mistake and feels guilty of her act and cries bitterly. Only then Manu realizes that it is his

“D-Day” and he must try to remove the apprehensions of Lalitha and in the process

must remove the bitterness in his life..

The story deals with the problem of Indian women married off to men working

abroad. In many cases, for a variety of reasons like looking after the ailing in-law, or not

getting a visa, the wives stay back either in their maternal home or with their in-laws. In

such a situation if they learn anything about their husband’s treachery their condition

becomes pathetic. Deepa in “Travel Plans” faces a similar situation and undergoes the

suffering all alone. Deepa is married to Shriram who is working in U.S. Shriram’s mother

is an SLE (Systemic Lupus Erythematosus) patient and hence Deepa is left with her in-

laws to take care of them. Deepa has been working in a travel agency that arranges

foreign tours.
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Shashi Deshpande observed that most of her women characters build harmonious

relationship in a spirit of give-and-take and in a mood of compromise and understanding.

They undergo the process of transformation and change their perspective to cope with

life that remains the same. They do not change the situation but change their outlook.

This is the common thread found in many of her short stories. A woman who has a

successful career must be willing to give it up in favor of her husband’s and this sacrifice

is taken as a matter of fact. In such a context, the decision to get on at work implies

doubts, remorse, and a deep sense of guilt in “It Was the Nightingale”. A Hindu wife may

even sacrifice her sexual life if her husband’s ideals require it as mentioned in “The First

Lady”. Like this, since ancient times, women have been segregated, codified and victimized

on the basis of their sex. Their sex has been a site over which patriarchy is relentlessly

playing out its game of discrimination and discernment.

Woven around the experience of a honeymooning couple, the story is about the

emotional and physical shock which the female protagonist has to undergo, when her

husband sexually assaults her. She finds her agony that her body has been intruded in the

process. A Liberated Woman is another story demarcating the physical abuse in marital

relationships. The title itself is ironical, because here the wife even lacks this freedom to

earn more than her husband. Love making for her becomes an exercise in sadism, An

Antidote to Boredom shows another dimension of a marriage where a married woman

is seen to be alienated from her husband who loves being in love with his rigid schedule

of work.

Women’s writings bear the authentic signatures of their experience; open before

us a new vista, and wherever one will realize however societies and traditions have

compete a subversive role in relegating a lady to a secondary position. The short stories

concerned during this paper depict home as example of society, that however it becomes

the nucleus around that the feminine protagonists revolve; volitionally, every now and

then unwillingly, at different times, unwilling; generally out of compulsion and at different

times, out of helplessness. Role of mother also can be rife with conflicts and issues that

aren’t too totally different from those of any western woman. Deshpande portrays mothers,

who due to a strong feeling of self-devaluation consider themselves intruders in their

own family and strangers to their own daughters in “Why a Robin”. They are perceived

as warning signals by their daughters, with an expensive inner world that appears to be

of no can try and separate from their model. Shashi Deshpande’s female characters are

women with a rich inner world which seems to be of no interest for their husbands, and
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children. Nevertheless they neither rebel nor protest against it and would rather choose

cooperation in order that their acquainted structures stay intact.
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Abstract

The tales get twisted as they travel through word of mouth and paper is an

incorrigible certitude. But this retelling and revising of stories across generations have

birthed some of the evergreen elements recurring in literature. It all began when a new

literary genre was reinvented in the late 17th century by Charles Perrault, a French

writer. Published in his compendium titled Tales of Mother Goose, ‘fairy tales’ were

originally written to entertain the aristocrats and the gentry of the French chateaux. These

tales were later passed on to the rest of Europe until each one received its fair share of

modification. This research advocates  supplementary readings on the topic and employa

structuralist theory along with paradigmatic analysis to arrive at meaningful inferences.

Using an archetypal approach to identify the key features in select literary works that are

representative of those in fairy tales is another method undertaken by the writer. This

paper attempts to bring forth new ideas that justify this influence and ventures to discern

its purview in future adaptations as well.

          Keywords: fairy tales, folk tales, evolution of fantasies

The wake of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries saw the rise of wandering minstrels

or entertainers, called jongleurs, who travelled from place to place to amuse the common

people with their stories, poetry recitations, and other performances. Such oral traditions

facilitated the growth of culture as age-old beliefs, myths, and folktales were shared

among people giving them a sense of identity and belonging. Later, in the fifteenth and
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sixteenth centuries, the Renaissance writers included some of the stories in their works

thus setting them down on paper. With the invention of the printing press around the

same time, the tales were given wings of their own. In this way, the genre of fairy tales

bloomed across the world. It is agreed among scholars that the genre has its roots in the

folklore of any given place.

Fairy tale, as a literary form, was crystallised by the French baroness, Marie

Catherine d’Aulnoy, who published 26 original fairy tales in 1690 and coined her work,

conte de fée. However, most fairy tales as we know them today were collected and

compiled by various writers in Europe throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

who gave shape to the English fairy tales that are still widely read and cherished by both

children and adults. Charles Perrault, the French writer, is considered the ‘father of fairy

tales’ unofficially because of his pioneering contributions to the genre. He collected

folktales and compiled them in his work titled, Les Contes de ma Mère l’Oye, which is

translated as, ‘Tales of Mother Goose’, in 1697. The well-known tales of Cinderella,

Puss in Boots, Blue Beard and Sleeping Beauty are included in this book. A few years

later, the Brothers Grimm collected the folktales of the divided German regions in an

effort to unify the nation by popularizing their culture, in their compendium, Children’s

and Household Tales in 1812. But these were rather grim renditions that were dubbed

down with every new edition published until 1857. During the nineteenth century, Hans

Christian Andersen, a Danish writer, included a number of fairy tales in his volumes

written for children.

Maria Tatar, Professor of German Studies at Harvard University, simplifies the

reasons for the constant retellings of fairy tales. Firstly, they are birthed in oral traditions

and hence they are not consistent as people tend to create modifications in the way they

are narrated each time, considering the difference in dialect and culture within a nation.

Secondly, these tales get passed down from generation to generation, from place to

place, and from word of mouth to print. This handing down can be likened to the process

of inheritance of genes from the parent to the offspring which is accompanied by the

occurrence of slight variations during the transfer. This provides the basis for the evolution

of fairy tales through the years. This dynamic nature of fairy tales facilitates their

manipulation in literature and other media.

In 1928, the Soviet folklorist Vladimir Propp published Morphology of the

Folktale, a book that paved way for the study of a new and significant theory. Propp

based his research on a body of Russian fairy tales (though not strictly restricted) and
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attempted to break down elements of the stories, otherwise called narrative factors. He

then reduced them to fundamental pieces of action, similar to the breaking down of

matter into irreducible particles called atoms. In this way, Propp identified thirty-one

structural units, or what he called “functions”, that formed the building blocks of any

story within the span of his research. These functions or ‘narratemes’ take place in a

given chronological order even when only a few of them were found in a given work. He

also defined seven characters with regard to the “spheres of action” they belong to.

For this study, Propp employed a strict structuralistic approach and paradigmatic

analysis for which he received much criticism from his contemporaries. He detached the

literary works from their influences, that is, he disregarded the impacts of the author’s

preconceptions or the societal, and historical inspirations. Perhaps, this kind of analysis

inspired critics like Levi Strauss, Roland Barthes, and Claude Bremond. Not to mention,

it also revived the brief Russian Formalism and helped understand narratology. The

influence of this theory is so profound that it can be successfully applied to many narratives

and stories in the literary canon that were written much later, provided a similar approach

is used. By extending the Proppian model to other literary works, it is possible to trace

their similarities with fairy tales of yore. This idea is already encouraged in the book,

Morphology of the Folktale, whose English translation appeared three decades after

its original Russian version:

Propp’s analysis should be useful in analyzing the structure of literary forms (such

as novels and plays), comic strips, motionpicture and television plots, and the like.

In understanding the interrelationship between folklore and literature, and between

folklore and the mass media,... (Introduction to the Second Edition, p. xiv)

This argument can be justified with the help of the example of the novel of manners,

Pride and Prejudice, written by Jane Austen. It was published in 1813 which suggests

a considerable gap in time between the writing of the novel and of fairy tales. It is said

that Jane Austen drew inspiration from many writers such as Shakespeare (many references

to Shakespearean plays are found in Austen’s works), Milton, Fanny Burney (her portrayal

of intelligent and witty female characters), and Samuel Richardson (heavy influence on

Austen’s epistolary form of writing). Particularly in Pride and Prejudice, the conversations

between the male and female leads are found to resemble those between the protagonists

of William Congreve’s The Way of the World.

By breaking down the novel into basic elements, parallelism can be drawn between the

story and Propp’s proposition. To begin with, the familiar opening line of the novel,
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“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good

fortune, must be in want of a wife.”

is praised for its wit and generality. Yet, that it is representative of the ‘happily-ever-

after’ factor found in fairy tales, is often ignored. The statement in itself is an explicit

revelation of a possible epilogue to the story, the marriage of the male and female

protagonists, which is present as the concealed goal in fairy tales, the endings of which

usually feature the union of the hero/prince and the maiden in marriage. But this fact

being stated from a woman’s perspective is one of the few well-marked deviations. Mr.

Fitzwilliam Darcy, the distinguished hero of the novel, is the ultimate portrayal of Prince

Charming. This is due to his being a symbol of wealth, which is the requisite possession

that qualifies a male character for the main role in a fairy tale. There are several instances

in the novel where Darcy’s property and fortunes are discussed. Perhaps, the opening

line is also suggestive of the same. George Wickham poses threat to the smooth unfolding

of the plot in the form of the ‘false hero’, one of the seven roles mentioned in Proppian

taxonomy. Wickham enters the story when it is almost halfway through and displays a

warm, and good-humoured mien that he can easily be mistaken for the hero. This inclusion

of a counterfeit protagonist is found to be repeated in the character of Wickham, after its

frequent usage in fairy tales. However, inflexible adherence to Propp’s model requires

that the false hero be punished in the climax, which is not found to be true in the case of

Wickham. Lydia, the youngest of the Bennet sisters, initiates the conflict element as she

elopes with Wickham. This coincides with the eighth narrateme of ‘villainy and lack’

(second sphere of action), where a turning point is created and the main action of the

story begins. Following this event, the hero ventures to complete his mission after gaining

information of the trickery. It is in this situation that Darcy displays himself as the knight-

in-shining armour not to rescue some ‘damsel in distress’, but to protect the Bennet

family from a scandalous disgrace.

In any fairy tale, the transformation of a character or an event finds an important

place and is usually accompanied by magical or supernatural features as the donor

vouchsafes the protagonist some gift or mystical power that goes beyond the scope of

the physical world. In the novel, the characters of Darcy and Wickham act as vessels for

the element of transformation. Though not paranormal their transformations are plain

and pronounced enough to feel the change in their characters. Darcy, who was a pompous

and overbearing man, gradually grew more self-effacing and amiable. This transfiguration

is not as dramatic as that of the Beast into a handsome prince, but it is discernible and

more down-to-earth. As opposed to this, Wickham goes from being a kind gentleman to
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becoming a self-absorbed mercenary. Another interesting parallel is seen in the role of

the ‘helper’ who, according to Proppian definition, can be classified as “magical helpers”,

“magical agents”, “universal helpers”, “partial helpers” and, “specific helpers”. The helper

aids the hero in his adventure or pursuit and helps him achieve the desired prize. This role

is played by Mrs. Gardiner who offers motherly support to the protagonist, Elizabeth

Bennet. On several occasions, Ms. Bennet is found to depend on Mrs. Gardiner’s practical

wisdom and rationality. In his book, Propp mentions,

“One of the most important attributes of a helper is his prophetic wisdom: the

prophetic horse, the prophetic wife, the wise lad, etc.” (Chapter VI: The Distribution

of Functions Among Dramatis Personae, p. 83)

Mrs. Gardiner predicted the change of Ms. Bennet’s feelings for Darcy when no one else

did. Interestingly, the character of ‘helper’ is found in some other works of Austen as

well. For instance, in her last novel, Persuasion, Lady Russell plays the role of an

experienced woman full of good counsel, taking care of the female lead. However, it

must not be taken for granted that these characters are always right for they are often

quite prejudiced and hold unobjective notions. Finally, the double engagement of Jane

and Elizabeth to Mr. Bingley and Darcy, respectively, provides for the ‘happy ending’

predicted in the opening lines of the novel which is described as the last function, the

“wedding”, by Propp.

Cinderella, one of the most renowned fairy tales, can be traced back to the first

century AD, when Strabo, a Greek historian, recorded the ancient oral folktale called

Rhodopis in his book, Geographica. Since then, the story had been remodelled several

times across nations throughout history. Besides Perrault’s version called Cendrillon,

which is closest to the one that the world is familiar with today, there were around five

hundred others in Europe including Pentamerone, the first prosaic version that was

published in Italy. In the nineteenth century, the Brothers Grimm added their own variant

titled, Aschenputtel. There were also folktales without Europe, tailored with a similar

storyline, viz. the Chinese version, Yeh Xian (860 AD), and a few stories from the medieval

version of the Arabian Nights collection. No wonder so many books, films, operas,

musicals, and theatres have made endless adaptations of the fairy tale. Tellingly, more

than hundreds of novels inspired by the story of Cinderella have been published, specifically

targeting the young adult audience. One of the most familiar adaptations is Disney’s

animation movie, Cinderella (1950) which presented a rather sanitized version of Perrault’s

story.
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Cinderella (2021), the very recent retelling of the story may be the volta (or the

turning point)of the constantly evolving tale. Written and directed by the American

screenwriter and producer, Kay Cannon, the movie, a modern musical, was released on

September 3, 2021, by Amazon Studios and immediately received several backlashes

from the public. Nevertheless, it includes many significant features making it essential to

analyze the film in order to determine the future trends. In the film, Cinderella is no

passive lass locked up in the attic of a mansion but a confident and ambitious one who

has entrepreneurial dreams. Orphaned at a very young age, she lives with her stepmother

and two stepsisters but is quite independent of them. With the help of the Fabulous

Godmother, who replaces the Fairy Godmother in the picture, Cinderella is taken to the

ball where she dances with Prince Robert. Fabulous Godmother is portrayed as a gender-

agnostic person thus declaring that magic knows no gender. At the ball, the Prince’s

proposal is spurned by the maiden for the sake of her passion for dress-making, an

event unprecedented thitherto in the history of fairy tales. Contrary to the classic, the

stepmother persuades the heroine to get married to the prince so they can be financially

powerful. Also, the role of the stepmother is peculiar in that she shows a subtle

transformation in the end as she is moved by the progressive spirit of the heroine, breaking

away from the clutches of a patriarchal society that forced her to give up on her flair for

music. The movie brings a happy ending to all without an exception and Cinderella

pursues her dreams along with her prince and Princess Gwen, the sister to Prince Robert,

who demonstrates regal bearing, is made the heir apparent.

The makers of the film made sure to include the marginalized sections of people

throughout the movie by featuring black actors, gender fluid representations, and even a

bald princess too and this is a bold take on the traditional films with white-dominated

casts. While the movie retains the ingredients of an ‘oppressive stepmother’, ‘the ball’,

and ‘the glass slipper’, it is clear that it shows a marked departure from the wonted

storyline, and this divergence has much to do with women empowerment, racism, and

gender fluidity. The intersection of fairy tales and feminism has always been a subject of

interest among critics and has inspired several authors to challenge the traditional motifs

in these tales. A culmination of such subversive ideas is incorporated into the movie

making it go against the grain. However, this deviation is reminiscent of the first fairy tales

written by Marie Catherine d’Aulnoy who wrote to free women from the shackles of

patriarchy in during her time. Regarding her heroines, Melissa Ashley, an Australian

novelist and the author of the semi-fictional biography of d’Aulnoy titled, The Bee and

the Orange Tree, says, “the women were completely different…they were independent”,
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and that they go against the “very submissive female characters”. Her fairy tales talk of

audacious women who go through adventurous ordeals to protect the male characters.

Unfortunately, with the coming of the male authors, especially the Brothers Grimm, her

stories were eventually forgotten, after being criticized for their feminist attitude. This

makes Melissa Ashley propound that,

“The first fairy tales were feminist critiques of patriarchy. We need to revive their

legacy.”

Perhaps, this film has already begun the work. And the future adaptations of fairy tales

could be attempts at the revival of their prototypes or perhaps, more progressive of their

notions of humankind and society. The expectation of significant breaking away from

traditional retellings that have an imbalanced portrayal of characters and a disregard for

the rules that were set to oppress certain communities can thus be asserted.
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AbstrAact

Half of a Yellow Sun and Americanah are the two masterfully crafted works

by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Half of a Yellow Sunis an honest portrayal of Colonialism

in Nigeria in the Biafran war-torn period, with the linguistic Neo-Colonisation as a

predominant one. The same is represented by one of the focal characters Ugwu, whom

we find fascinated by the idea of having a command of English. Ugwu can be called the

‘lens’ through which all the happenings have been recorded. His deep-rooted passion

for chaste English is such that he just wants to listen to his master Odenigbo and at a

later stage Olanna, and would reject others on the basis of pronunciation and vocabulary.

The same tone and tenor could be visibly traced in the work ‘Americanah’. The present

paper attempts hereby that linguistic dominance and linguistic superiority by the

Europeans as well as Americans is a deliberate attempt to superimpose a lesser linguistic

identity among the colonized African countries including Nigeria.

Keywords – Neo-Colonialism, anglophile, linguistic dominance, linguistic identity,

linguistic superiority.

Abstract
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Introduction

“Behind every book is a man; behind the man is the race, and behind the race

are the natural and social environments whose influence is unconsciously reflected.

These also we must know if the book is to speak its whole message. In a word,

we have now reached a point where we wish to understand as well as to enjoy

literature; and the first step, since exact definition is impossible, is to determine

some of its essential qualities.” (Long)

The above-quoted lines by W. J. Long hold such an ever-prevailing relevance that

cannot plummet from their meaning regardless of any temporal or spatial factor. An

author, despite his/her best effort, cannot but express his/her mind. This research paper

is an attempt to deliberate a few chunks of Half of a Yellow Sun, a signature piece by

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, and look through a running thematic aspect of linguistic

Neo-Colonialism. The entire novel revolves around the actions and psychology of three

major characters viz. Olanna, Odiniegbo and Ugwu. Ugwu’s emergence is almost

bildungsromanesque in its nature. For this paper, the focal point would be the linguistic

bildungsroman to a certain extent.

The other equally important aspect would be the theme of Neo-Colonialism proper.

Here is an attempt to look into it through a parallel text. Let’s consider a very common

and popular nursery rhyme ‘Baa, baa, black sheep…’: -

The post-colonial critic looked at it from a different point of view:

B(l)a(h) B(l)a(h)… (You) Black Sheep!!!

Have you (brought) any wool (or not?) (As Tax)

Yes Sir!!! Yes Sir!!! Three bags full…

One for my master (The Local Lord /King),

One for the Dame (the Queen perhaps)

And… one…for the little one (my child – who does not have any identity) who

lives down the lane…!
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In the opening lines, the colonizer derides the native language of the colonized as a blah-

blah, as it does not make sense to him. The colonized is as meek as a sheep, a humble

creature, but for the colonizer, he is a black sheep, a demeaning address, a good-for-

nothing fellow, only a source of tax and cheap labour. He demands of him in a

commanding tone and tenor whether he has brought the tax or not.

The native and colonized, humbled in his demeanour, countenance, and voice, replies

with the farthest respect. The ironical lexical ‘repetition’, the figure of speech used for a

greater rhetorical impact, applied at its best – ‘Yes Sir! Yes Sir!’

Now the point arises whether it was the chains, collars, and whips alone that humbled

the colonized. Or was there another hegemony? The answer, perhaps, would be that it

was a comprehensive hegemony – the linguistic and cultural colonization, which still

continues and ironically flourishes even after the long decades of ‘independence’. The

Neo-Colonialism. “It’s a new slavery, I’m telling you, a new slavery.” In the words of

Major Ododi. Odenigbo reiterates in the same tone, “They are controlling us from behind

drawn curtains. It’s very dangerous.”

According to Adichie, as in an interview given over a YouTube clip, “the ‘Americanah’ is

a Nigerian word that means a person who goes to the US and returns to Nigeria with all

American affectations, pretends not to understand the Nigerian languages, uses American

accents etc.” In this eponymous work, we find many such characters who, on their

return to Nigeria, display all the characteristics of ‘Americanah’. Being in America, she

is complimented by a telemarketer, a random girl Kelsey at the hair braiding shop, and

one of her boyfriends Blaine for sounding American.  Ifemelu feels that she unconsciously

had developed such notions. But she decides to transcend it, and she drops the American

accent. She “decides faking an American accent on a sunlit day” and finds her real self.

Caliban visa-vis Characters of Adichie

The comparison between Caliban and Ugwu would be a kind of conceit, yet it would

bring some incandescence to the topic under discussion. Caliban is colonized by a

foreigner or colonizer, which he resists to the core. In an attempt to ‘tame’ him, he is

taught the ‘language’ of the colonizer. Caliban learns the language and curses the master

in the language he can understand, to show how much he despised Prospero and

everything about him. “You taught me language, and my profit on’t, Is I know how to

curse.” For Caliban, it was not a lesser victory to inflict verbal injury to his master.
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On the contrary, Ugwu is born of a colonized native family. When he is brought to

Odenigbo by his aunt, he looks at everything there with awe. Especially, speaking English

was something very special, a thing which he believed would elevate him and liberate

him. This is where he is different from Caliban. Caliban is rebellious, on the contrary

Ugwu is docile and submissive. Another difference we can underscore is in masters.

Caliban’s foreign master commanded in a foreign tongue whereas Ugwu’s master was

indigenous who commanded in foreign language. Masters have changed but the cultural

hegemony remains the same.

‘Yes sah’ replied Ugwu, and in the midst of his worry about his mother, he felt a

twinge of pride because he knew his aunty would have her eyes wide in wonder

at the deep conversations he had with master. And in English, too.[4] p.89

Linguistic Neo-Colonialism: Anglophilia or linguistic slavery

 In the words of John Rennie Short, “Linguistic hegemony is a form of power that

empowers some while disempowering others.” This is very much evident in the context

of all the colonized countries. It works through the political, socioeconomic, and cultural

dynamics. As the world business gives the concept of the ‘global village’, English

Language emerges as the common linguistic medium. Consequently, many advantages

of this language may be enumerated. Yet there is an inside story. David Crystal observes,

“language becomes a global language for one chief reason: the political power of its

people, especially their military power.”  The latter part of the quote was verbatim true in

the nineteenth and twentieth century. Post-decolonization, cultural power comes into

play. Culture brings language and superior culture brings superior language. And linguistic

hegemony is based on linguistic hegemony. The Europeans have always dominated mass

media and one of the bestseller commodities has been the English language.

Let us bring into the discussion a few such allusions to understand the linguistic hegemony

through two works of Adichie viz. ‘Half of a Yellow Sun’ and ‘Americanah’. There are

occasions when the author attempts to show the attitude of various characters towards

their unconscious attitude toward the English language and culture. Various characters

seem to be anglophiles. They are the most educated strata of the society and more or

less formed a guild of revolutionary thinking. Odinigbo is the host to all such people, and

Ugwu is the steward there. Every one of them tries to speak as impressive the language

as one can. Ugwu, though not qualified for the task nor entrusted the same, consciously
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listens and gauges everybody’s language. He is a kind of linguistic judge. When the

guests visit Odinigbo, and Ms. Adebayo expresses certain views, Ugwu thinks of going

to her and saying -

‘You cannot speak English like my madam, so shut your dirty mouth.’ [4] p.85

Kainene tells Richard,

‘My father…was determined that we be as Europeans as possible.’ [4] p.61

The elite Igbos wanted their children to be educated in English schools and learn the

nuances of the Europeans. Olanna and Kainene were among those very few privileged.

Talking of ‘Americanah’, America was a dream and paradise for aspiring Nigerian

youths. They saw the opportunity for education, a job, a career, and life there. But it

came with a price. The youths had to have an excellent academic record along with a

good rating in the English language. This was one of the reasons that all the aspiring

Nigerian youths, including Ifemelu, nurture their English, and they are inclined toward

American books.

“I read American books because America is the future, Mummy. And remember that

your husband was educated there.” Obinze tells his mother.

The Colonisers and the Colonised: The Outlooks for each other

Another binary or polar opposite we notice is the outlooks of the colonizers and the

colonized for each other. For the Europeans, the colonized were cheap labour and a

source of taxes.

The people were bloody beggars, be prepared for their body odours and the

way they will stand and stare at you on the roads, never believe a hard-luck

story, never show weakness to domestic staff. (Ex-patriates to Richard) (Adichie

2013 p.53-54)

They have a marvellous energy, really, but very little sense of hygiene, I’m afraid.

(Aunt Elizabeth to Richard) [4] p.55

On the other hand, some educated natives had started understanding the motives of the

Europeans.
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The white men will poke and poke and poke the women in the dark but they will

never marry them. How can! They will never even take them out to a good place

in public. But the women will continue to disgrace themselves and struggle for

the men so they will get chicken-feed money and nonsense tea in a fancy tin. It’s

a new slavery, I’m telling you, a new slavery. (Major Ododi to Kainene) [4]

p.80-81

Switching the scene to Americanah, we find similar if not the same affectations in the

members of Nigerpolitan Club which is “a small cluster of people drinking champagne in

paper cups, at the poolside of a home in Osborne Estate, chic people, all dripping with

savoir-faire, each nursing a self-styled quirkiness – a ginger-coloured Afro, a T-shirt

with a graphic of Thomas Sankara, oversize handmade earrings that hung like pieces of

modern art. Their voices burred with foreign accents.”

Ifemelu: The Victim of American Linguistic Hegemony

As the story begins, we see in a conversation, a character named Mrs. Akin Kole

comments, “If you decide to disadvantage your child by sending her to one of these

schools with half-baked Nigerian teachers, then you only have yourself to blame.”

Ifemelu, the central figure of ‘Americanah’ has an ordeal as she tries to get a job to

support her studies. Finally, she has to pick up the nuances of American accents.

“It was convincing, the accent. She had perfected, from careful watching of her

friends and newscasters, the blurring of the t, the creamy roll of the r, the sentences

starting with “So”, and the sliding response of “Oh really”, but the accent creaked

with consciousness, it was an act of will.” (Adichie 2013, )

Conclusion

‘Half of a Yellow Sun’, a breathtaking achievement of Adichie, is a journey of self-

discovery that enchants and saddens, with a combination of wry humour and evocative

scenes of the life of the Nigerian Civil War aka Biafran War. As a poignant chronicle of

his psychological development in the foreground, ‘Half of a Yellow Sun’ also sees the

linguistic development of Ugwu, who turns to be a writer-cum-historian by the end of the

fiction. ‘Writing maketh an exact man’, says Francis Bacon. An author cannot but write

his/her mind. The written words bear the testimony of his/her psychological frame of

mind. Even in his/her fictional state of mind, he/she is the slave of his thoughts. The ink
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oozing from his/her pen tells everything. Res ipsa locquitur. ‘Half of a Yellow Sun’ is no

exception to it. On one hand, it is a chronology of events, and on the other hand, the

meticulous narration of the actions, characters, and their characteristics in an awesome

manner. It gives a sincere and comprehensive picture if not a holistic picture. The other

work ‘Americanah’, as well, has a felt undertone of linguistic hegemony among major

issues like racism and woman’s identity.
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ABSTRACT

In Dostoevsky’s novels, one can clearly trace the features and traits that made

him and his novels what they are. This is the strongest and most rational way to say that

his writings were actually reflections of his struggles and health in different mirrors. In

his novella Notes from Underground (1864), the narrator, reflects the author himself.

Following the biopsychosocial model, this article studies the author and his writings as

mutual influences, taking the works The Brothers Karamazov (1880) and Notes from

Underground (1864) as prototypes with the help of the work Dostoevsky and

Parricide (1928) by Freud in certain areas. Through the article, one can identify the

nexus between medicine, psychology, and literature through the characters Smerdyakov
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in The Brothers Karamazov and the unnamed narrator in Notes from the Underground

and read the connotations of words and symbols in a new perspective that might imply

new meanings in Dostoevsky’s works. Finally, the study looks at the design of

Dostoevsky’s charactersas the reflection of his physical, psychological, and social histories.

Key words: Dostoevsky, Biopsychosocial, Medicine, Health, Psychology, Literature

The study of the human mind and body has always been one of the most significant

roles of art and literature in society. Plato and Aristotle in western philosophy and art are

also known for their works about the human mind and body. Their studies and works

like The Republic and Poetics are holistic and complete, giving equal importance to

various fields of knowledge. They studied the psyche, body, society, and art together. In

India, the sutras by Patanjali and Chanakya explain the nexus between the body,

emotions, art, and aesthetics. Literature thrives only when it reflects the human body,

mind, and existence, with or without fiction. In Russian literature, Fyodor Dostoevsky is

the only writer who has been studied carefully by many psychologists, physicians, and

critics from different cultures. His writings were about the basic human mind and its

reactions to various situations. Some of his novels Crime and Punishment, The Brothers

Karamazov, The Idiot have been studied by many psychologists like Sigmund Freud,

Lacan and for some decades being studied by physicians too.His literature, social life,

and health history open up a new area of research. Using the biopsychosocial model by

Dr. George Engel, the three factors—physical, psychological, and social—can be studied

together for a deeper insight into the characters and the author’s intentions for the created

characters.

In Dostoevsky and Parricide, Freud brings in a definition of the disease epilepsy.

According to him, it can be categorized into organic and affective epilepsy. The former is

caused by a disturbance in brain activity, while the latter is a symptom of neurosis.

According to him, in Dostoevsky and Parricide, “the epileptic reaction, as this common

element may be called, is also undoubtedly at the disposal of the neurosis, whose essence

it is to get rid by somatic means of amounts of excitation that it cannot deal with physically”

(181). Dostoevsky’s epilepsy stems from the alleged murder of his father by peasant

Serfs. The remorse generated by the death of his father, whom he wished dead but

morally should not have wished so, is seen as the root of his illness. The relationship

between a father and son is an ambiguous one, and Freud deals with this in detail in

relation to the Oedipus complex. Thus, according to Freud, the epilepsy of Dostoevsky
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is “hystero-epilepsy”: seizures that resemble epilepsy but in medical terms do not show

any disturbance in the EEG. Later, physicians and epileptologists like Henri Gastaut

argued about this idea of hystero-epilepsy and tried to diagnose it differently. In his

article, Freud on Dostoevsky’s Epilepsy: Revaluation, Nathan Rosen explains:

Distinguishing between hysterical and epileptic seizures is all the more difficult

since it often happens that both types of seizures can co-exist in the same

individual, or an epileptic seizure may result in hysterical reactions. Thus there is

no neat either/or opposition between hysterical and epileptic seizures. This gives

us some sense of the complexity of issues in epilepsy research. Given the primitive

state of research in the 1920s, the complexity of epilepsy, the difficulty of

distinguishing between true epilepsy and hysteria, Freud may have felt justified

in ignoring what his detractors saw: that Dostoevsky’ s symptoms suggested

true organic epilepsy.(113)

Though the finding of Freud is marked inaccurate by contemporary neurologists, he was

able to study the disease, its symptoms and its probable influences on the patient and

contributed his ideas boldly both to literature and the medical field.

The element of parricide is existent throughout the history of literature, especially

in the Greek legends of Oedipus: the father gets unintentionally killed by the hero himself.

In Russian literature, the role of the hero is indirect for the same reason: the murder is

done by a different person instead of the hero, and he takes the blame. In The Brothers

Karamazov, instead of Dmitri, who hates his father and has the murderous intention,

Smerdyakov does the deed, but the intention of murder is in Dmitri. Throughout his

writings, Dostoevsky displays masochism, and many of his characters suffer from an

extreme sense of guilt and a unique sense of morality, which is reflected in his other

novels. In his own life, Dostoevsky’s father had been allegedly murdered by one of his

peasant serfs, who, according to Freud, is the redeemer of the blame because, as a boy,

Dostoevsky viewed his father as an obstacle to his sexual wishes.

The Brothers Karamazov deals with the life of a father Fyodor Pavlovich

Karamazov and his three sons: Dmitri Fyodorvich Karamazov, the son of the first wife,

Alexei Fyodorvich Karamazov and Ivan Fyodorvich Karamazov of the second wife.

Their father is a money minded lecherous man. They were brought up by different people

in different places and they meet in a monastery after a problem is raised by Dmitri on

the inheritance of money. Later, it is found that the father has another illegitimate son,
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Smerdyakov, with a mute girl named Lizaveta, who had been working under Fyodor for

years. Smerdyakov is a deep thinker and a clever man who suffers from epilepsy. His

character describes epilepsy better than other characters from The Idiot and Crime

and Punishment. Smerdyakov gets it from his father and during his traumatic birth. He

suffers from seizures that last up to three days. In The Brothers Karamazov,

Smerdyakov’s illness is explained:

A long fit, lasting a long time several hours, or perhaps a day or two. Once it

went on for three days. I fell from the garret that time. The struggling ceased and

then began again, and for three days I couldn’t come back to my senses. Fyodor

Pavlovitch sent for Herzenstube, the doctor here, and he put ice on my head

and tried another remedy, too.... I might have died.(445)

Smerdyakov is very much used to seizures that he is even able to fake having seizures

on purpose for the murder of Fyodor, the father. During the confession to Ivan, he

opens up:

How could you tell that you would fall down the cellar stairs in a fit, if you didn’t

sham a fit on purpose? “I had to go to the cellar anyway, several times a day,

indeed,” Smerdyakov drawled deliberately. “I fell from the garret just in the

same way a year ago. It’s quite true you can’t tell the day and hour of a fit

beforehand, but you can always have a presentiment of it.”(1021)

Recent studies call this Psychogenic Nonepileptic Seizures(PNES), an episode of seizures

that cannot be identified with epilepsy rather are of psychological origin. Freud’s

interpretation of the same is similar;he calls it ‘hystero-epilepsy’.Thus,Smerdyakov’s

seizures can be categorized as (PNES). In the article on Psychogenic Nonepileptic

Seizures the author explains:

Pseudoseizure is an older term for events that appear to be epileptic seizures

but, in fact, do not represent the manifestation of abnormal excessive synchronous

cortical activity, which defines epileptic seizures. They are not a variation of

epilepsy but are of psychiatric origin. Other terms used in the past include

hysterical seizures, psychogenic seizures, and others. The most standard current

terminology is psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNES). (National Library of

Medicine)
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Dostoevsky has created characters with epilepsy in different novels, including

The Idiot, Crime and Punishment, and The Brothers Karamazov. In The Brothers

Karamazov, he explains the hatred he faced in Siberia. Smerdyakov’s life perfectly

resembles Dostoevsky’s life in Siberia. The character not only reflects the biology of

Dostoevsky but also the way he was treated in the Siberian prison. In the novel, Grigory

used to say to Marfa, ‘“and he doesn’t care for anyone. Are you a human being?” he

said, addressing the boy directly. “You’re not a human being.” “You grew from the

mildew in the bath house”’ (202); Later, when Fyodor identifies the boy as an epileptic,

his perception of him changes, and he starts treating him better.

In the biopsychosocial model, we have discussed the psychological and personal

sources of Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov. The theory helps us to have a

deeper insight into the characters’ lives and about epilepsy itself in the author’s context.

Another context that has influenced the same, is the Russian society and ideologies then.

Dostoevsky, in his Notes from the Underground, explains the ideologies that were

prevalent in Russia. The work explains the plight of a socially dissatisfied, hyper-conscious

person. The narrator in Notes from Underground is very similar to Raskolnikov in

Crime and Punishment. In Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky narrates,”He had

successfully avoided meeting his landlady on the staircase.His garret was under the roof

of a high, five-story house and was more like a cupboard than a room” (1). The

Underground man, as described in the novella Notes from Underground, confesses, “I

was only twenty-four.” My life was even then gloomy, ill-regulated, and as solitary as

that of a savage. “I made friends with no one and positively avoided talking, and I buried

myself more and more in my hole” (1). The person also lived in Petersburg in a very

small rented room and was a loner. The novella deals with the ideologies of Dostoevsky

post his life in Siberia. The Russian middle class was trying to imitate the west by being

progressive. Dostoevsky was against it and wanted people to maintain the uniqueness

of Russian society. Many aspects of Notes from the Underground, and especially, as

Dostoevsky himself noticed, the tone, seemed strange, sharp, and even bitter. To some

extent, the bitterness of the novel is traceable to many of his personal events. Dostoevsky

suffered while the novella was being written. Much more important, however, was the

influence of his changing worldview with its ever rougher and more distant attitude toward

the European liberalism, materialism, and utopianism of his younger years. Dostoevsky

had begun his career as a writer in the 1840s as a romantic idealist. At that time, he had

devoted a great deal of attention to utopian socialism and its vision of a perfectly satisfying
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and perfectly regulated life for humankind. This “perfection” of life was thought to be

achievable solely through the application of the principles of reason and enlightened self-

interest. In fact, it was maintained that, given the dominance of reason and the spread of

enlightenment, the perfection of life must happen. The above details make perfect sense

and explain the Russian milieu. When studying the same work with Dostoevsky’s biology,

the words in the novel make good sense. The novella opens with “I am a sick man.” I am

a spiteful man. I am an unattractive man. I believe my liver is diseased. “However, I

know nothing at all about my disease and do not know for certain what ails me.” (1) and

has more to tell in the chapters. Biological terms like liver, spleen, and convulsions, when

viewed as literary symbols, can have different connotations. “And I do not know for

certain what ails me.” (1) The words in the statement can be a hint to his epileptic condition,

and in the following part, he (the underground man) opens up about himself and his place

of living in Petersburg, where the author spent most of his writing career. In the same

work, The Underground Man, which is probably Dostoevsky’s voice, says:

They tormented me till I was ashamed: they drove me to convulsions and—

sickened me, at last, how they sickened me! Now, are not you fancying, gentlemen,

that I am expressing remorse for something now, that I am asking your forgiveness

for something? I am sure you are fancying that. However, I assure you I do not

care if you are.(05)

He speaks about all the humiliations he faced while rendering his works to publishers

before the deadline and also because of his unstable financial conditions.

The above study explains the three elements in the biopsychosocial model: the

biological, psychological, and social, and their mutual influence on each other in the

process of artistic creation. The author Dostoevsky is a perfect prototype for holistic

writing, which includes personal events, the milieu, and the author’s mind and draws

equally from each. This study provides a clear picture of the author, the author’s intentions,

the relationship between the characters and the author, and, most importantly, the work’s

various perspectives when viewed in conjunction with all of its contextual details.
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ABSTRACT

World is the place where the bountiful creations of God are seen in different

shades and shadows with their own hues. Man occupies a prominent place among them.

He thinks himself to be superior than other species in nature. But with all the qualities

bestowed upon him, sometimes he is crippled by the society despite his mental and

physical wellbeing. The cause may be many like his birth, poor economic condition,

family, etc which may remain out of his control or he may not be responsible. No other

platform than literature can represent such flaws of the society. As literature is the reflection

of society, this paper attempts to portray the disability of the abled section of the society.

To analyze this concept, the poem Ballad of the Landlord by Langston Hughes is

taken.
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Eminent writers are blessed souls who celebrate the blessings on Earth and

inculcate the feeling of empathy by making the readers to feel the flaws in the society.

They never fail to play with their words. The magic or the spell in their heart flows

through their fingertips to touch the hearts of the readers. Thus, literature is said to be the

mirror of society. Mercer Langston Hughes, an African American poet, is one of the

remarkable poets of the Harlem Renaissance. He always portrayed the life of the black
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in his works. He reflected their life along with their culture. He differed from his

predecessor by reflecting the life of the black in his poetry. One such poem is Ballad of

the Landlord.

This piece of article tries to bring out the disability in the abled human. The

disabled humans portrayed here are both the suppressed and the dominant. Kinshuk

Chakraborty has quoted from WHO in his article, Disability Studies and Literature:

An Overview,

“Disability is not an attribute of an individual, but rather a complex

collection of conditions, many of which are created by the social

environment. Hence the management of the problem requires social

action, and it is the collective responsibility of society at large to make

the changes necessary for full participation of people with disabilities in

all areas of social life”. (3698)

The term ‘disability’ usually refers to one’s physical or mental impairment, because

of which they differ from the normal ones. But there are individuals who become disabled

by the society. People with disability feel inferior and shameful. They undergo the pain of

being odd in the society. In the same way people discriminated by any individual, superior

or the society too undergo the same pathetic condition of the disabled. But the one who

enjoys in the sufferings of the other is devoid of any shame or aloofness. He/She too is

disabled by the stereotype society. Besides their mental and physical well-being, they

remain disabled. As said by the WHO, they need social action and social responsibility

becomes the need of such souls.

The use of caesura in the opening line of the poem Ballad of the Landlord by

Langston Hughes expresses the feeling of the tenant. “Landlord, landlord,” (1). The

word ‘Landlord’ is repeated with a comma which sounds the voice of the tenant. He

gives emphasis to his call, trying to reach his landlord who is supposed to be white and

whereas the tenant a Negro. His house is damaged and his repeated request fails. With

politeness he makes a request that, as the steps leading to his house are broken the

landlord should take care himself while using it.

The next stanza opens with a question, “Ten Bucks you say I owe you?” (5).

The superior landlord is not worried about the condition of the house. But he is much

concerned about the money that the tenant must pay him. If the white has the right to

receive the rent being the landlord, the Negro tenant has the right to make his request.
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So, the tenant is firm that he would pay the rent only when the landlord fixes the house.

He is aware of the consequences and thus questions if the landlord would give him

eviction order or cut off his heat, or throw away his furniture for making a request to

mend his house. The tenant observes the mighty attitude of the landlord and warns him

that he could not spell out a word if he punches him. The reasonable demand of the

submissive kindles the dominant attitude of the landlord. Feeling superior always, he is

unable to accept the demands of the Negro. So, he shows his power over the tenant.

Living in a society of racial discrimination, the tenant becomes disabled though he is

mentally and physically abled. Being in the stereotyped dominant race has made him

disabled. He is unable to get into the shoes of the Negroes. Hence, he too is called as

disabled in spite of his ableness.

The next stanza “Police! Police!” (17), shows the liberty of the white landlord

who immediately approaches the authority for his favour. This is an evident act portraying

the prevalence of discrimination at all level. The following stanza throws light on the

immediate response of the cops. Thus the poet has used few words to convey loads of

message :

Copper’s whistle!

Patrol bell!

Arrest.

Precinct station.

Iron cell. (21 – 25)

The tenant who requested for basic needs is under iron bars. This is the condition of the

Negros in the hypocritic society. The Negro can be compared to the weaker section of

the society who are suppressed due to various reasons.  So, they become disabled.

They are emotionally challenged like the physically challenged. They remain helpless by

the rude action of the dominant and the authority.  Critical disability theory is a methodology,

not a “subject-oriented area of study” (Schalk 2017). As a methodology, the theory

involves scrutinizing not bodily or mental impairments but the social norms that define

particular attributes as impairments, as well as the social conditions that concentrate

stigmatized attributes in particular populations. (2017)
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As portrayed by the social model, the tenant, and the landlord are disabled by

the society. The tenant or the suppressed become the victim of the society and thus they

are vulnerable and helpless. In the same way the landlord or the dominant too are in the

mindset of the stereotyped society. They are mentally moulded in such a way that they

feel themselves superior and the submissive inferior to them.The landlord or the dominant

are mentally crippled to break up the shell of superiority and consider the vulnerable.

Born in a particular race or situation brings some attribute like impairment in both the

cases like the superior landlord and the inferior tenant. Thus, the landlord is unable to

accept the demands of the tenant. If the demand has been made by a white tenant, his

response would have been different. He is brought up in such a society which makes him

disabled though he is mentally and physically able.

  Both the superior and the inferior groups are prevalent in the population. People

with sound health cannot be considered as able person. “Attacking people with disability

is the lowest display of power” says Morgan Freeman. More of moral values is needed.

“We are the thinkers of our thoughts…, we can change our thoughts if we choose to do

so” (Sharma 157). It is the perspective that matters. Change in the vision should be

educated. Disability should be erased in the abled and it should not be seen in the disabled.

Let the light of the vision fall on the positives to cover the negatives. Mental strength is

stronger than the physical. People should understand that every creature is the gift of

God with a purpose on Earth. This notion would teach every human to respect and value

the other. Any individual with a refined thought and vision would respect the hidden bliss

in every other soul devoid of the disability.
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The word ‘migration’ brings myriad images in the minds of people. Those who

have undergone the situation, most often find it a traumatic experience. The reasons for

migration are numerous. Threat to one’s life is the foremost reason why people migrate.

There can also be migrants who choose to adopt another country for the sake of material

benefits or emotional stability. Khaled Hosseini’s novels offer insights into the minds of

migrants. The author himself, being part of the diaspora writers, draws word pictures of

migrant minds tossed in the tumultuous lives in their adopted countries. Some choose to

return to their motherlands in search of their roots or to help their homeland. Some

remain in the adopted lands, keeping a part of their own land in their minds. There are

also migrants who are at ease in their new lives far away from one’s own country. The

present study analyses two of Hosseini’s novels, A Thousand Splendid Suns and And

the Mountains Echoed to explore the undercurrents of migration, whether it be temporary

displacement or permanent.

A Thousand Splendid Suns explores the lives of two women, Mariam and

Laila, who are brought up in diverse situations in Afghanistan. Mariam is an illegitimate

child who is married off to Rasheed in Kabul after her mother’s suicide. Laila is born

into a progressive family and therefore her future looks promising till trouble descends

on Afghanistan due to civil strife and infighting. Her childhood friend Tariq and family
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leaves for Peshawar due to the volatile situation in Kabul. Laila’s family also decides to

leave but the decision comes a bit late as a rocket hits their house which kills her parents.

Laila is badly injured. Her neighbour Rasheed and Mariam looks after her. With lengthy

treatment and care, she survives and Rasheed marries her. She hoodwinks him as she is

already pregnant with Tariq’s baby. The two women are at loggerheads in the beginning

but unite to fight their common enemy – Rasheed. He is a violent man who has staged the

death of Tariq so that Laila will marry him. Aziza and Zalmai are born to Laila with whom

the two women lead miserable lives because of Rasheed’s violent nature. They try to

escape to Pakistan with the children, but the rule of the land prevents them from travelling

without a male guardian. Tariq comes back in search of Laila. Later on Mariam hits

Rasheed dead with a shovel, when he is about to strangle Laila. Mariam surrenders so

that Laila can get away with Tariq and the children. Thus Laila’s exile from Afghanistan

begins

Laila wants a safe place to bring up her children. She wants to catch up with her

life with Tariq, her childhood lover and father of Aziza. So their exile to Pakistan is a

necessity to build a family. The urge to get back to Afghanistan when the situation turns

favourable is equally strong in her. At the moment she aims to lead an ordinary life with

her husband and children even though in a foreign land. “Laila is happy here in Murree.

But it is not an easy happiness. It is not a happiness without cost” (A Thousand 369).The

uneasiness of being away from one’s own country torments Laila frequently. She often

remembers her saviour Mariam and their house in Kabul. She even dreams of living

there. The strong pull of one’s homeland can be gauged in Laila’s feelings.

Laila’s wish takes time to be fulfilled. The situation in Afghanistan continues to be

hostile for them to go back. The attack of the twin towers in Washington results in a long

drawn out war of the U.S. with Afghanistan. Tariq and Laila discuss the crisis in their

motherland. Laila can never think of war as something good as it involves loss of life. She

is often reminded of her parents’ death in the rocket attack and also the deaths of her

friends. Tariq has a slightly different opinion. If the country can be stable at the end of the

war, then it can do people good. But he has also lost his parents in war. Their life in

Murree goes off peacefully with the family enjoying the simple pleasures of life like an

outing on a holiday. But the homeland beckons her.

Laila often reminisces her childhood days in Kabul. She is restless when she

hears of the rebuilding of Afghanistan. She wants to be of help to her motherland. She is

grateful to the adopted country for providing a peaceful atmosphere to live with her
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family. Her father used to tell her to aim high and to be of use to her country. Mariam

sacrificed her life for Laila’s safety. She wants to pay tribute to her in her homeland by

helping in the rebuilding of their country. All these are reasons which tempt her to think of

going back. So it is decided that they will finally begin the journey to their homeland.

They visit Mariam’s childhood town in Herat before going to their destination – Kabul.

The ravages of war can be seen on the way. But Laila is determined to be at the service

of her country. She helps in the rebuilding of an orphanage along with Tariq. Mariam’s

father has left her inheritance which is used in the rebuilding. Later she becomes a teacher

at the orphanage school. Her mission of readying the future generation of Afghanistan

gives her a sense of fulfilment.

Hosseini has lived in Afghanistan, his home country, as a child. Later he moves

on to the US with his family. Assimilation to the adopted land takes a while, as he has

difficulty with the language initially. He has maintained close relationship with his motherland

through the extended family. He visits Afghanistan and helps actively in the betterment of

the country through his Charity Foundations. Since Hosseini is a diaspora writer, he has

been able to minutely portray the mindscapes of his migrant characters. Diasporas are

communities of people living together in an adopted country but the mother country still

has a strong hold on them. And the Mountains Echoed details different levels of migration.

The complexity involved with migration is laid bare in this novel. The characters migrate

due to various reasons and their bonds with their mother country vary.

Nila Wahdati belongs to a wealthy background in Kabul. She adopts a three

year old girl, Pari, from a rural background. The girl is sold to her due to the extreme

poverty of her household. Nila and Pari migrate to Paris after a while, due to the health

condition of Nila’s husband. She is least interested in looking after her paralysed husband

and her free nature restraints her from enjoying life in Kabul. Abdullah, Pari’s brother is

deeply affected by his sister’s adoption. In his later life, he migrates to the US. He names

his daughter Pari, after his sister. Wahdati’s neighbours Idris and Timur move to the US

after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. In the novel, migration happens due to foreign

invasion of home country or stifling conditions which prevent a person from blossoming

emotionally.

Nila’s poems are so bold that it can invite the wrath of the authorities. She has a

difficult childhood because of a strict father and her liberal ways cannot find approval in

a conservative society. After her migration to Paris, she is free to pen her thoughts through

revolutionary poems. But her restless spirit cannot find peace in a city like Paris also.
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She takes on many lovers and later commits suicide. Pari on the other hand, is at ease in

Paris. She comes to know later on in her life that Nila is not her biological mother. Her

urge to go back to the roots in Afghanistan is strong but her familial responsibilities tie her

down. It is only after her children are settled that she goes in search of her loved ones. It

takes her to the US where her brother Abdullah is.

Abdullah on the other hand takes a slice of homeland to the US. He opens an

Afghan restaurant, Abe’s Kabob House, which serves as a link between homeland and

adopted land. The décor has many Afghan reminders. Afghan migrants frequent the

place. He brings up his daughter in far away US in traditional Afghan way. Religious

education is also given to her. Night outs and boyfriends are strict taboo for her. She is

trained in Farsi too. In short, Abdullah tries to recreate Afghan way of life in US. The

assimilation with the adopted country does not happen in his case as is the case with

most first generation immigrants. But his daughter finds it easy to get along with the

American ways. Her Afghan blood does not allow her to rebel against her father. She

tries to find a midway path.

Idris and Timur who have found their way to the US following the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan, come back to their homeland after over two decades to reclaim their

family property. Timur makes a great show of helping those in need while in his homeland.

Idris is quiet but he shows his willingness to help Roshi, a girl who is badly injured in a

family feud. He promises to help on reaching the US, but conveniently shelves it once he

is back in his adopted country. After many years, Idris finds out that Timur has helped

Roshi with her surgeries in the US.

Humanitarian work forms one aspect of diaspora life. Those who have been

fortunate enough to reach safe havens from troubled homelands try to help people back

home who are in need. Idris and Timur are examples. Abdullah also used to send money

to his relatives in Pakistan so that they can lead decent lives even though in a foreign

country. Thus concern for fellow beings left behind under hostile situation in home land

or elsewhere propels them to help the less fortunate ones.

When relatives from homeland reach the adopted land, people already settled

there, celebrate. But in And the Mountains Echoed, what could have been such a huge

celebration never takes place in the case of Abdullah and his sister Pari. Their reunion

happens in California but Abdullah is suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and cannot

recognize his sister. The mindscapes of displaced people are sensitively portrayed by
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Hosseini in the novel. The fact that he has firsthand knowledge of the workings of the

minds of diaspora helps to capture the turmoil which affects them. The different aspects

of the diaspora identity – nostalgia, hybridity and survivor’s guilt can be seen in the

novel.

The idea of nostalgia is reiterated through the character of Abdullah. He likes to

live in the past. The restaurant, which he runs in the US, is a strong link to his motherland.

The dishes on the menu remind one of Afghanistan. Khyber Pass Pilaf, Caravan Kabob,

Silk Route Chicken are typically Afghan. The décor of the restaurant include the poster

of an Afghan girl from National Geographic and Pari’s painting of the minarets of

Herat. A copper bell is sounded every time a table is served. Pari’s Quran classes and

Farsi classes are other reminders of the elements of nostalgia in the novel. This is strong

in the case of first generation migrants and it wanes with each passing generation.

Cultural integration is a key factor in diaspora life. It helps the migrants to assimilate

with the host country. The first generation migrants find it difficult to integrate culturally

as is seen in Abdullah. His idea of adapting to the host country ends with watching an

English movie with the family. The idea of sending Pari for Farsi and Quran classes is a

way to hold on to the past. Abdullah refuses to send his daughter to study fine arts

though she is interested in it. In traditional societies, like that of Afghanistan, girls are not

allowed to learn liberal arts. Pari on the other hand adapts better than her father. She

finds writing from right to left in Farsi difficult as she has learned English at a young age.

But she sticks on to it to please her father. She decides to stay single though this is

interpreted as discharging her duty as a daughter especially after her mother’s death.

Nila Wahdati migrates to Paris with her daughter Pari to spread her wings. She

continues to write bold poetry. Since her mother is French, she does not find it difficult

to culturally integrate with the adopted land. But her restless nature makes her take up

boyfriends and attempt suicide on several occasions. The emotional stability which she

aims at in Paris is never attained because of her inherent free nature. Pari migrates when

quite young, so she integrates better with the new country. Her memories of Afghanistan

are not strong enough to make her miss her motherland. Cultural assimilation happens

quite easily. But this is not the case with Abdullah. He has not fully come out of his

feelings for his mother country nor has he assimilated with the adopted land.

Living in-between can be traumatic. But it is a way resorted to by the migrants

to come to terms with their new reality. In The Location ofCulture, Homi K. Bhabha
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explores how the migrants live ‘border lives’ on the margins of different nations in the

introductory chapter, “Locations of Culture”. Cultural transmission is possible as the

migrant can actively intervene in the propagation of one’s own culture in the adopted

land. According to Bhabha, “…it is the ‘inter’ – the cutting edge of translation and

negotiation, the in-between space – that carries the burden of the meaning of culture”

(38). Thus hybridity figures as a key element in diaspora existence. Aloofness is another

trait of migrant identity. Many migrants try to live in their own communities in the adopted

lands. The integration with the host community does not happen to a great extent in the

case of first generation migrants. But the next generations find it easier to integrate with

the host societies. This can also be seen in And The Mountains Echoed.

Survivor’s guilt is another prevalent aspect of diaspora life. In And the

MountainsEchoed, this is manifested by the charity work done by those who managed

to get away from their hostile motherland. Abdullah sends money to his relatives in Pakistan.

Idris and Timur try to help their brethren in Afghanistan. Timur makes a great show of his

charity work though Idris is more subtle in his ways. But ultimately it is Timur who helps

Roshi pay for her surgery. Hosseini also heads many charity organizations which help

people in war ravaged Afghanistan.

Hosseini has successfully drawn the crises in the lives of migrants through both

the novels taken up for study. The migrant position is mainly fluidic. Rootedness to one’s

own land at an emotional level makes integration to host communities difficult. Though

the ideal motherland is a farfetched reality, the adopted land is far from the ideal land in

their mindscapes, at least for the first generation migrants. This leads to living in-between

lives. Thus migration remains an enigma to all involved!
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9

Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; jhf;fKk;> thrfu;Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; jhf;fKk;> thrfu;Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; jhf;fKk;> thrfu;Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; jhf;fKk;> thrfu;Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; jhf;fKk;> thrfu;

tl;lKk;;tl;lKk;;tl;lKk;;tl;lKk;;tl;lKk;;

k. ,e;J[h gpUe;jh> Kidtu; gl;l Ma;thsu;>k. ,e;J[h gpUe;jh> Kidtu; gl;l Ma;thsu;>k. ,e;J[h gpUe;jh> Kidtu; gl;l Ma;thsu;>k. ,e;J[h gpUe;jh> Kidtu; gl;l Ma;thsu;>k. ,e;J[h gpUe;jh> Kidtu; gl;l Ma;thsu;>

newpahsu;: Kidtu;. jh. \kpyh N[h];lu;>newpahsu;: Kidtu;. jh. \kpyh N[h];lu;>newpahsu;: Kidtu;. jh. \kpyh N[h];lu;>newpahsu;: Kidtu;. jh. \kpyh N[h];lu;>newpahsu;: Kidtu;. jh. \kpyh N[h];lu;>

cjtpg;Nguhrpupau;>jkpo;j;Jiw>

J}a rNtupahu; fy;Y}up (jd;dhl;rp)>ghisaq;Nfhl;il – 627 002>

kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhu; gy;fiyf;fofk;>jpUney;Ntyp.

Kd;Diu:Kd;Diu:Kd;Diu:Kd;Diu:Kd;Diu:

     ,f;fhy ,yf;fpaj;jpd; tiffSs; tuyhw;Wg; Gjpdq;fs; jdpr;

rpwg;gplj;ij ngWfpd;wd.  mtw;Ws; ,d;iwa epiyapy; Nts;ghup Gjpdk;

mjpf vz;zpf;ifapy; thrfu;fis nfhz;l Gjpdkhf mwpag;gLfpwJ.

vOj;jhsUk;> kJiu ehlhSkd;w njhFjp cWg;gpdUkhfpa R. ntq;fNlrd;

mtu;fs; njhluhf vOjp> gpd;G Gjpdj;jpd; tbtk; ngw;wJ ‘tPuAf ehafd;

Nts;ghup’ vd;w GjpdkhFk;.  2016-Mk; Mz;L thuj; njhluhf mwpKfkhfp>

2018-Mk; Mz;L gjpg;G nra;ag;gl;l ,g;Gjpdk; fle;j rpy Mz;Lfsp;y;

jdf;nfd kpfg;ngupa thrfu; tl;lj;ijAk;> jhf;fj;ijAk; Vw;gLj;jpAs;sJ.

Nts;ghup Gjpdk; kl;Lkd;W> Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; MrpupaUk; Mrhd; vd;w

epiyapy; Nts;ghup thrfu;fshy; Nghw;wg;gLfpwhu;.  rq;f fhy ts;sy;fspy;

xUtdhd ghupia ehafdhf nfhz;like;j ,g;Gjpdk; rq;f ,yf;fpar;

#oypy; mike;Js;sNjhL> gy njhy;ypay; juTfisAk; cs;slf;fpAs;sJ.

,g;Gjpdk; thrfu;fspilNa Vw;gLj;jpAs;s jhf;fj;ij ntspg;gLj;Jtjhf

,f;fl;Liu mike;Js;sJ.

Nts;ghup Gjpdk;:Nts;ghup Gjpdk;:Nts;ghup Gjpdk;:Nts;ghup Gjpdk;:Nts;ghup Gjpdk;:

     filnaO ts;sy;fspy; xUtdhd ghup FWepy kd;ddhf $wg;glhky;>

gwk;G kiyapd; Ntspu;Fyj; jiytdhf kl;LNk Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpy;
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fhl;rpg;gLj;jg;gl;Ls;shd;.  rq;f ,yf;fpaj;ij jskhfTk;> Mrpupaupd; fsMa;T

juTfisAk> ; fw;gidiaAk; GidTfshf nfhz;Lk; ,g;Gjpdk;

fl;likf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ.  ,uz;L ghfq;fshf mike;Js;s Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpy;

E}w;wpw;Fk; Nkw;gl;l ghj;jpuq;fs; gilf;fg;gl;Ls;s epiyapYk;> thrfupd;

kdjpy; gy ghj;jpuq;fs; vspjhf ,lk;ngw;WtpLfpd;wd.  %Nte;ju;fSf;Fk;

gy;NtW ,df;FOtpw;Fk; ,ilNa epfOk; Nghuhf Nts;ghup Gjpdk;

mike;Js;sJ.  ,df;For; rKjhak; mope;J Nte;ju; rKjhakhf khWk;

rKjha khw;wj;ij rq;f ,yf;fpak; kl;Lkpd;wp Nts;ghup GjpdKk;

gpujpgypf;fpd;wJ.  Mrpupau; Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpy; vOjpAs;s epfo;Tfis

kzpad; nry;tk; mtu;fs; Xtpakhf fhl;rpg;gLj;jpAs;shu;.

KfE}y; FOf;fSk;> gjpTfSk;:KfE}y; FOf;fSk;> gjpTfSk;:KfE}y; FOf;fSk;> gjpTfSk;:KfE}y; FOf;fSk;> gjpTfSk;:KfE}y; FOf;fSk;> gjpTfSk;:

     KfE}ypy; cs;s ‘Nts;ghup thrfu; kd;wk;’ vd;w FOtpd; topNa>

Nts;ghup Gjpdk; Vw;gLj;jpAs;s jhf;fj;ij mjpfkhf mwpe;Jnfhs;s KbfpwJ.

Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; gj;njhd;gjhapuk; thrfu;fs; ,ize;j thrfu; tl;lkhf

,f;FO nray;gLfpwJ.  Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jhy; <u;f;fg;gl;l> mjd; thrfu;fs;

gilg;NghL ,ize;j tho;tpid Nkw;nfhs;fpd ;wdu ; .  jpUkz

miog;gpjo;fspYk;> Foe;ijfSf;F ngau; #l;LjypYk;> gupR nghUl;fshfTk;>

,y;yq;fis myq;fupf;Fk; nghUl;fshfTk; vd;W Nts;ghupapd; fUj;Jf;fspy;

%o;fp epw;fpd;wdu;.

‘FWfj;jupj;j Fws; Nghy; FWfj;jupj;j Nts;ghup’ vd;w jiyg;gpy; 134

fUj;Jf;fis gh. yl;Rkp ehuhaz%u;j;jp mtu;fs; Nts;ghup thrfu; kd;wk;

vd;w FOtpy; gjptpl;Ls;shu;.  ,g;gjptpy; mtuJ fUj;Jf;fs; Fiwe;j

mbfspy; mike;J Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; epfo;Tfis rpwg;Gw vLj;Jiuf;fpd;wd.

NkYk; ,tu;>‘jpUf;FwSk; Nts;ghupAk;’ vd;w jiyg;gpy; jpUf;Fwspid Nts;ghup

Gjpdj;NjhL xg;gpl;L Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; fijia jpUf;Fwspd; tpsf;fj;jpw;F

tYNru;f;Fk; tifapy; $wpAs;shu;.

     Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpy; cs;s rpy fjhghj;jpuq;fis vLj;Jf;nfhz;L>

thrfu;fNs fpisf;fijfis vOjpAs;sdu;.  khtPud; ,uthjd;(ahid

fhjyd;) vd;w jiyg;gpy; %u;j;jp ghG mtu;fs; jw;nghOJ njhlu;e;J

fpisf;fijfis vOjp tUfpwhu;.  Kidtu;. k. ];Bgd; kpf;Nfy;uh[; mtu;fs;

jdJ E}whtJ rpWfij Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; njhlu;fijahf mika Ntz;Lk;

vd;W ‘ahopdp-Mjpdp’ vd;w jiyg;gpy; Mde;j fq;ifj; J}J ,jopy;
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rpWfijia ntspapl;Ls;shu;.  ,tu; Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpy; ghupapd; kidtpahf

Gidag;gl;l Mjpdp vd;w ghj;jpuj;ij nfhz;L ,r;rpWfijia vOjpAs;shu;.

“Ky;iyf;Fj; Nju; <e;j ghupts;sy; MjpdpiaKy;iyf;Fj; Nju; <e;j ghupts;sy; MjpdpiaKy;iyf;Fj; Nju; <e;j ghupts;sy; MjpdpiaKy;iyf;Fj; Nju; <e;j ghupts;sy; MjpdpiaKy;iyf;Fj; Nju; <e;j ghupts;sy; Mjpdpia

kzKbj;J mtis gr;ir kiyj;njhlu; gwk;gpd;kzKbj;J mtis gr;ir kiyj;njhlu; gwk;gpd;kzKbj;J mtis gr;ir kiyj;njhlu; gwk;gpd;kzKbj;J mtis gr;ir kiyj;njhlu; gwk;gpd;kzKbj;J mtis gr;ir kiyj;njhlu; gwk;gpd;

jiytpahf;Fthd; vd;gJk; mg;nghOJ ahUk;jiytpahf;Fthd; vd;gJk; mg;nghOJ ahUk;jiytpahf;Fthd; vd;gJk; mg;nghOJ ahUk;jiytpahf;Fthd; vd;gJk; mg;nghOJ ahUk;jiytpahf;Fthd; vd;gJk; mg;nghOJ ahUk;

mwpe;jpUf;ftpy;iymwpe;jpUf;ftpy;iymwpe;jpUf;ftpy;iymwpe;jpUf;ftpy;iymwpe;jpUf;ftpy;iy”1

vd;w tupfs; ,r;rpWfij Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; fpisf;fijf;Fupa jd;ikia

ngw;Ws;sd vd;gij czu;j;Jfpd;wd.

     jw;nghOJ (2022-Mk; Mz;L mf;Nlhgu; Kjy;)  Nts;ghup thrfu;

kd;wk; FOtpy; ‘fhu;fhyj;ij nfhz;lhLNthk;’ vd;w jiyg;gpy; Nts;ghupapy;

cs;s fhjy; ,izau;fs; gw;wpa fUj;Jf;fis fij> ftpij> fl;Liu

tbtpy; gjpT nra;J tUfpd;wdu;.  Nts;ghup kPk;]; vd;w FOTk; KfE}ypy;

Nts;ghup njhlu;ghd fUj;Jf;fis kPk;]; tbtpy; ntspapl;L tUfpd;wJ

vd;gJ Fwpg;gplj;jf;fjhFk;.

Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ehlf muq;Nfw;wk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ehlf muq;Nfw;wk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ehlf muq;Nfw;wk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ehlf muq;Nfw;wk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ehlf muq;Nfw;wk;:

     Guhz> ,jpfhr> fhg;gpa epfo;TfshfNth> mwf;fUj;ij ntspg;gLj;Jk;

VNjDk; xU fijahfNth ehlfk; mikjy; ,ay;ghFk;.  Ntd;ghup Gjpdj;jpd;

ehafdhfpa ts;sy; ghup njhlu;ghfTk; gy ehlf E}y;fs; cs;sd.  ,Ug;gpDk;

Nts;ghup GjpdNk ehlfkhf muq;NfwpaJ vd;gJ ,ay;gpw;F khwhd xd;NwahFk;.

“jkpof kf;fspd; tho;tpaiyAk;> gz;ghl;L> kuGr; rpe;jidfisAk;jkpof kf;fspd; tho;tpaiyAk;> gz;ghl;L> kuGr; rpe;jidfisAk;jkpof kf;fspd; tho;tpaiyAk;> gz;ghl;L> kuGr; rpe;jidfisAk;jkpof kf;fspd; tho;tpaiyAk;> gz;ghl;L> kuGr; rpe;jidfisAk;jkpof kf;fspd; tho;tpaiyAk;> gz;ghl;L> kuGr; rpe;jidfisAk;

mbg;gilahff; nfhz;l fiyahf ehlfk; gupzkpj;jJ.mbg;gilahff; nfhz;l fiyahf ehlfk; gupzkpj;jJ.mbg;gilahff; nfhz;l fiyahf ehlfk; gupzkpj;jJ.mbg;gilahff; nfhz;l fiyahf ehlfk; gupzkpj;jJ.mbg;gilahff; nfhz;l fiyahf ehlfk; gupzkpj;jJ.”22222 Nkw;fz;l

fUj;ij mbnahw;wp> Av];V tisFlh gFjp jkpo; kd;wk; rhu;ghf Nts;ghup

Gjpdk; rhd;gpuhd;rp];Nfhtpy; Nts;ghup Gjpdk; ehlfkhf muq;Nfw;wg;gl;lJ.

Kg;gjpw;Fk; Nkw;gl;l fiyQu;fspd; ,uz;L khj gapw;rpapd; ntspg;ghlhf

,e;epfo;T mike;jJ.  jha;epyj;ijtpl;L may;ehl;by; thOk; jkpou;fspd;

jkpohu;tj;ijAk;> mtu;fspilNa Nts;ghup Gjpdk; Vw;gLj;jpAs;s jhf;fj;ijAk;

,e;ehlfk; muq;Nfw;wpAs;sJ.

Nts;ghup thrfu;fshy; ,ize;j gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fshy; ,ize;j gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fshy; ,ize;j gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fshy; ,ize;j gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fshy; ,ize;j gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk;:

‘xU Gj;jfk; vd;dnty;yhk; nra;Ak;?’ vd;w tpdhtpw;F gy tpilfs; fpilf;Fk;.

Mdhy;> Nts;ghup Gjpdk; vd;dnty;yhk; nra;Js;sJ vd;W Muha;e;J ghu;j;jhy;

mjd; tpil tpag;gspg;gjhfNt cs;sJ.  Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; thrfu;fs;

xd;wpize;J gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk; vd;w FO xd;iw cUthf;fpAs;sdu;.
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,jd; jiytuhf jpU.  jpUg;gjp thrfd; mtu;fSk;> nrayhsuhf jpUkjp.

mq;ifaw;fz;zp mtu;fSk;> nfsutj; jiytuhf jpU. R. ntq;fNlrd;

mtu;fSk; gwk;Gj; jkpo;r; rq;fj;ij nray;gLj;jp tUfpd;wdu;.  ,r;rq;fk;

Nguplu; fhyq;fspy; gy cjtpfisr; nra;Js;sJ.  gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fj;jpd;

cWg;gpdu;fshfpa Nts;ghup thrfu;fs; gyUk; gpujpgyd; ghuhJ cjtpfis

nra;tNjhL> ,yf;fpa rhjidfisAk; epfo;j;jp tUfpd;wdu;.  “,aw;ifiaAk;>

,yf;fpaj;ijAk; ,U fz;fshff; nfhz;L nray;gLk; gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk;

fle;j 3 Mz;Lfshf ,aw;if rhu;e;j> ,yf;fpak; rhu;e;j> r%fk; rhu;e;j

gy;NtW nray;ghLfis KO <Lghl;NlhL njhlu;e;J Nkw;nfhz;L tUfpwJ.”

vd;w tho;j;Jiu gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fk; gw;wp re;jdNtq;if kyupy; R. ntq;fNlrd;

mtu;fs;  Fwpg;gpl;litahFk;. gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fj;jpd; Mf;fg;gzpfs; Nts;ghup

Gjpdj;jpd; thrfu;fshYk;> jhf;fj;jhYk; cUthdit vd;gij czu;e;Jnfhs;s

KbfpwJ.

Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ntspaPLfs;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ntspaPLfs;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ntspaPLfs;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ntspaPLfs;:Nts;ghup thrfu;fspd; ntspaPLfs;:

xU Gj;jfj;jpd; njhlu;r;rpahf kw;nwhU Gj;jfk; cUthFjy; cz;L.  Mdhy;

xU Gj;jfj;jpd; kPJ tpUg;gq;nfhz;L> mjd; thrfu;fs; ,ize;J kw;nwhU

Gj;jfj;ij cUthf;Fjy; vd;gJ tpag;gpw;FupaJ.  Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd;

thrfu;fs; gwk;G jkpo;r; rq;fj;jpd; thapyhf Vopiyg;ghiy> re;jdNtq;if

Mfpa kyu;fisAk;> ,uz;lhk; Ntw;Wik cUG vd;w rpWfij njhFg;igAk;

ntspapl;Ls;sdu;.  2021-Mk; Mz;L nghq;fy; jpUehspy; Vopiyg;ghiy

kyiuAk;> 2022-Mk; Mz;L ijj;jpUehspy; re;jdNtq;if kyiuAk;> 2022-

Mk; Mz;bNyNa Nju;e;njLf;fg;gl;l 28 rpWfijfspd; njhFg;ghf ,uz;lhk;

Ntw;Wik cUG vd;Dk; Gj;jfKk; ntspaplg;gl;lJ.   ,t;ntspaPLfs;

Gjpa gilg;ghspfis cUthf;Ftjw;fhfTk;> mtu;fspd; jpwikfis

ntspg;gLj;Jtjw;fhfTk;> rpWfijfs;> ftpijfs;> fl;Liufs;> xspg;glq;fs;>

Gifg;glq;fs;> Neu;f;fhzy;fs;> gazf; fl;Liufs;> Gjpu;fs;> fbjq;fs; Mfpa

tbtq;fspy; fUj;Jf;fis nfhz;L mike;jpUf;fpd;wd.   Nts;ghup Gjpdk;

gy ,yf;fpaq;fs; cUthf Kjd;ik E}yhf mike;Js;sNjhL> mjd;

jhf;fk; r%fk; rhu;e;j gy nray;ghLfSf;Fk; fhuzkhf mike;Js;sJ.

Nts;ghupapd; kjpg;Giu:Nts;ghupapd; kjpg;Giu:Nts;ghupapd; kjpg;Giu:Nts;ghupapd; kjpg;Giu:Nts;ghupapd; kjpg;Giu:

     Gj;jf kjpg;Giu my;yJ E}y; kjpg;Giu vd;gJ xU Gj;jfj;jpd;

tbtk;> ghzp kw;Wk; jFjp Nghd;wtw;iw cs;slf;fpa ,yf;fpa tpkuprd
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tifahFk;.  jkpNoO ts;sy;fs; fhyKk; tuyhWk; vd;w E}ypd; Mrpupau;

Nrud; nrq;Fl;Ltd; mtu;fs; jdJ E}ypy; “tPuAf ehafd; Nts;ghup fijapy;

Fwpg;gplg;gLk; GidTfSk; cz;ikfSk;” vd;w jiyg;gpy; rpy fUj;Jf;fis

kjpg;gpl;Ls;shu;.  Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd; fijfspy; epiwa khw;Wf;fUj;Jf;fs;

cUthfpa epiyapy; cz;ik tuyhW vd;d? vd;W Muha njhlq;fpa

Nrud; nrq;Fl;Ltd; mtu;fspd; Mjq;fj;jpd; ntspg;ghlhfNt ,j;jiyg;G

mike;Js;sJ.

“tuyhw;Wg; GidT mtutu;fSf;F Vw;whu; Nghy; fij vOJtJtuyhw;Wg; GidT mtutu;fSf;F Vw;whu; Nghy; fij vOJtJtuyhw;Wg; GidT mtutu;fSf;F Vw;whu; Nghy; fij vOJtJtuyhw;Wg; GidT mtutu;fSf;F Vw;whu; Nghy; fij vOJtJtuyhw;Wg; GidT mtutu;fSf;F Vw;whu; Nghy; fij vOJtJ

mtu;fsJ cupik mtu;fsJ gilg;ghw;wypd; Rje;jpuj;ijg;mtu;fsJ cupik mtu;fsJ gilg;ghw;wypd; Rje;jpuj;ijg;mtu;fsJ cupik mtu;fsJ gilg;ghw;wypd; Rje;jpuj;ijg;mtu;fsJ cupik mtu;fsJ gilg;ghw;wypd; Rje;jpuj;ijg;mtu;fsJ cupik mtu;fsJ gilg;ghw;wypd; Rje;jpuj;ijg;

nghUj;jJ> mij ehd; jLf;f vdf;F ve;j mjpfhuKk; ,y;iynghUj;jJ> mij ehd; jLf;f vdf;F ve;j mjpfhuKk; ,y;iynghUj;jJ> mij ehd; jLf;f vdf;F ve;j mjpfhuKk; ,y;iynghUj;jJ> mij ehd; jLf;f vdf;F ve;j mjpfhuKk; ,y;iynghUj;jJ> mij ehd; jLf;f vdf;F ve;j mjpfhuKk; ,y;iy

,Ug;gpDk; Iahtpd; fijiaAk; rpyu; cz;ik vd;W ek;gp,Ug;gpDk; Iahtpd; fijiaAk; rpyu; cz;ik vd;W ek;gp,Ug;gpDk; Iahtpd; fijiaAk; rpyu; cz;ik vd;W ek;gp,Ug;gpDk; Iahtpd; fijiaAk; rpyu; cz;ik vd;W ek;gp,Ug;gpDk; Iahtpd; fijiaAk; rpyu; cz;ik vd;W ek;gp

%Nte;ju;fis jtwhfTk; kw;w jkpo; Ntspu; kd;du;fisAk;%Nte;ju;fis jtwhfTk; kw;w jkpo; Ntspu; kd;du;fisAk;%Nte;ju;fis jtwhfTk; kw;w jkpo; Ntspu; kd;du;fisAk;%Nte;ju;fis jtwhfTk; kw;w jkpo; Ntspu; kd;du;fisAk;%Nte;ju;fis jtwhfTk; kw;w jkpo; Ntspu; kd;du;fisAk;

kwe;Jtpl;lhu;fs; vd;gJjhd; vd; Mjq;fk;!kwe;Jtpl;lhu;fs; vd;gJjhd; vd; Mjq;fk;!kwe;Jtpl;lhu;fs; vd;gJjhd; vd; Mjq;fk;!kwe;Jtpl;lhu;fs; vd;gJjhd; vd; Mjq;fk;!kwe;Jtpl;lhu;fs; vd;gJjhd; vd; Mjq;fk;!”3

,j;jifa Mjq;fj;NjhL> R. ntq;fNlrd; mtu;fs; 7 tUlq;fshf Nts;ghup

Gjpdj;jpw;fhf Nkw;nfhz;l Ma;tpid Gj;jfkhf ntspapl Ntz;Lk; vd;w

Ntz;LNfhisAk; Nrud; nrq;Fl;Ltd; mtu;fs; Kd;itj;Js;shu;.

     Ghup gw;wpAk; kw;w ts;sy;fis gw;wpAk; gy mupa fUj;Jf;fisAk;>

cz;ikfisAk; jdJ Ma;tpd; top ntspg;gLj;jpAs;s Nrud; nrq;Fl;Ltd;

mtu;fs;>‘Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpy; gy GidTfs; cs;sd vd;w epiyapYk;

mJjhd; cz;iknad kw;wtu;fsplk; Vd; njuptpf;fpwPu;fs;?’ vd;w tpdhit

Nts;ghup thrfu;fsplk; vOg;gpAs;shu;.

KbTiu:KbTiu:KbTiu:KbTiu:KbTiu:

     2016-Mk; Mz;L jPghtsp rpwg;G kyupy; tuyhw;Wj; njhluhf ntsptuj;

njhlq;fpa Nts;ghup rpy Mz;Lfspy; thrfu;fspilNa kpfg;ngupa tho;tpay;

jhf;fj;ij Vw;gLj;jpAs;sJ.  Nts;ghupahy; ,izNthk; vd;w thu;j;ijfs;

thrfu;fis cwTfshf ,izj;Js;sJ.  ,yf;fpaj;jpy; kl;Lkpd;wp r%f

tho;tpYk; Nts;ghup jdJ gq;fhw;w njhlq;fptpl;lJ.  Nts;ghup Gjpdj;jpd;

gpd;gf;f ml;ilapy; ,lk;ngw;Ws;s nta;apy; mtu;fspd; gjptpy; Nts;ghup

Gjpdj;jpd; fijaikg;Gk;> mjid vOjpa Mrpupaupd; Gidthw;wYk; moFw

vLj;Jf;$wg;gl;Ls;sd.  Nts;ghup Gjpdk; tpiutpNyNa jpiug;glkhf

cUthf;fg;gl ,Uf;fpwJ vd;w nrtptopr; nra;jp Nts;ghup Gjpdk; Vw;gLj;jpa

tpiuthd jhf;fj;ij Gyg;gLj;JfpwJ.  ‘vdJ epidit kaf;Fk; jidkaf;fp
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%ypif Nts;ghup Gjpdk;’ vd;W Nts;ghup thrfu;fs; ftpij tbtpy; Nts;ghup

Gjpdj;ij nfhz;lhLk; kdepiy Nts;ghup thfru;fspilNa cUthfpAs;sJ.

Fwpg;Gfs;:Fwpg;Gfs;:Fwpg;Gfs;:Fwpg;Gfs;:Fwpg;Gfs;:

1. k. ];Bgd; kpf;Nfy;uh[;> Mde;j fq;ifj;J}J ,jo;(nrg;lk;gu;-2022)>

gf;fk;:18.

2. F. ,utPe;jpud;> jkpo; ehlf ntspg;ghl;Lf; fsq;fs;> gf;fk;:38.

3. Nrud; nrq;Fl;Ltd;> jkpNoO ts;sy;fs; fhyKk; tuyhWk;> gf;fk;:55.

,izajsq;fs;:,izajsq;fs;:,izajsq;fs;:,izajsq;fs;:,izajsq;fs;:

1. http://www.facebook.com/groups/500337410392609/?ref=share

2. http://www.parambu.org

3. http://www.facebook.com/groups/654283115178908/?ref=share

ghu;it E}y;fs;:ghu;it E}y;fs;:ghu;it E}y;fs;:ghu;it E}y;fs;:ghu;it E}y;fs;:

1. ,utPe;jpud; .f - jkpo; ehlf ntspg;ghl;Lf; fsq;fs;>

cyfj; jkpohuha;r;rp epWtdk;>

nrd;id>Kjy; gjpg;G - 2008.

2. Nrud; nrq;Fl;Ltd; - jkpNoO ts;sy;fs; fhyKk; tuyhWk;>

gu;g;gps; Gf;   T];>

Nfhak;Gj;J}u;>Kjy; gjpg;G - [{d; 2022.

3. ntq;fNlrd; .R - tPuAf ehafd; Nts;ghup>

tpfld; gpuRuk;>nrd;id>

Mwhk; gjpg;G - [{d; 2021.

í
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gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;

newpahsh;> Kidth; ,uh. me;Njhzpuh[;>newpahsh;> Kidth; ,uh. me;Njhzpuh[;>newpahsh;> Kidth; ,uh. me;Njhzpuh[;>newpahsh;> Kidth; ,uh. me;Njhzpuh[;>newpahsh;> Kidth; ,uh. me;Njhzpuh[;>

jkpo;j;Jiw>J}a rNthpahh;; fy;Y}hp(jd;dhl;rp)>ghisaq;Nfhl;il-627 002.

K. Ntyk;khs;>K. Ntyk;khs;>K. Ntyk;khs;>K. Ntyk;khs;>K. Ntyk;khs;>

Kidth; gl;l Ma;thsh;>

gjpT vz;:

kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhh; gy;fiyf; fofk;>jpUney;Ntyp.

jkpo; Ma;T ikak;>

J}a rNthpahh; fy;Y}hp (jd;dhl;rp)>ghisaq;Nfhl;il-627 002.

Kd;DiuKd;DiuKd;DiuKd;DiuKd;Diu

gpd;id etPdj;Jtk; vd;w fUj;jhf;fj;jpw;F ,idahf rkPgf; fhyq;fspy;

fy;tpj;Jiwapy; Ngrg;gl;LtUk; kw;nwhU fUj;jhf;fk; gpd;idf; fhydpak;

MFk;. xU tifapy; ghh;j;jhy; gpd;id etPdj;Jtk; vd;w fUj;jhf;fj;jpw;Fr;

rpwpJ Kd;djhfNt cyf muq;fpy; gpd;idf; fhydpak; gw;wpa nrhy;yhly;fs;

njhlq;fptpl;ld. fhydpj;Jtk; vd;w epiyghl;bid kWj;J mjw;F vjpuhf

Njhd;wpaJ jhd; gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; MFk;.   mwpQh; kj;jpapy; toq;fp

tUfpd;w ,e;j gpd; fhydpj;Jt Nfhl;ghl;ilf; Fwpj;J ,f;fl;;Liuapy;

fhz;Nghk;.
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fhydpak;fhydpak;fhydpak;fhydpak;fhydpak;

xU ehL ,d;ndhU ehl;il mjDila r%f> murpay;> nghUshjhu

gz;ghLfisj; jdJ Ml;rpapd; fPo; nfhz;Lte;J Mjpf;fk; nrYj;Jfpd;w

epiyNa fhydpa Ml;rp vd;fpNwhk;.   njhd;ik ,e;jpahitg; nghWj;jtiu

Mhpah;fspd; FbNaw;wk; mth;fSila Mjpf;fj;jpd; fPo;g; g+h;tPff; Fbahfpa

goe;jpuhtpl ,dj;jthpd; Nkyhz;ik ,og;G Vw;gl;l fhyj;jpypUe;J ,t;tif

epiyapid milahsk; fhz KbAk;. Mdhy; nghJthf ,e;j etPdf;

fhyj;jpy; fhydpj;Jtk; kw;Wk; mjd; Mjpf;fk; vd;gJ %d;W my;yJ

ehd;F E}w;whz;Lf; fhykhf cs;s xd;whFk;.  Mdhy; Fwpg;ghf 15-Mk;

E}w;whz;by; INuhg;gpa ehLfs; fhydpj;;Jt NguuRfis epWtpa fhyj;jpypUe;J

fhydpahjpf;fk; tYthd xd;whf cUntLj;jJ.

gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;gpd; fhydpak;

fhydpa Mjpf;fj;jpw;F vjph;tpidahf INuhg;gpa ,yr;rpidfis

kWg ;gj pYk ; > Nkyhz;ik nrYj;Jk ; r pe ;jid tbtq;fisAk;

nrhy;yhly;fisAk; jdf;fhdf; fUj;jpay;fis Kd;dpWj;JtjpYk;>

kWrPuikg;G nra;tjpYk; gpd; fhydpak; mf;fiwf; nfhs;fpwJ. kWjypg;gJk;>

khw;iwj; NjLtJk; gpd; fhydpaj;jpd; Nehf;fkhfTk;> nray;ghlhfTk; cs;sJ.

etPd fhydpj;;Jtr; rpe;jidg; Nghf;Ffspy; mkpo;e;J Ngha;tplhky; ek;

kz;zpd; kugpypUe;J Njhd;wpatw;iwAk;> ,dq;fz;L mtw; ;iw

Kd;dpWj;JtNjg; gpd; fhydpaj;jpd; Kf;fpag; gq;fhFk;.

kw;nwhU ghh;itahf gpd; fhydpak; vd;gJ Vfhjpgj;jpa vjph;g;Gf;

Fzk; nfhz;l xU murpay; ghh;it. gpd;- fhydpj;Jtk; vd;fpw nrhy;

RNjrpag; gz;ghl;bd; kPJk;> r%fj;jpd; kPJk; fhydpj;Jtk; Vw;gLj;jpa

tpisTfis Muha;fpwJ. gpd;-fhydpj;Jtk; vd;fpw nrhy; fhydpj;Jt

mjpfhuj;jpypUe;J xU ehL tpLjiy mile;jf; fhyfl;lj;ijAk; gpd;-

fhydpj;Jtk; vd;fpw Nfhblhj nrhy; fhydp;j;Jtk; njhlq;fpa fhyf;

fl;;lj;jpypUe;J ,d;Wtiu gz;ghl;L hPjpahfTk;> murpay; hPjpahfTk;

nghUshjhu hPjpahfTk; xU fhydpa ehL mile;j ghjpg;Gfisf; Fwpf;fpwJ.

gpd; fhydpj;Jtk; Njhd;wpa #oy;gpd; fhydpj;Jtk; Njhd;wpa #oy;gpd; fhydpj;Jtk; Njhd;wpa #oy;gpd; fhydpj;Jtk; Njhd;wpa #oy;gpd; fhydpj;Jtk; Njhd;wpa #oy;

gue;Jgl;lj; jsj;jpy; vLj;Jf; nfhz;lhy; gpd; fhydpj;jt Ma;T

INuhg;gpah;fspd; flw;gazk; Gjpa ehLfisf; fz;Lgpbj;jy;;> mtw;iw ntw;wpf;
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nfhs;Sjyhfpa tuyhw;iw Muha;tjpy; ,Ue;Nj njhlq;FfpwJ. ,jw;F

mLj;jfl;lkhf Fiwe;j kf;fs; njhif fhuzkhf Mg;gphpf;fh kw;Wk;

MrpahtpypUe;J kf;fs; mbikfshf Fbakhj;jg;gl;ldh;. fp.gp.1500 Kjy;

fp.gp. 1950 tiu ele;j Gjpa FbNaw;wq;fs; jpizf;Fbfis mopj;njhopj;jy;

Mfpatw;why; INuhg;ghtpd; Mjpf;fk; njhlh;e;J cah;e;jJ. fp.gp. 2000 tiu

cyfpd; mjpfhu ikakhf INuhg;ghTk; mnkhpf;fhTk; jpfo;tjw;F ,itNa

fhuzkhfpwJ.

Nkw;fj;jpag; gy;fiyf;fofq;fspy; fPioj; Njaq;fis kw;wikahf

Kd;dpUj;jpa INuhg;gpah;fspd; nrhy;yhly;fNs ghlj; jpl;lkhfg;

Nghjpf;fg;gl;ld. INuhg;gpa mwpT vd;gNj fhydpj;Jtk;jhd; vd;fpwhh;

vl;th;iraj;;> gpd;fhydpj;Jt Ma;T ,e;j Vw;wj;jho;thd mjpfhu mikg;ig

KbTf;Ff; nfhz;L tUfpw Nehf;fj;NjhL nray;gLfpwJ.

vjph;tpizahw;Wjy;vjph;tpizahw;Wjy;vjph;tpizahw;Wjy;vjph;tpizahw;Wjy;vjph;tpizahw;Wjy;

gpd;idf; fhydpa #oypy; ,Uf;fpd;w ehk; fhydpaj;jpd; midj;J

tifahd Kd;ndLg;GfisAk; kWghprPyidf;F cl;gLj;j Ntz;Lk; vd;gijAk;

fhydpaj;ij mopj;J mjpypUe;J tpLgLjy; vd;gijAk; ftdkhfr; nra;a

Ntz;Lk;.  1700-fspy; rPfd; ghy;F vOjpa njd;dpe;jpaf; flTs;fspd;

Fbtopahfl;Lk;> ,e;jpa kf;fspd; kjk;> gof;ftof;fq;fs; ,it Nghd;w

,d;Dk; gpw  E}y;fs;  midj;Jk; ekf;F fpilj;j kpfg;nghpaj; jfty;

fsQ;rpakhFk;. ,it 18>19-Mk; E}w;whz;Lfspy; r%f> nghUshjhu> rka>

murpay; Mfpatw;iw mwpa ekf;F cjTfpwJ. ,jidj; Jizahff; nfhz;L

INuhg;gpa ehLfs; ek;ik Fwpj;;J fPohfg; gjpT nra;jpUe;jhYk; ,j;jifa

E}ypd; %yk; ek;Kila tuyhw;iw mwpe;J nfhz;L fhydpar; rpe;jidf;F

vjpuhf ehk; vjph;tpidia epfo;j;j Ntz;Lk;> Mjpf;f epiyia czh;e;J

jdJ mriyj; NjbAk;>G+h;tPfj;ijf; fz;Lzh;e;;Jk; jd; kPjhd Mjpf;fj;ij

ePf;fk; nra;J nfhs;Sjy; ,ijNa xU rKjhak; fhydpahjpf;fj;jpypUe;J

mjd; Mjpf;f nkhopapypUe;J jk;;ik tpLtpj;Jf; nfhs;SjyhFk;.

gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; kPjhd tpkh;rdq;fs;gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; kPjhd tpkh;rdq;fs;gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; kPjhd tpkh;rdq;fs;gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; kPjhd tpkh;rdq;fs;gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; kPjhd tpkh;rdq;fs;

gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; nfhs;ifahf cUthfpaf; fhy fl;lkhfpa

1990-fspNyNa mjd; kPjhd vjph;tpidfSk; jpwdha;Tfspy; cs;sJ.

,f;nfhs;ifahdJ Nkiy ehl;by; Fwpg;ghf mnkhpf;fg; gy;fiyf; fofj;jpy;
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Njhw;wk; ngw;wJ. vdNt ,J mnkhpf;f murpay;> nghUshjhu eyd; rhh;e;jf;

nfhs;ifahf ,Uf;FNkh vd re;Njfpf;fg;gLfpwJ.

NkYk; gpd;fhydpak; vd;w nrhy;yhlyhdJ INuhg;gpa fyhr;rhuj;ij

fhythpir mbg;gilapy; tuyhw;whf;fk; nra;a Kaw;rpf;fpwJ. NkYk; tuyhw;wpd;

midj;J gf;fq;fSk; fhydpj;Jtk; vd;w xd;Wf;Fs; Kbar;nra;fpwJ.

mLj;jgbahf cyf kakhf;fYf;Fk;> FO Kjyhspj;Jtj;jpw;Fk;

gpd;id fhydpj;Jtk; Jizahf ,Uf;fpwNj jtpu elg;G murpay;

neUf;fbfis jtph;f;fpwJ vd;Wk; mnkhpf;f INuhg;gpa ehLfspd; mjpfhu

ikaj;jpw;F vjpuhd nrhy;yhlyhf gpd;idf; fhydpj;Jtk; cUntLf;fpw

NghJ jhd; ,f;nfhs;ifahdJ ,e;jpahtpw;F nghUj;jkhd nfhs;ifahf

tpsq;Fk; vd;W gpd;fhydpj;Jtk; Fwpj;J gy;NtW tpkh;rdq;fs; jpwdha;Tyfpy;

tpsq;FfpwJ.

KbTiuKbTiuKbTiuKbTiuKbTiu

Nkw;Fwpj;jr; rpf;fy;fis kdjpy; nfhz;L ,e;jpar; #oypy; gpd;idf;

fhydpak; vd;gij Ghpe;Jf; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. gpd; fhydpa tpkh;rdj;jpd;

Nehf;fk; gphpl;b\; fhydpa tpisTfis tpkh;rpg;gjhf kl;Lk; mikahky;

Fwpg;gpl;l ,f;fhyj;jpy; rhjpa Mjpf;fj;jpd; Ez;nray;ghLfisAk; gpw r%fg;

gpur;ridfisAk; milahsk; fz;L tpkh;rpg;gjhfTk; ,Uf;f Ntz;bAs;sJ.

,t;tifapy; gpd ;idf; fhydpa tpkh ;rdk; ,e;jpar ; r%fj;ij

cyfkakhf;fj;jpw;F vjpuhd epiyghl;il epfo;j;j cjTfpwJ.

ghh;it E}y;fs;ghh;it E}y;fs;ghh;it E}y;fs;ghh;it E}y;fs;ghh;it E}y;fs;

1.e.,uj;jpdf;Fkhh;> (njh.M).>- gpd; fhydpak;> r%fk;

,yf;fpak;- murpay;>

ghit gg;spNf\d;];>

nrd;;id- 600 014.

Kjy; gjpg;G-2017.

2. e.Kj;JNkhfd;> - khh;f;rpaf; fl;Liufs;>

fht;ah ntspaPL>

nrd;id- 600 024.

Kjy;; gjpg;G-2007.
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ABSTRACT

The present study explores the novel The Mountains Sing by Nguyen Phan

Que Mai through the lens of decolonized trauma theory. Nguyen Phan Que Mai is a

Vietnamese author of eight fiction and nonfiction in Vietnamese language. The Mountain

Sings (2020) is his debut novel in English. This article focuses on the postcolonial

applications of trauma theory, thereby addressing both the sufferings and healing needs.

The study sheds light on the novel The Mountains Sing through the lens of decolonized

trauma theory. It highlights the narratology of trauma, its aftermath and reconciliation to

analyze the issue of cross-cultural ethics.  Additionally,  the study explicates the history

and culture of Vietnamese people through the characters in the novel.

Keywords: decolonized, narratology, Eurocentric, rejuvenation, postcolonial

In The Mountains Sing, Nguyen Phan Que Mai has depicted the sufferings of

Tran family, a microcosm of Vietnam families, caught amidst a series of war. The story is

told through two voices namely, grandmother Dieu Lan, and her granddaughter Huong.
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Nguyen Phan Que Mai is the recipient of top literary awards of Vietnam. The Mountains

Sing got numerous awards including Winner of the 2020 Lannan Literary Award

Fellowship.

The Mountains Sing narrates the journey of Tran family who undergo painful

experiences during the war in Vietnam. The writer was born in North Vietnam, where

she experienced hunger, faced deaths and horrors of war, all around her. In an interview,

she recounts her experiences of painfully remembering - the agonies of mothers crying

for their lost children and people committing suicide because their beloved didn’t return

home. These experiences form the core of the novel. The title itself is a metaphor, which

represents the belief of Vietnamese people. “Son Ca” means ‘The Mountains Sing’. It

narrates a tale that the “Son Ca songs can reach heaven and souls of the dead can return

in the “Son Ca” singing” (MS 127).

The origin of decolonized trauma theory started with the publication of the special

issue of Studies in the Novel. It is based on the advancements in the postcolonial literary

studies. Prior to the publication of the book, trauma theory was centered on ‘white’

subjects such as Holocaust survivors. Many critics expressed the limitations of such

theory. Trauma studies were first developed in 1990’s which solely relied on Freud’s

concepts of psychology. But many postcolonial critics argue that traditional trauma theory

is insufficient to depict the experiences of suppressed people because of its lack of attention

to the historical and cultural context of marginalized groups.

Decolonizing trauma theory draws a parallel link between trauma studies and

postcolonial criticism. It explores the sufferings of minority groups who are colonized.

Minority groups include non-western cultures, particularly the people of third world.

Therefore decolonizing trauma theory moves beyond a Eurocentric trauma paradigm.

The theory represents history, culture and artistic representation of colonized people. In

the novel, grandmother Dieu Lan compares the sufferings of Vietnam people to the

mountains: “The challenges faced by Vietnamese people throughout history are as tall as

the tallest mountains. If you stand too close, you won’t be able to see their peaks. Once

you step away from the currents of life, you will have the full view” (MS 9).

Unlike the traditional trauma theory, the decolonized trauma theory does not

give importance on solely individual traumatization, but include sufferings of collectives.

One of the characters in the novel, who is a war veteran, laments about the bombings

which is a result of his crew presence in the neighbouring villages. According to Rothberg,
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decolonized trauma is a trauma that gives importance to the beliefs, ceremonies and

traditions of minority groups. Grandma Dieu Lan echoes the novelist ideas on the

manipulative history written by the ‘whites’ and thereby she insists the indigenous writers

to come up with their own voices. Indigenous communities have a high regard for nature.

They are in harmony with nature. The novelist does not limit the trauma theory to humans.

The destructions caused by war on nature are also explained in the novel. A character in

the novel is agonized by the destruction of nature by the war, “It was depressing whenever

we passed a destroyed area. No birds, butterflies, flowers, or green tress. The howling

wind sounded like the cackling of angry ghosts” (MS 158).

Decolonized theory explores the effects of the trauma during and after

colonization. This understanding is achieved through trauma narratives of the suppressed

people. Trauma narratives play a crucial role in depicting the trauma and its aftermath.

Psychoanalyst Judith Herman in her book Trauma and Recovery weaves narratives of

trauma “as a detailed oral report embedded in historical and social context within a

stipulated time frame” (n.p). Postcolonial literature paves the way for understanding the

above mentioned ideas by depicting numerous narratives to show both trauma and

aftermath. The protagonist Dieu Lan tells the story of her life to granddaughter Huong

that lay deep in her psyche. The narrative strategy helps her to overcome the pain caused

by trauma. Therefore in indigenous communities, oral modes of narratives are fruitful in

addressing trauma. The characters in the novel communicate with each other through

deathbed letters and dairies which are kept hidden. This in turn, paves the way for

reconciliation.

Decolonized trauma theory insists not only upon the melancholy experience but

move beyond the state of healing, rejuvenation and personal growth. Grandmother Dieu

Lan, reacts in a positive way, amidst war stating that “The war might destroy our houses,

but it can’t extinguish our spirit” (MS 18).Spiritualism  also comes in a way with

postcolonial theory when dealing with the aftermath of traumatic   experience. In this

context, Renee Linklater opines that decolonized trauma theory involves healing strategies,

which are productive in dealing with the aftermath of trauma in the indigenous communities.

The characters in the novel seek the help of ‘shaman’, who is a religious healer, to

overcome the sufferings caused by the trauma. Spiritualism also helps in evoking the

blessings of ancestors for a meaningful beginning. In the very first lines of the novel,

Nguyen through her character Huong, evoke the ancestors blessing for her task of writing

a novel.
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Indigenous communities have their own ways of understanding and healing the

trauma. The Great Famine is depicted in a traumatic account, where the protagonist of

the novel makes her hungry children to sleep by singing a lullaby. The sufferings of Dieu

Lan in her motherland is painfully addressed. The land beholds her reminiscence and

loss. She has undergone series of aching events from her escape as a beggar, because of

Land Reform movement, to abandoning of her children one after another. The trauma

does not end, it continues till her death. But throughout her journey of life and death, she

hopes for a better future and thrives hard for it to happen. She even indulges in black

marketing for livelihood which is considered as a taboo in her community.

In order to understand the trauma of minority groups, it is important to understand

their culture. The trauma experienced by an indigenous woman is understood in terms of

her culture. Huong’s mother Ngoc expresses her grief over being molested by a group of

men. She laments “who would want to touch a woman who had been trampled by other

men? Today I rubbed my body until it blood. I want to wash the filth from my skin, but

it’s too late” (MS 209).

Forgiveness is a healing force in many of the postcolonial fiction. Forgiveness is

a key to reconciliation. Despite the irrevocable scars of past and present wounding of

the characters in the novel, the final pages show healing and personal growth. The

concluding lines of the novel, do not linger in the past pain, but affirm recovery from

traumatic wounding. Grandmother Dieu Lan surrenders her years of enmity by practising

Buddhism. The novelist has also included many proverbs in the Vietnamese language by

giving them an English translation. The proverbs are rich in meaning and display cultural

beliefs of Vietnamese communities.

The Mountains Singspowerfully expresses her concern over the dangers of the

war and wishes for a peaceful earth in future. She echoes her thoughts through the character

Huong, “But by reading their books, I saw the other side of them – their humanity.

Somehow I was sure that if people were willing to read each other, and see the light of

other cultures, there would be no war on earth” (MS 161). These lines explore cross

cultural ethics by giving importance to the ‘other’ side as well, thereby moving beyond

the traumatic events to the path of reconciliation. The exploration of indigenous history

and culture in engagement with decolonized trauma theory has been analyzed in the

novel The Mountains Sings.
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Abstract

Science fiction has become a tool to imagine new horizons and to crossover the

same. With the advent of technoscience and space explorations, science fiction writings

have proven their relevance time and time again. Octavia Estelle Butler was one of the

critically acclaimed science fiction writers. Octavia Butler’s short story “Bloodchild”

garnered much attention when it was first published in 1995. It is much more than a story

of slavery; it is a story of symbiosis, attachment between two different species. Butler is

known for her narratives zeroing in on symbiosis, hybrid identities, miscegenation,

Afrocentricity. The present paper tries to apply the theory of Istvan Csicsery-Ronay’s

seven beauties of science fiction to Butler’s “Bloodchild”. The researcher aims to decode

the presence of Csicsery-Ronay’s beauties in the select short story.

Keywords: Octavia Butler, Bloodchild, Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Seven beauties

Octavia Estelle Butler (1947-2006), the renowned Science Fiction writer

grabbed both the Nebula and Hugo Awards for her short story “Bloodchild”. “Bloodchild”

is the titular story of the collection Bloodchild and Other Stories published in 1995.

Two more stories were added to the initial seven pieces (five short stories and two

essays). In her ‘Afterword’ to the story, Butler explained the reasons that inspired her to

conceive this story in the first place. Butler viewed this story as a story of love, a coming-

12
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of-age story of a little boy named Gan, and finally as a story with a novum of male

pregnancy. The underlying reason for this novum is her fear of the botfly; she also imagined

a context where symbiosis with another organism seems possible.

Symbiosis and hybrid reproduction seem to be the recurrent tropes of Butler as

they provide more chances to explore the different aspects of humanity when faced with

the Other. Butler authored three novel series the Patternists Series (1976-1984), Lilith’s

Brood (1987-1989) and the Parable Series (1993 and 1998), two standalone novels

– Kindred (1979) and Fledgling (2005) and a short story collection in 1995.

Posthumans, hybrid identities, vampires, aliens are the protagonists of her writings. Her

oeuvre is categorised as Afrofuturistic as she uses the themes of Afrocentricity with

Black characters as her protagonists. The survival of humanity rests on the shoulders of

these Black protagonists in Butler’s world. Butler’s novels have been read as both hard

and soft science fiction. Many critical perspectives have been applied to her writings

and analysed from various point of views. Her realistic writings prove to be relevant

even today. The aim of this paper is to analyse Octavia Butler’s “Bloodchild” using

Istvan Csicsery-Ronay’s theory of the seven beauties of science fiction.

Istvan Csicsery-Ronay (1950-) is a Professor Emeritus of English at DePauw

University, Indiana, U.S. He teaches Science Fiction, Science Fiction Cinema, World

Literature and Shakespeare Studies. He is the co-editor of Science Fiction Studies,

founding editor of Humananimalia: A Journal of Human/Animal Interface Studies.

He authored The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction (2008) which was critically

acclaimed. He also edited On Philip K. Dick: 40 Articles from Science Fiction Studies

(1992) with Arthur B Evans, Veronica Hollinger and R.D. Mullen. He was one of the

editors of The Weslyan Anthology of Science Fiction (2010) along with Arthur B.

Evans, Joan Godon, Veronica Hollinger, Rob Latham and Carol McGirl.

The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction is a critical analysis of the tropes used

in science fiction in general. In the “Preface” of his book, he explains the reason for the

title. It is an allegory of a Persian poem “The Haft Paykar” (1197) written by Nizami, the

twelfth-century Azeri poet. The title means “seven portraits”. It tellsthe story of King

Bahram Gur who sees the portraits of seven beautiful princesses and marries them

immediately. He spends each night with each princess and they narrate him a story of

love and morality (Csicsery-Ronay x).
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According to Csicsery-Ronay, there are seven beauties in a science fiction. They

are: “. . . fictive neology, fictive novums, future history, imaginary science, the science-

fictional

sublime, the science-fictional grotesque, and the Technologiade” (Csicsery-Ronay 5).

The first beauty is fictive neology. “They are fictive signa novi, signs of the new. In the

real world, any design or fashion motif whose purpose is to refer to a “New Thing,”

whose meaning depends on its newness, is a sign of newness...” (Csicsery-Ronay 13).

New terms are invented or discovered in science fictional stories. Fans of Star Trek can

never forget the Klingon language. The very word ‘robot’ was coined by the Czech

playwright Karel Capek in his play R.U.R. Many science fiction writers bring in or

introduce new words, new fictional language to suit their context which are later included

in the social and technological communications.

The second beauty is the fictive novum: “The novum provides a “narrative kernel”

from which the sf artist constructs a detailed imaginary alternative reality. This alternative

world is a

model that readers make sense of by constantly, though not always consciously, comparing

it with the familiar world” (Csicsery-Ronay 50). The novum is the basic setting of a

science fictional story. The novum might be singular or plural in number. Robots, aliens,

space travel, hybrid identities are all examples of novum. Science fiction stories have

future dystopian or utopian settings. The authors design their future worlds with the present

real world in their minds. As Nietzsche remarked popularly, the future can be explained

only by the present. In some cases, science fiction writers can be regarded as prophetic

writers too. This is true in the case of Isaac Asimov and his robots.

The third beauty is future history which is a kind of representation of the future.

SF writers sometimes place their stories in imaginary pasts and presents,

but most science fictions are futuristic. They are set in a future time vis-à-

vis the author’s present, or they include an event — an invention, a

discovery, a seed—that will prove to be a history-transforming novum.

(Csicsery-Ronay 76)

A science fiction writer can be compared to a historian in a literal and metaphorical

sense. He/she imagines a future with his/her past and present. It is his/her real world that

gets translated into a future one and defamiliarized in its entirety. Traces of history will

forever be present in the future.
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SF relies on the historical past tense, both because narrative requires it,

and because sf’s particular construction of the future does. It is the

illusion of a completed future that allows science fictions to be told, and

for a parable-space to be formed, through which readers can shuttle

back and forth between the fictive world and consensus reality. (Csicsery-

Ronay 77)

This future history leads to a speculation most of the times as people always try to relate

the reality with the projections in the plot. The next beauty is imaginary science.

SF’s free science. Science is sf ’s pretext. Every quantum-info-nano-

bio-cyberastro-psycho-xeno-socio-physical infodump pumps up the

illusion that sf stories are dramatizations of scientific knowledge. But

even in the hardest of

hard sf, sf ’s science is always figurative. It is an image of science, a

poetic illusion disguising its illusionary status. (Csicsery-Ronay 111)

When it comes to the discussion of science in science fiction, there are two broad

conceptions. Hard science fiction writers believe that the science they talk about in their

stories should be empirical. “Most sf writers, far from pushing an agenda of scrupulous

respect for scientific truth,

toy with it, making it a source of metaphors, rationalized by realistic representation,

and embedded in quasi-mythic narrative traditions that express socialconcerns” (Csicsery-

Ronay 112). Arthur C Klarke, Ray Bradbury, Isaac Asimov authored hard science

fiction novels. H.G. Wells, Frank Herbert wrote soft science fiction novels. The difference

between the two is the intensity of delving into the technical and empirical aspects of

science. Both hard and soft science fiction has elements that are metaphorical, imaginary

and figurative. They are representative of reality that spurred the writer’s imagination.

The science-fictional sublime is the next beauty followed by the science-fictional

grotesque. Csicsery-Ronay defines both the terms as follows:

The sublime is a response to a shock of imaginative expansion, a

complexrecoil and recuperation of self-consciousness coping with

phenomena suddenlyperceived to be too great to be comprehended.

The grotesque is a responseto another sort of imaginative shock, the
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realization that objects thatappear to be familiar and under control are

actually undergoing surprisingtransformations, conflating disparate

elements not observed elsewhere in the world. (146-47)

In most science fiction, the element of sublimity and grotesque are one and the same.

They create awe and terror at the same time. “Inboth, the perceiver enjoys a sudden

dislocation from habitual perception” (Rosnay 146-47). The well known example of this

kind is our very renowned Frankenstein monster. Frankenstein’s monster is both sublime

and grotesque in all aspects. Similarly, in science fictional stories that which makes the

readers go in awe will definitely create abjection at one point of time. It is the

defamiliarization of the familiar things; the overlapping of the familiar with the unknown is

the cause of grotesqueness and sublimity.

Technologiade is the last beauty according to Csicsery-Ronay. This merely translates to

the technological advancements brought into the plot:

Sf ’s many plot loans and parabolas are structured by two distinctive

forms of a category we might call the technologiade,the epic of the

struggle surrounding the transformation of the cosmos into a technological

regime. These two dialectically related forms are the expansive space

opera and the intensive techno-Robinsonade. (Csicsery-Ronay217)

Space Operas form the core of the technologiade. Foundation Series, Starship Troopers,

Star Trek, Dune are the staple of the space opera genre. They are popular for their new

worlds, new technologies, new frontiers, new challenges and technological novelties.

“Bloodchild” tells the story of Gan, a human, and T’Gatoi, an alien. A human

group has escaped earth long back and managed to reach an extrasolar planet full of

aliens called the Tlic. The aliens have agreed to shelter the humans on condition that they

should become host animals for their young ones. With no other option, the exchange

has begun. Over time, the aliens have understood the nature of humans and agreed to

help them. The humans are called Terrans, and those who become the host are called as

N’Tlic. T’Gatoi is a part of Gan’s family. T’Gatoi is a female and she has been taken out

of Gan’s father and she has been friends with Gan’s mother since childhood. The aliens

have agreed to protect humans and created a separate colony for them called as Preserve

in exchange for the humans to bear their young ones. In exchange for this, the humans are

given eggs which give them pleasure, longevity, resistance to diseases. T’Gatoi is from a

political family and she is one of the major decision makers regarding the Preserve.
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Gan’s mother has promised one of her children to T’Gatoi in exchange for the protection

that she offers the family against the other Tlics. The story mainly concentrates on Gan

who volunteers himself to T’Gatoi. When he witnesses the delivery of grubs (young ones

of Tlics) from an N’Tlic’s body, his mind wavers. He doubts his decision, gets terrified

and contemplates ending his life. But his love for T’Gatoi overpowers him and he agrees

to bear her young at the end of the story.

According to Csicsery-Ronay, the first beauty is fictive neology i.e. new terms.

Butler has not introduced that many new terminologies in this text. She gave the alien

race the name ‘Tlic’ and for the human hosts, she has given the term ‘N’Tlic’. The young

ones of the Tlic are called as ‘grubs’. There is no documented origin for the word Tlic in

the context of science fiction. Other than this, Butler has not used any new terms in the

short story. Tlic are described as worm-like creatures with a long tail, several limbs and

yellow eyes. “T’Gatoi whipped her three meters of body off her couch, toward the door,

and out at full speed. She had bones – ribs, a long spine, a skull, four sets of limb bones

per segment” (Butler 9). In many instances, the movements of the Tlic are described as

if they are floating. Tlics prefer humans for their body heat and also for their biological

propensity towards pregnancy. The humans are kept separate in a place called “Preserve”

(Butler 5).

Fictive novum is the second beauty. The story takes place in an extrasolar world

where humans have reached after escaping earth; the new world is their sanctuary. It is

revealed in the text that several humans escaped earth long back. Humans reached the

world of the Tlic in order to survive from the atrocities committed by their own kind. The

Tlic are worm-like insects that are intelligent and in need of hosts to bear their young

ones. When the humans reached the world of Tlic, they were merely treated as host

animals. The relationship was one of a parasitical kind. In due course, the relationship

between the two species improved and became mutualistic. Terrans have willingly

accepted to bear the young of the Tlic for exchange of their safety. As T’Gatoi remarks:

“Everything lives inside you Terrans” (Butler 16). It is this biological ability of the humans

makes them the perfect host for the Tlics. Though the relationship is mutualistic, it is not

devoid of limitations. Firearms are not permitted amongst the Terrans. “Firearms were

illegal in the Preserve. There had been incidents right after the Preserve was established

– Terrans shooting Tlic, shooting N’Tlic” (Butler 12). This is highly reminiscent of the

themes of Afrocentrism – slavery, racism, domination. T’Gatoi and her family are

responsible for the safety of the Terrans; they have established a system where Terrans’

rights could not be violated and thus they are treated with humanity. Gan thinks of T’Gatoi’s
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attempts to protect them: “Her people wanted more of us made available. Only she and

her political faction stood between us and the hordes who did not understand why

there was a Preserve – why any Terran could not be courted, paid, drafted, in some

way made available to them” (Butler 5). Again analogies could be made between the

plot setting and the real world history and the present.

The element of future history in this story is a bit farfetched but not entirely

impossible. With the search for other living organisms in various galaxies, the future

envisioned by Butler in this story might happen one day for sure. The NIH Microbiome

Project has proven with many samples that human beings have been forever in a symbiotic

relationship with various microorganisms. Human bodies are hosts to many

microorganisms; it is a well known fact that many bacteria aid in the process of digestion

in human guts. So Butler’s vision of symbiotic relationship with another species is not

completely impossible. With the increased support for space explorations during the

Raegan era, Butler was quite prophetic regarding the future. Butler herself acknowledged

the importance of space explorations in many of her interviews.

Male pregnancy in this story forms the imaginary science, the fourth beauty of

Csicsery-Ronay. Butler has acknowledged in the “Afterword” to the story that for a

long time she wanted to write a story about male pregnancy. The Tlics have to cut open

the body of the host in order to deliver their young ones. The entire process is bloody

as described by Butler. In order to bear their young, Tlic offer the Terrans eggs, the

supplement that is needed to bear the grubs; this is provided by the Tlics. By making a

man pregnant, and that too voluntarily, Butler completely alienates the process of

pregnancy. Each family has to sacrifice a male to the Tlic for implantation. Before the

arrival of the humans, the Tlic have been using the bodies of animal for implantation. But

humans proved to be the perfect hosts and since then there is no turning back for the

Tlics. Butler raises an important question through this scientific imagination – what would

happen if pregnancy or fertility is not restricted by sex? What then becomes of sex and

gender that is constantly being debated about? A human male getting impregnated by

an alien female. Philip K. Dick described science fiction as a kind of thought-

experimentation. Butler’s “Bloodchild” fits the template. In Gan’s family, Gan is chosen

to bear the young of T’Gatoi. “I’m told I was first caged within T’Gatoi’s many limbs

only three minutes after my birth. A few days later, I was given my first taste of egg”

(Butler 8). Gan has his moments of uncertainty and doubt, but in the end accepts his

fate.
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The next beauty is the science-fictional sublime. Humans become posthumans

with the help of Tlic in “Bloodchild”. Humans get a long-life, become disease resistant,

and age slowly because of the eggs given by the Tlic. “The eggs prolonged life, prolonged

vigor” (Butler 3). Gan represents the readers in general; he wonders how anyone can

willingly do this in exchange for a long life and benefits. Gan’s father lived twice his age

and in his old age, he married Gan’s mother and begot four children with her. All these

are because of the eggs given by his Tlic. The Tlic have studied human anatomy and they

have come up with the aid- the eggs. Human bodies, though perfect for implantation,

have their own limitations. In order to bear the grubs, which are described as deadly,

human bodies have to be altered to be more than human. Thus, they become posthumans.

Critical posthumanism is an important tool in studying science fiction. Pramod K Nayar

defines it as follows: “...radical decentring of the traditional sovereign, coherent and

autonomous human in order to demonstrate how the human is always already evolving

with, constituted by and constitutive of multiple forms of life and machines” (2). The

N’Tlics lose the autonomy over their bodies and their bodies are modified to become

something more than a normal human body. They enter into a symbiotic relationship with

a complete alien species and their very humanity is questioned. This creates both awe

and fear; both sublimity and abjection.

The grotesque part comes when Gan sees the delivery of the grubs for the first

time. An N’Tlic Lomas is brought by T’Gatoi for delivery. Though Gan knows what to

expect, he does not believe that he would lose control. “There was movement on the

right side – tiny, seemingly random pulsations moving his brown flesh, creating a concavity

here, a convexity there, over and over until I could see the rhythm of it and knew where

the next pulse would be” (Butler 14-15). T’Gatoi asks Gan to help by finding a dead

animal to put the grubs in once she takes them out of Lomas. “T’Gatoi seemed to pay no

attention as she lengthened and deepened the cut, now and then pausing to lick away

blood. His blood vessels contracted, reacting to the chemistry of her saliva, and the

bleeding slowed” (Butler 15). Gan finds a dead animal and T’Gatoi places the delivered

grubs inside the flesh of the dead animal. “She found the first grub. It was fat and deep

red with his blood – both inside and out. It had already eaten its own egg case but

apparently had not yet begun to eat its host” (Butler 15). For the first time, Gan really

wonders about the entire thing and doubts creep in his mind. He even considers ending

his life once and for all, but has a change of heart after talking with T’Gatoi. The image of

the grubs eating the host’s flesh clearly proves him that he is like a property to T’Gatoi.

T’Gatoi also senses his doubts and decides to choose his elder sister to impregnate.
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Finally, Gan gives in and T’Gatoi impregnates him: “Yet I undressed and lay down beside

her. I knew what to do, what to expect. I had been told all my life. I felt the familiar sting,

narcotic, mildly pleasant. Then the blind probing of her ovipositor. The puncture was

painless, easy. So easy going in. She undulated slowly against me, her muscles forcing

the egg from her body into mine” (Butler 27).

Darko Suvin, the critically acclaimed science fiction critic defines the genre as

follows: “a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are thepresence and

interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whosemain formal device is an imaginative

framework alternative to the author’s empirical environment” (8-9). In “Bloodchild”,

there is a perfect blend of estrangement and cognition, given the sense of familiarity and

defamiliarization at the same time. Octavia Butler was regarded as one of the major

proponents of Afrofuturism. It is a cultural aesthetic which projects everything through

the lens of Afrocentricity. “Science fiction often talks about race by not talking about

race,makes real aliens, has hidden race dialogues. Even though it is a literaturethat talks

a lot about underclasses or oppressed classes, it does

so from a privileged if somewhat generic white space” (Lavender 7-8). The theme of

slavery is throughout the story. Human bodies are violated by the aliens for their purpose.

Though the humans become posthumans, they lose their agency and autonomy over

their selves thereby becoming docile bodies as suggested by Foucault: “A body is docile

that may be subjected, used, transformed and improved” (Foucault 136). Butler also

talks about bodily perversions through the symbiotic relationship between humans and

aliens. It is a kind of reproductive slavery that could be compared to the African slavery.

The notions related to birthing processes have been changed long back because of IVF

and surrogacy. Butler also critiques heteronormativity through the abject relationship of

two different species.

To conclude, Istvan Csicsery-Ronay’s theory of seven beauties of science fiction

perfectly fit Butler’s “Bloodchild”. Though Butler never acknowledged that it is a story

of reproductive slavery, the analysis of the tropes mentioned by Csicery-Ronay proves

that “Bloodchild” is also a story about slavery and thus it becomes Afrofuturistic in its

treatment of the novum. The novum plays an important part in the story and all the other

mentioned beauties are dependent on the novum in general. Thus Butler’s “Bloodchild”

defamiliarizes the category called ‘human’.
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Abstract

The introduction of the Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS), which promised

personalised education to students and intended to adapt to learners’ needs, marked the

beginning of the use of AI in second language acquisition. AI is said to be capable of

processing a wide range of human abilities, making it more functionally effective and

faster. Research shows numerous advantages of using AI for language learners. AI has

the potential to revolutionise education and empower students by providing them with

the flexibility to work at their own pace. AI-powered language learning technologies

support language acquisition by reinforcing concepts and emphasising topics that students

find difficult, engaging them in activities they enjoy, addressing their interests, and

accounting for elements like cultural background. However, the use of AI-based

technology in second language teaching and learning is still limited. By adding AI into

teaching and learning, instructors can gain valuable insight into their student’s interests,

abilities, and other traits. The study discusses the benefits of implementing AI-based

technology in SL classrooms and suggests a few AI-based tools for teaching vocabulary,

grammar, and pronunciation.
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Introduction:

Second language learning experienced a social shift in the late 1990s after

researchers started to believe that language learning is more of a socio-cultural experience

(Arshavskaya, 2020; Eun & Lim, 2009; Ozfidan et al., 2014). The advancement of

digital technology also made it possible for SL classrooms to adopt ICT-integrated

language teaching strategies. The second language classrooms incorporated smartboards

replacing traditional chalkboards, projection displays replacing traditional charts, audio-

video players, and desktop computers. A teacher-centred classroom gave way to student-

centred classroom procedures and educational models. Teachers now serve as facilitators,

creating a supportive and cooperative learning atmosphere for the students.

Needless to say, to compete in the global academic sphere, educational institutions

and second language instructors must necessarily adapt to technological innovation. The

existing digital tools for teaching languages arose in the late 1990s when learners had

limited access to technology and the internet. However, unlike their predecessors, students

in the twenty-first century are more familiar with technology and the internet. Present

learners can use digital devices like laptops, tablets, and smartphones, which provide

them access to the internet whenever and anywhere, in contrast to their previous generation

learners who were restricted to the four walls to gain access to technology or the internet.

The current generation of second language learners may now access resources around-

the-clock thanks to networked learning, which has also opened the door to the self-

paced study. Employing web 2.0 tools, collaborative boards, social networking sites,

chatbots, virtual worlds, and other contemporary technologies has brought a paradigm

shift in teaching-learning. The Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI) have

allowed for the widespread adoption of digital devices in today’s society. Hence, second-

language teachers must use these tools to improve the learning environment for their

students and make them feel at ease and motivated. The current study examines the

application of AI in learning second languages and suggests a few applications for

integrating AI into the instruction of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation.

Artificial Intelligence and Second Language Learning:

Implementing artificial intelligence in second language learning has impressive

benefits. Studies show that algorithms powered by artificial intelligence can boost language

learning across the board (Mele et al., 2022; Zawacki-Richter et al., 2019). Large
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institutions can use AI-based language learning software to expand the expertise of their

resources, and individual students can also study whenever and wherever they choose

with AI language learning.

Artificial intelligence (AI) has come a long way from its inception in the 1950s

when Alan Turing attempted to determine if machines could think as intelligently as humans,

which became known as the ‘Turing test’ (Oppy & Dowe, 2003). AI has been a driving

force in the 21st century, assisting society and humans in numerous ways. AI is employed

in social media, marketing, finance, healthcare, robotics, lifestyle, agriculture, gaming,

and e-commerce. The second-language classroom is one of the areas in which artificial

intelligence has not been used extensively. However, the introduction of Intelligent Tutoring

Systems (ITS), which promised personalised education to students and aimed to adapt

to their needs as systems which strive to care about learners in that sense, marked the

beginning of the use of AI in second language acquisition.

The twenty-first century artificial intelligence is capable of things once thought to

be its limitations in the late nineteenth century. A broad spectrum of human abilities can be

processed by AI, which is functionally efficient and processed faster. AI is currently

employed in the educational spectrum for smaller tasks such as human facial recognition,

biometric data collection, text-to-speech and speech-to-text translation, photo location

tagging, etc. However, AI has virtually little application in classroom teaching and learning.

AI is used in classrooms by second language teachers who feel that Computer Assisted

Language Learning (CALL) improves the results of second language instruction, albeit

many of these teachers are only familiar with the basics of CALL. Researchers have

discovered several ways in which AI benefits language learners. For example, it can help

students learn a language more quickly students can learn a language by repeating phrase

patterns(Park & Yang, 2020), and it can also help students in a group improve their

speaking abilities(El Shazly, 2021), particularly their pronunciation(Dewi et al., 2021).

Besides the classroom, Siri, Google Now, Microsoft Cortana, and Amazon Alexa are a

few examples of AI tools today’s students use for their day-to-day activities.

Artificial intelligence (AI) can empower students and transform education. The

fourth industrial revolution demands that all teachers learn about AI. Teachers think using

AI in the classroom will limit the teacher’s role or shrink the teaching-learning process. It

can be said that artificial intelligence, whether a computer, robot, machine, mechanical

algorithmic accessory, or data server, enables some tasks to be completed more quickly
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or efficiently than humans would have completed alone. Traditional schools can implement

artificial intelligence language learning to give pupils more options. A few advantages of

using AI inside a second language classroom are providing instant feedback, deeper

involvement in the learning process, language bots, machine translation, and no fear of

failure (Rohalevych, 2022). Learners can work at their own pace with the help of AI-

powered language learning platforms that repeat concepts and highlight concepts they

struggle with, engage them with tasks they excel at, cater to their interests, and take into

consideration aspects like cultural background.

Following are the statistics of AI usage in the Educational spectrum. (Team, 2022)

• AI will power over 47% of learning management tools in the next three

years.

• Research shows that 20% to 40% of the current workload of teachers

can be automated using current technology.

• An AI-enabled chatbot can answer a student’s question in merely 2.7

seconds.

• An AI-powered chatbot answered 91% of student questions correctly

at a university in Spain.

AI in learning pronunciation:

The advancement of artificial intelligence has resulted in the discovery of speech

recognition and voice pattern detection features using machine learning and natural

language processing. According to studies, AI-based pronunciation tools can identify up

to 86% of mispronounced words in a speech and reduce mispronunciations in learners

by up to 23% (Li & Meng, 2014). Several AI-powered android and web-based

applications have been created to teach non-native English speakers how to pronounce

English words. A recent Google application called Bolo employs an AI named Diya to

identify words in English that are difficult for Hindi speakers to pronounce and train them

to pronounce them correctly. The results show that 64% of children’s pronunciation

skills have improved (Perez, 2019). As a result, Google launched Readalong, one of its

flagship applications.
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ELSA is another AI-based language learning platform that uses machine learning

to train spoken English. ELSA uses a variety of non-native speakers’ accents and

pronunciations to assist learners in mastering them. Like ELSA, Language Confidence is

another powerful AI tool for English pronunciation. The latter claim that their system can

recognise over 10,000 of the most commonly used English words in natural speech,

supports a wide range of dialects and provides the most detailed feedback (Automated

pronunciation assessment API, 2022). This application includes comprehensive data

analytics, customisable grading, closed-end evaluation, and support for multiple accents.

Another app, Blue Canoe, uses specific speech recognition software to analyse

the audio using machine learning models to identify discrepancies. After a given point of

time of daily use, an artificially intelligent (AI) teacher provides users with tailored feedback,

letting them know precisely how they mispronounce specific terms. Other apps that aid

in English pronunciation include Cambridge AI Speech Tutor and Chatterfox. Second-

language teachers should utilise these AI-based learning apps inside the classroom to

help their students improve their pronunciation.

AI in learning grammar:

Studies show that AI-based grammar instruction tools, such as chatbots,

significantly improve grammar skills (Huang et al., 2021). Grammar is essential in writing;

these AI-based applications use trial-and-error methods to help learners understand

proper grammar. That is, the apps will force learners to write something; as they write,

they will make suggestions to help them learn proper grammar. The best and classic

example is Google’s Gmail chat box which highlights incorrect grammar with a blue line

while the user composes an email using AI-corrected grammar. When one clicks on the

underlined word or phrase, Google’s grammar suggestions appear.

Similarly, Grammarly, an online tool with more than 20 million active users (IVP,

2021) and a decade of AI-based error detection experience, recently rolled out a slew

of new features, including grammar suggestions tailored to the tone and domain of the

user’s writing. For example, if the tone and domain are formal, the algorithm will strictly

apply the grammatical rules; if it is casual writing, the algorithm is flexible in applying

them.
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Grammar-checking software is nothing new, but the technology enabling it is becoming

increasingly sophisticated. In order to create its algorithms, Grammarly claims to employ

a hybrid approach that includes several natural language processing techniques, including

machine learning, deep learning, and custom rules. Microsoft has also recently introduced

an artificial intelligence-based editor pane to Microsoft Office, which helps learners correct

their grammar as they write.

Even though online editing tools like Grammarly and Google Docs’ grammatical

suggestions are not perfect, the artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms

behind them successfully enhance how many of us write. It also spots errors involving

more complex grammatical rules. Even professionals utilise these editing tools to find

errors before they accidentally go public while writing emails, texts, or more formal

writing. In such a case, language teachers must also cope with these applications and

should try to incorporate them in second-language classrooms.

AI in learning vocabulary:

Lingvist is an application powered by AI and machine learning. It offers up to

3,000 of the most common terms in the language in the tool’s free edition (Wetherbee,

2022). The app compiles data from online sources such as articles, movie subtitles, and

books to create practical courses. Lessons evolve throughout time based on prior errors.

The app also uses the spaced repetition technique of learning, which entails finishing

more complicated challenges before simpler ones. It quickly skips through words learners

have mastered and repeats terms they frequently get wrong to maximise learning. The

software offers grammatical context tips when they respond incorrectly to help them

learn.

Duolingo is another free language learning programme that employs artificial

intelligence, machine learning, and gamification to make language learning entertaining

and engaging. The platform keeps track of performance and usage and employs spaced

repetition to decide which challenges to present to the learners. Additionally, the software

can predict when learners will forget anything they have learned and strives to ensure that

they retain it. The software uses a machine learning feature called “birdbrain,” which

estimates learners’ chances of getting something right or wrong. Such a feature enables it

to modify a certain lesson’s difficulty level.
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Knowji, an audio-visual vocabulary application that uses current educational

research, is another of the best AI teaching tools available today. Knowji employs

various techniques and ideas to speed up learning for language learners. The AI education

tool monitors the progress of each word and anticipates when users are most likely to

forget it. These skills are attained through a spacing repetition algorithm, which helps

students get better at learning over time. Memrise, another app, uses real-time item

identification techniques to keep users interested in learning. Users can take a photo of

any object and upload it to the app to learn its name in the language they want.

Limitations of AI:

Whether a computer or artificial intelligence can simulate the human brain hinges

on how the brain and, consequently, an individual’s mind are conceptualised. It is not

difficult to imagine a time in the future when artificial intelligence can simulate mental

processes. However, if we understand the mind as a tool for volitional learning, it appears

plausible to suggest that artificial intelligence will never have or be able to acquire all of

the human mind’s capabilities.

Smart technology does enhance learning, but it cannot replace the benefits of

human interaction. An over-reliance on artificial intelligence for learning could lead to

learning errors that are more harmful than helpful. Computers are getting smarter every

day, demonstrating the ability to teach and learn from other computers. However, it is

debatable whether they can exercise intuition-based judgement in unfamiliar situations,

which commonly arise in the classroom.

There are also a few limitations in using AI among early-level learners. The

main one is that instead of teaching children how to do things on their own, it decreases

their capacity for critical thought and increases their reliance on technology. Technology

may encourage student laziness by making it easier and more comfortable for individuals

who do not want to put effort into their studies.

Conclusion:

Technology-enhanced learning has always had a favourable impact on the

teaching and learning process. The application of artificial intelligence (AI) to the study

of second languages, particularly in pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary, has already

demonstrated its viability in significantly influencing second language learners’ learning
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curves. Despite certain limits, there are numerous advantages to integrating technology

in the classroom, particularly artificial intelligence-driven technology. Therefore,

educational institutions and teachers of second languages should make significant efforts

to integrate AI-based technology into classroom teaching and learning.
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Abstract

This paper focuses primarily on the challenges confronted by the human resources

department in managing the flexible employment of low-skilled on-demand platform

workers. They are called gig workers because of their temporary nature. The problems

they face are innumerable. The poor working conditions, poor job security, lower pay,

and deprived status quo increase their burden even more. Their job satisfaction levels

are pitiful. There is no social security assistance in their lives. In this paper, the researcher

has examined secondary sources to figure out the problems faced by gig workers in

reality.

Key Words: human resources, job satisfaction, work force, demand.

The last decade has witnessed a great rise in the gig economy all around the

globe. The reasons for the paradigm shift are the rapid advancement of communication

through internet technologies and the attitudinal change of Millennials and Gen-Z in

choosing their careers due to unemployment. In India, this model of economy has largely

come into existence after the impact of Covid-19. According to the Code of Social

Security 2019, a Gig worker is defined as a person ”who performs work or participates

in a work arrangement and earns from such activities outside of traditional

employer-employee relationships”. 

A report by Niti Aayog states that in India, there were about twenty-four lakh

and fifty thousand gig workers in 2011–2012, which rose to seventy-seven lakh in

2020–2021. The estimated projection is that there will be about two crore and thirty-

five lakh workers by 2029–2030, which is about 4.1 percentage of the total workforce

of India. Frazer (2019) classifies gig workers as low-skilled (blue-collar) delivery workers

for Swiggy and high-skilled (gold-collar) consultants in IT industries. These workers

are distinguished by flexible and temporary jobs that are contractual. It is largely driven

by a well-designed technology architecture on a digital platform.

The Deloitte Global Millennial Survey of 2019 states that millennials and Gen Z

are more driven and oriented towards self-employment and jobs that provide freedom

and independence. So, they opt for freelancing and contract jobs. They never lock

themselves into full-time jobs that require time and dedication. According to the survey,

eighty-four percentage of millennials and eighty-one percentage of Gen Z chose gig

work. 
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These young people are drawn to this economic model because of the flexibility

of the work, the control they have over their time, and the ability to earn according to

their interests. When a person faces unemployment shocks or a financial crisis in his life,

he gets jobs immediately a job in the gig economy. Even though jobs are booming in this

sector, social security remains a great question for the employees who are employed in

such businesses. 

These jobs generally rest on internet technology and are also called “platform

economy”, where human labour is available in various forms over the internet. It can be

called labour as a service (laas). Here, algorithmic management of human labour plays a

vital role. The gig economy primarily focuses on performance culture. The performance

appraisals of workers depend on the completion of tasks and the volume of work

completed. The performance of a labourer is calculated based on an algorithm generated

by artificial intelligence on the completed tasks.

For 9-5 jobs generating contracts on terms and conditions of work and labour

turn out to be an easy task. Whereas framing policies and contracts for gig workers

poses a wide challenge for the human resource managers as these workers are freelancers

and contractual. There is a chance of them to work for multiple employers (moonlighting)

where the quality of output they produce is a matter of concern. As these workers are

working on online platforms monitoring and control mechanisms are underdeveloped.

Poor organisational communication almost always leads to social isolation. 

According to the Harvard Business Review, gig workers enjoy a greater sense

of flexibility and autonomy than traditional full-time employees. But they too face the

exclusive challenges of job security, lack of career development, a strong sense of

alienation, and difficulty finding meaning in their work. 

The Economic Times reveals that gig work provides only a fixed salary to the

labour employed, whereas there is no social security and poorer working conditions in

the sector. The people who are engaged in cab and delivery services in India have

raised their concerns and protested several times in recent years. Even though these

employees worked more than eight hours per day and were given weekly off, the business

model appears to be unaccountable for their efforts. Each organisation has its values

and culture. The culture of an organisation is portrayed by the values that its employees

possess. Building the ethics and morale of workers in a similar environment is an arduous

task. 
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People + Strategy Journal calls the gig economy the “era of disruption” for chief

human resource officers (CHROs). The major reason for the disruption is due to the

change in work culture, programme, procedure, and policies that have already been

framed for permanent employment. The human resources department must adapt to

create a new set of working conditions, programs, policies, and procedures for the gig

workforce. 

In this gig culture, the recruitment and selection of candidates are done through

technology-enabled online talent platforms. It has created a dependency on the human

resources department, which heavily relies on the platforms. Now it’s time for the CHROs

to decide whether to depend on the talent platform or the procurement department to fill

the entire workforce of the organisation. HR needs to be more agile and innovative in

facing the business turbulence of this new age, which is denoted as a “volatility, uncertainty,

complexity, and ambiguity” (VUCA) environment.

As acclaimed by the Northeast HR Association, there could be a definite change

in the traditional views on career development planning, performance management, and

succession planning. The leadership style would transform from “command and control”

to “collaborating, partnering, and mentoring.”

Following Abinaya Rajamanickam, an Oracle HCM consultant, attracting and

retaining talent in such an environment becomes a greater challenge for the human

resources department. Recruitment needs to be instant and not prolonged in nature.

From sourcing to onboarding, the process should take about a week. The performance

of an employee must be evaluated based on short-range objectives as the work is task

oriented. The learning and development should be bite-sized and not long-drawn, as it

may not be profitable. As there may be frequent exists and hires, succession planning

has to be done on a contingency basis.

Francesca Di Meglio, the editor of HR Exchange Network, mentions in her

article that the participation of freelancers would not be consistent as compared to full-

time workers. This would make it even more challenging to define the team culture of an

organisation. There would be no formal hierarchy in the workplace, so monitoring progress

would be a concern.

          Charlotte Penny has given some solutions for managing the gig workforce. The

human resource manager has seen the job from the worker’s perspective. The HR has
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to understand the reason for employees choosing similar jobs and needs to give a clear

picture of the job to set the right expectations. The employees need to be kept connected

to remove social isolation. The employees are to be included in the team by hosting

meetings, and team lunches so that they may feel included. Setting the right feedback

mechanism for their work would enhance their engagement. Autonomy should be given

to workers to perform their jobs and micro managing would not fetch better results.

Paying market rates keeps their morale and engagement steady and strong.

Shalini L staffing and recruitment expert suggests managing the blue-collar

workforce. The employer needs to upskill the workforce to keep them engaged, and

motivated and embrace new technologies. Automation of attendance would lead to less

exploitation and productive use of the employees’ manhours. Payment of salary at the

right time and integrated payroll management would reduce the attrition rate. Small loan

disbursement with lower interest rates to the employees who are in need would improve

the quality of work life of employees. Healthcare assistance would lessen them to survive

on their fixed income.

These measures could improve job satisfaction and serve as retention strategies.

The government has played a pivotal role in promoting social security measures to increase

the quality of life of this labour force in the long term.
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ABSTRACT

Technology in the twenty-first century has arrived at a phase where humankind

has found the ways to identify the beginning of the universe by sending James Webb

Space Telescope (JWST). This telescope is considered to be a time machine that can

take human beings to the age when the universe was created and how it was created.

When the world moves at a rapid phase, literature starts reflecting everything in the same

phase. Sometimes, literature predicts what may happen in the future with fancy and

imagination. Many literary works, on the genre science fiction, give the world an outline

of all the scientific advancement that is going to be developed in the forth coming decades.

The father of science fiction H.G. Wells in his work the time machine would have written

the plot based on the time travel in the year 1895. This kind of ideas is from the post

human literature which depicts the non anthropocentric world. This paper is an attempt

to find out how the author Sujatha has used post human ideas in his novel Pesum

Pommaigal.
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Born in the year 1935, Sujatha alias Ranganathan was a graduate engineer. After pursuing

bachelors’ degree in Physics from the Madras University, he graduated in the field of

Electronics from M.I.T. He worked more than thirty years in the Bangalore Bharath

Electricals and also in Central Government’s Air Transport department. He also served

as advisor in both these departments even after his retirement. Electronic voting machine

is one of his significant inventions for which he was awarded Vasvik award.

When the writer of this novel was asked whether the process of Downloading is

possible, he has mentioned that with the development of Artificial Intelligence this process

has reached a notable success in the research conducted by various developed countries

like the United States of America. We live in the era of artificial intelligence and everything

is becoming possible to human beings like traveling to space, sending signals to other

galaxies, etc. the Hollywood movies has also become the main source of post human

thinking. Some people even believe that humans from the future earth have travelled

through time to reach different centuries for various purposes.

In the story, the protagonist Maya started working in a laboratory where her

elder sister worked once in the past. When her elder sister, Menaka went to America,

her job was given to her younger sister, Maya. This young lady finds many strange things

taking place in the laboratory. Afterwards, she herself becomes a prey to a new scientific

invention that was about transferring human memory to the computer. Though there are

many scientific inventions made every day, the particular concept of transferring human

memories to the computer is unimaginable as the result and consequences would lead to

sometimes the destruction of the entire human race. The thought about this concept

would have emerged when the scientists found out that human memory exists in the

electro- magnetic form that are stored in billions of cells of the human brain.

In this novel, two scientists named Dr. Narendranath and Dr. Sarankabani are

involved in the research of transferring the data from the human mind to the computer.

For this they have hired a girl named Menaka and started their research on her. During

the process of this research, she lost almost half of her life and she is stored in a box in the

laboratory. But her parents were informed that she has eloped to the United States with

her boyfriend. The scientists made use of voice synthesizer, which is also one of the

technical devices of the human invention, to talk to the parents of Menaka to make them

believe she is in the US. In order to continue their research, Menaka’s Sister, Maya was
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hired to the same job, because the scientists in that laboratory believed that Maya was

much similar to her sister Menaka even in her voice. When she was asked by Doctor

Narendranath whether she could sing, she replied that her sister could do that better.

The following conversation would make the readers understand the above mentioned

statement,

“|À»õ £õkÂ¯õ }?”

“CÀø» hõUhº. AUPõuõß AöuÀ»õ® £õmk hõßì GÀ»õ®. AÁ

öuõhõux GxÄ® CÀø»”

“Eß ÷£a]À Th AÁ\õ¯À  C¸US. Ba\º¯®uõß! ©Ö£i ÷©ÚPõ

÷Áø»US ÷\º¢xmhõ¨¦». } ©õ¯õuõ÷Ú?” (pg.37)

Moreover, as a science fiction novel, many scientific terms are used in this novel.

When Maya was to be tested whether her body could accept a particular medicine, she

was informed that she was given Cyclosporine. She was also lectured that the human

immune system was to be wondered. Once mankind started to control its very own

immune system, anything could be done miraculously like alternate heart and alternate

brain could also be planted. She was not even informed before doing these tests on her.

To be precise, these tests were done on her without her knowledge and concern. Maya

was explained the process of downloading only on the ninth chapter that it is process of

taking a copy of her memory to the computer with the help of 3D Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance Holography with which a small portion of her brain is exposed. Local

anesthesia would be given to alleviate the pain and then a small patch would be taken

from the head. The workers in the particular laboratory were volunteers to whom a

handsome salary would be given. Ordinary human beings like to lead a life without much

struggle. The ultimate aim of an ordinary human is to live a life without any health issues.

Most of the human beings do not want to lead a life without death. Everyone believes

that death is the end of human life. Before their death, everyone wanted to finish their

duties the society had assigned to them. But the same human kind has the desire to

overcome death and is doing many kinds of research to separate death from the mankind

so that one can lead an immortal life. The post human perspective of human life is to

enhance the quality of human existence by making the existing human brain to act like a

computer. It advocates the improvement of human capacities and capabilities through

advanced technology which helps the humans to eliminate diseases by providing cheap
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yet best quality products to even the poorest of the world thereby improving the quality

of life and also interconnectedness, expansion of life expectance too.

In a situation when Maya unfortunately saw that particular scene which would

be her most threatening nightmare she could have ever had. Her sister like body which

was naked, was dragged out of the drawer. The body was stored in a cool place using

the cryogenic method as later explained by Doctor Sarankabani to Vasanth, a lawyer in

disguise as scientist Sebastian Raj. One of the assistants of Doctor Sarankabani connected

some wires to the body of Menaka. Maya was confused whether the body was her

sister’s natural or just her look alike until she saw the growth of hair on the particular

body. But she had another reason to not believe as Doctor Narendranath spoke to her

sister the last day through telephone. When the body is wholly connected to the circuits,

Doctor Sarankabani started to question Menaka or her just a look alike body and it

could answer almost all of his simple questions. Yet due to some technical issues, the

research could not be continued on Menaka and so the scientist Doctor Sarankabani

had engaged her younger sister.

In an essay titledThe Search for Posthumanism, by Michael Thomsen, the writer

says that computers rely on syntax. They can order and arrange symbols, but only

humans have true understanding of what those symbols mean. Human minds operate in

semantics. We can both order symbols and interpret their meaning, connecting them

with a billowing curtain of sensorial, emotional, and academic denotations.

Hence the whole concept of this particular fictional literary work is the mankind’s

attempt to overcome death and become immortal by coping the human mind’s everything

to the computer and these transferred data are again fed into human toys to resemble

the particular persons whose memories and thoughts are transferred. The following

dialogue of Doctor Narendranath would make the readers understand the entire post-

human concept throughout this fiction.

“•uß •u»õ ©µnzøu öÁÀ» ÷£õ÷Óõ®. C¨£ } ¯õ¸? ©õ¯õ GßQÓ J¸

ÁiÁ®, J¸ bõ£P®, AÆÁÍÄuõ÷Ú! C¢u Cµsøh²÷© ö©æÝUS

öPõkzxmhõ  A¢u  ö©æß  EßÝøh¯  öuhºa]uõ÷Ú.  AxUS  AÈ÷Á

CÀ»õ©  A¨£¨£  ¦x¨£a]mhõ  \õÄ[PÓ÷u  CÀ»õ© ÷£õ´kÓvÀ»¯õ!”

(pg.100)
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True to these words human beings are their shape and memories and when both of them

are given to a computer, the computer could act as the same human being even when a

particular human being expires from this physical world. Though these kinds of advanced

technologies are not in existence so far, no one could assure that it may not be invented in

future as Artificial Intelligence (AI) has started its duty to obey to the human commands.

Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant, are some examples that would make us understand the

development and the significance of AI in our day-to-day life. It will not be a wonder to

have a process called Downloading in the future as the phase of the development of

technology has become rapid and mankind has started to evolve.
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Chandra’s Death is a recouped record of a series of events in the process of

historiography by Ranajit Guha, a historian. This is a real-life event that entered into the

dominion of historiography. Taken from the legal documents, the confessions are formatted

into an essay. Chandra belongs to the Bagdi section, a sub-caste, which is beyond the pale of

dominant caste Hindu society. Its focus is on the death of an obscure lower-caste peasant

Bengali woman in the mid-nineteenth century. And the portrayal of her sufferings is been

mentioned clearly in the testimony.

Keywords: Historiography, Peasant, Recouped, Testimony.

Who is Chandra? That would be the first question that strikes the mind of anyone

who reads the title of Guha’s essay. Moreover, what consequence in history does the

beholder of thisname has, to be mentioned by a writer and academician like Ranajith

Guha in the title of hisessay? “None” should be the answer and that itself is her very

significance. Chandra is a face thatthe so-called educated and cultured mainstream

population would dare to look at.Chandra is a name that resonates with thousands of
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lives that the prestigious and glorious history ofournation has forgotten tomention

and hers is thevoiceofthevoiceless.

          In Foucault, theissue of subjugation marks agency, no agent says no to

power, it is familiarlyinvolvedwith power, and thereis no pureagent.

Despitethefactthesecharacteristicsconflict with somebasicideasofMarxism, this

turns more difficult,though, to grasp politically what the group stands for from

this point of view. Though the hegemony relates to Magaram the protagonist of

the essay.  Which has given power even the colonial law motivates him to stand

behind the death of Chandra.”A dose at… and I made a paste of the drug

again at dawn and administered it to Chandra. That did nothing to destroy the

fetus. The next day when I went again to the same Kali Bagdi together with my

mother and Chandra, he gave us an herbal medicine that has to be taken thrice

a day together with some horituki and two tablets of bakhor guli diluted in lime

water.” (Guha)

Guha in the opening of his essay mentions how the established

historiography fails toaddress the traces of subaltern life and conveniently ignores

their existence while painting thebigger picture called history. They are not and

never would be a part of this warp and weft.Guha intentionally quotes the proof

of the accused and the victims at the beginning of theessay to offer an unbiased

and unaltered narrative, or rather give them the voice to presentthemselves

than Guha being their narrator. He is trying to reclaim history by presenting

therawfactsthanpresenting itashisnarrationof an eventofthepast. His

openingquestionis howone cancl aimt hes etestimonie sashistory .Eventhough

the establishednormsofcelebratedhistoriographydonotpossessaspace for such

trivial  narratives.

As Florencia Mallon argues, there is a stiffness in the work of

SubalternStudies. Guhatries tohighlightsubaltern consciousness and agency.

He analyses how this do cument has been subjected to scrupulous efforts to

presentitas are liable one. He comments  on the  language used and

mentionstoitasapieceor the balanceof adichotomized past andasayarn

withoutacontext,whichhasbeenonlyan editorially constructed series in a book

of documents. He also states that even these evidences can’t be taken into

account as legit history as these words are drawn out of the allegations by
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the”mediation of law…prompted only by the requirements of an official

investigation into what ispresumed as a murder”.

These testimonies thus are simply a legaldescription of a crime from which all

emotions are drawn out to portray it as mere objective factsthan a terrible humane

experience. He explains how the original sequence of events is tamperedwith

bytheinterventionoflegaldocumentationprocedureandtheeventsthatoccurredareconveniently

limited to the terms of the judiciary as murder, crime, case ekrar (testimonies), etc.

sothatthetrueperspectivesofthe happenings remainhiddenorunheard.

Even after two hundred and sixty years later, under colonial rule, he states, that

thesituation of these rural peasant communities is still the same. Even though they

possessed moreland than the upper caste, they never earned respect. Their women

were considered to be grantedforgratifyingthesexualfantasiesoftheseupper-

castemen.Guharightly points out howthe pre-independence and post-independence

period remains the same for these communities and alsopoints out how patriarchy becomes

a cherry on the top. These people are repeatedly beingsilenced and subjugated through

multiple aspects of social life. In terms of caste, creed, vocation,sexuality,

andmoralitiestheyarekeptawayfromtheirfreedom.

Chandraisnotjustheldresponsible for her so-called illicit relation, but the reputation

of her whole community is laidupon her chastity. While Chandra was being threatened

to be excommunicated for her sin, herpartner in crime is conveniently removed from the

scene because of his privilege of being bothanuppercasteand aman. Whyshould

peoplelikeChandrabear this burden?Thisis thequestion enters in the mind of readers.

The male patriarchy who had the power to go and tell the pregnancy of Chandra to her

mother has more intricnsic significance, because it was potrayed that she was the only

reason for the problem which has uprooted to abortion.

Guha tries to answer and his emphasis is on the need for the voiceless to have a

voice.The most tragic of the whevent, as Guhastates ,is thatt his whole

strugglewastakenupbyalowercaste widow, a woman, who tried to save another woman,

her daughter from a terrible crisis, butfailedmiserablyandwasheld responsible forher death.

Guha’s opening with the testimonies and the subsequent analysis of the events

presentsthe reader with authentic information and access to the material and method of

his study. Thedescription of the peasant life and their journey of subjugation offers a
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necessary backdrop toChandra’s incident and instills the thought of the possibility of

hundreds of cases like Chandra’s,which are not recorded or studied by historyormaybe

nottaken beyond acliché newspaperreport in certain occasions.

The use of vernacular terms and names can be considered anintentional effort to

bring the unheard voices straight to the readers in the purest of its forms. The  cross-

references to subaltern ideas, post-colonialism, and feminism show how the tiniestof the

incidents that we casually ignore is a socially and politically significant element of history

that we conveniently ignore. They have voices but these voices are to be heard

andGuha’swritingonChandra’sdeathisa gesturethatmakessureitis.
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Gay’s An Untamed State
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The world and the minds of the people are fragmented after the World War II

which is reflected in the creative writings of postmodern era.  The disasters that occurred

in the last half of the twentieth century left number of writers with a sense of profound

paranoia which is reflected in the characters of their works. The techniques used in the

postmodern texts portray the social condition and mind set of the people of that time.

Most works of this era were centered on the condition of the society and the psychological

mind set of the people after the World War II.  During this time, the concept of memory

became popular among the writers as they used that concept to portray the psychology

and memory of the people of the post war society.  Therefore, an exclusive field of

memory studies began to bloom. Roxane Gay, an American writer and professor, is one

of the important people who mostly deals with the concept called memory through the

characters of her works. This paper attempts to bring forth how ‘memory’ is used as a

tool to uncover everything about the character and the general public. It also explains the

dual nature of memory being a pricking thorn and a soothing balm in the novel An

Untamed State.

Keywords: Memory, trauma, psychology, claustrophobia, binge-eating.
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Roxane Gay’s An Untamed State has all aspects of memory studies.

The role of memory, the psychological trauma and the cultural identities are the central

concerns of the novel. The novel portrays the traumatic memory of the protagonist

Mirielle in each and every chapter. The memory has become the life deciding factor for

Miri. She has been killed by the haunting memory every second. She tries in every

aspect to get rid of those gloomy thoughts but it reverberates in her mind for so many

years.

Memory Studies is a scholastic field examining the utilization of memory as an

apparatus for recalling the past. It rose as distinctive approach to consider past occasions

toward the end of the twentieth century. Recent events make individuals to recollect the

things that had happened in the past.  Therefore, the simple way to define memory is

‘the past made present’.

 The past memory and the contemporary memory vary from each other.  Albeit

the fact that recalling is about the past, it happens in the present setting up the implications

and importance of the past for the individuals who could possibly have encountered it.

Memory is a practice of recollection rather than just a set of facts. According to Wikipedia,

Memory is a ‘symbolic representation of the past embedded in social action’. The past

memory lives in the contemporary memory and the memory of the past either haunts or

calms the psyche at the present.

Mirielle, the protagonist, has a perfect career, the most loving and caring better

half, adorable little son and a well settled family. She lives a life of fairy tale. She leads a

peaceful life until the time of her kidnap. That event has changed her life totally. Her fairy

tale life has just become a memory and the most awful life has begun. The psychological

scar which is made during the time of her kidnap remains inside her for quite a long time.

She starts hating herself at a particular time. She is tormented for thirteen long days by

the kidnappers. She is sexually abused and wounded physically. She has experienced

the thirteen worst days.

 Mirielle, when dwells in that dark, isolated room, has nothing to do except

surfing through the memory of her. She has made her memory as her only company in

that lonely space. Her beautiful past memories become the balm for her present bruises.

She, in that cage, thinks about the day when she and Michael got engaged.  She thinks

about every minute thing that happened on that day.  She thinks about the day when
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Michael cooked for her.  She recalls every details of the past and thinks about how

happy she was once.  The thirst to bring back that happy phase of her life makes her

move forward every single day in the cage.  She says, “I closed my eyes, breathed

shallow, thought of my husband and son at home in bed, cool and clean and happy— the

way both Michael and Christophe smiled at with their whole faces” (131). The reminiscence

of her husband and son is the only hold that she has in that prison. The memories of them

sow the happy seeds in her face.

The traumatic experience, which Mirielle has undergone, shatters her inner peace.

Though she knows that she is with her husband and family after her release from the

hands of the kidnappers, she still thinks that she is not secured. She is surviving with the

fear of the commander, the one who tormented her, chasing her. She is not able to come

out of the past. She has gotten locked in her memory. Whatever she sees and whatever

she hears, reminds her of the kidnappers. When she hears the footsteps of Michael who

is coming in search of her, she immediately imagines that the Commander is running

towards her and she starts trembling on hearing that sound. She remembers everything

as a contemporary event forgetting that it happened in the past. This idea is expressed by

Freud in the book called Beyond the Pleasure Principle. In that he says that the patient,

“…is obliged to repeat the repressed material as a contemporary event instead of…

remembering it as something belonging to the past” (18,19).

The memory of Mirielle’s dark period is more torturous than the real days she has

spent there in that room.  Cathy Caruth in her book Unclaimed Experience: Trauma,

Narrative, History explains, “Traumatic experience, beyond the psychological dimension

of suffering it involves, suggests a certain paradox: the most direct seeing of a violent

event may occur as an absolute inability to know it; that immediacy; paradoxically, may

take the form of belatedness” (92). The pain of the traumatic experience is higher when

the time passes. The memory pokes over and over and makes one feel the death every

second.

She feels her room in her home is another cage as the four walls

reminds of the days of her kidnap and the place where she is kept for thirteen days. She

wasn’t able to trust her husband as he is a man and she doesn’t want to trust any man

anymore. It is only after a contemporary event calls forth the previously repressed event

that the past event can become known in the process of remembering. Sigmund Freud,

the founder of psychoanalysis, and the physician Josef Breuer writes in their book called

Studies on Hysteria,
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we may reverse the dictum ‘cessante causa cessat effectus’ (when

the cause ceases the effect ceases) and conclude from these

observations that the determining process (that is, the recollection of

it) continues to operate for years- no directly, through a chain of

intermediate casual links, but as a directly releasing cause- just as

psychical pain that is remembered in walking consciousness still

provokes a lachrymal secretion after the event. Hysterics suffer mainly

from reminiscences. (7)

The traumatic remembrance is called as “Pathogenic reminiscence”.  Roxane

Gay has clearly shown the power of memory in human’s life that it can either give

soothing effect or the haunting and tormenting effect to the mind. It can either give life to

the person or it can take it back from them. The author has used the concept memory

and has shown its both sides. The memory gives hope for Miri in her gloomy period that

she will be back to her fairy tale life soon and the same memory plunders her happiness

even when she returns to her family.

Gay portrays the Haitian society, the character’s childhood and important events

of their past life, their relationship with the family members using the tool called ‘memory’

and she has succeeded in creating a perfect picture of that event. Roxane Gay reveals

each character’s nature through the protagonist’s memory. For instance, the character

of Sebastian is known only through Mirille when she contemplates her father whether he

will pay for the ransom or not. Only through Miri’s memory, the reader gets to know

that Sebastian is known for his composure. Miri says in the novel that during her thirteen

days of captivity she spoke to her father several times. His voice never wavered. This

clearly shows that he will be remaining in the state of composure at any difficult point of

his life.

Through the protagonist’s memory the society of Haiti is brought to the light of

the readers by the author. Gay has mentioned about the kidnapping epidemic that has

taken place in that society. Miri when she is surfing through her memory reveals to the

readers about Haiti which has surpassed Colombia as the kidnapping capital of the

world. She also says that there are three Haitis- the country Americans know and the

country Haitians know and the country she thought she knew. Miri has seen the good

side of the Haiti during her childhood and the other side of Haiti what she has not known

until she is kidnapped. When she visits Haiti she says, “I felt nothing and I felt everything.

I remembered the Haiti of my childhood, the complex but unadulterated joy of feeling
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like I had a second place to call home. I remembered the country Haiti became for me,

the sorrow” (346). She remembered everything from her childhood. She remembered

her pure innocent happy days of her life and also the breath- taking things that happened

in her life. The reminiscence kills her inch by inch. She longs to learn the art of forgetting.

Miri has become a claustrophobic patient because of her lonely life in that dark,

hot cage for thirteen long days. Her isolation has changed her future drastically. Miri has

lost her mental and physical strength. Miri’s claustrophobia is not mentioned directly by

Roxane Gay, but it is revealed through the utterances of Miri. She says, “The walls were

getting closer in; and the new cage was getting smaller and smaller…he shut the bedroom

door and it suddenly became harder to breathe” (231). As she was locked and tormented

in the four walled cage for longer period, she gets the same image of the cage whenever

she enters her room in her home and that results in the symptoms of claustrophobia.

Mirielle doesn’t eat after she gets released from the clutches of the kidnappers.

As she has taken so many things more than what she can during her imprisonment in that

cage, she doesn’t want to have anything inside her anymore. She wants that emptiness

inside her and that gives her some kind of pleasure. She says, “It was a comfort to be so

empty. I had to hold on to that emptiness” (265).

All these problems like claustrophobia and binge eating are the result of her

traumatic experience. The memory has made her vulnerable. The memory has spoiled

her inner peace. The memory has become a curse and she longs to know the ‘art of

forgetting’ which she thinks that is the ultimate solution for all her problems. Roxane

Gay has shapened the character Mirielle in a way that represents her own self who

underwent traumatic experience as a rape victim. As the days and years rolled on,

Mirielle’s haunting memories has lessened or she has learnt to cope up with that. Roxane

Gay has used the memory as a key unlock all the inner struggles a woman undergoes

after a traumatic event.
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ABSTRACT:

 The affluent history of war digs numerous human lives in mankind. Irrespective

of results, war brings pain and agony. Humans get toiled in war and the after effects of

the war question their social, political and economical existence for many years. The

individual existence with freedom and choice comes under the scanner in the time of

war. The human race is suppressed with repressive state apparatus by the power

structure. Though sufferings in war spread its wings without any gender difference, the
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concept of feminine existentialism faces more struggles because of femininity and double

marginalization. The writer depicts the power of female in the crisis situation with the

help of the character Mari. This paper deals with the sufferings of Mari, a teen girl in

war time and also about her courage which helps her to tackle the problems.

KEY WORDS: War, Existence, freedom, Repressive state apparatus, Power structure,

femininity, double marginalization

It is impossible to pursue the study of history without the reference of war.

History and war are inseparable. Hierarchy, love for power, quest for land, desire for

money are the factors that drive mankind towards war. Irrespective of results, death is

an ultimate authority in war. From the Battle of Megiddo toSyrian war, the world has

witnessed thousands of war which caused trillions of life. War is a machiavellian to

mankind, it seeks human life for its survival. The selfish superpowers from ancient time

to post modern time are ready to sacrifice their own citizens in war for their ego.

Laymen are the victims of war. Socio economical politics is questioned in war time and

the after efforts of war toil the humans. Existentialism deals with the freedom of the

individual or the individuality of human race rather than stereotypes. The basic life of

the human beings must be filled with their freedom and independence. But the crisis

like war curtails the freedom of humans and also restricts their life in a square of

dominance. The normal life of the people is questioned and they are forced to follow

the norms of repressive state apparatus. The basic amenities of mankind like food,

water, shelter and economy have come under scanner in war time. Existence of human

race is difficult in war time. Traditional countries like India with oriental ideology havean

alien eye on women in difficult situation. Though these countries project their women

as the goddesses, the collective consciousness of male dominated society feels the

women as weaker sex in difficult situations. This paper tries to break the male centered

myth and shows the existence of woman in war time. Easterine Kire’s Mari depicts the

power of a feminine character Mari and her attitude towards the society. She survives

in war and takes responsibility which makes her a unique girl with absolute bravery.

The novel revolves around the Battle of Kohima. This historical war deals with

the conflict between Japan and Britain. It is a part and parcel of second world war.

Japan attacks Kohima, the capital of Nagaland, to threaten the British colonized India.

The writer speaks about the North Eastern states of the country and their life style. The

war of Kohima has affected the day today life of the people. Mari is a girl in her teens,

the sufferings of her during the war is depicted in the novel. Education for women is
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almost unobtainable in early days of 1940s in India. But Mari and her siblings have

gotten golden opportunity to pursue their education. Dr. Indra Goswamy in her work

says, “ Missionaries had to fight hard to bring girls into schools which they set up in

various places, especially in North east states. The image that comes out in literature

that the independent educated women can boldly face the challenges of life” (7). The

life style of a girl is highly depended on her education. This shows the progressive

thinking of the family, they believe in the education of women. War takes a dig in the

education of the children. Schools are locked down because of war pressure in the

town. The writer says:

One afternoon, Rev Supplee called the students together. We knew it

was serious because he looked really sad. He said: “My dear students,

I have two big announcement to make today. Firstly we have heard

that the Japanese are preparing to invade India. Secondly the School

has been ordered to close down because it is no longer safe for the

students and the teachers. It will reopen after war has ended. (Mari

18)

Education of Mari fades away from her due to war, education of a girl is the first step

towards women empowerment and this war has spoiled the education of a teen girl

with passion. The days without schools are hell to the kids and as the reflection of free

time, Mari has decided to work in a civil project, she meets Victor, one of chief soldiers

in the camp and they fall in love with each other. War is the indirect reason for their

love affair and at the age of seventeen she could not understand the real concept of

love. Still Victor is a perfect gentle man who takes care of her. Chandra Nisha singh

says:

Woman is no longer a mere sign in the writing of men, nor is she

merely the muse, the idealized inspiration of the masculine artist and

thinker. Instead a woman is a creator herself and an imaginative being

whose disclosure is subversion of her silence and whose speech is a

challenge to her peripheral status (1).

These words show about the gender and the decision of Mari on Victor has changed

her life. The war has taken its own rapid nature and the family of Mari is broken into

pieces. She is forced to take the responsibility in her shoulders. She takes care of her

sisters and she does not understand the changeover of her life. The real power of

femininity is depicted in the character Mari. She struggles in the time of war, she misses
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Victor and also in the other hand she wants to save her siblings form the cruel war. The

Japan soldiers have crossed their limits and they humiliated the people. This is the

danger of repressive state apparatus. They do not think about the civilians of other

countries and they show their harsh behaviour on them to curtail their movement against

them. The army do not allow people for their basic needs and also they destroy the

villages and hurt the civilians The Writer says:

The jar fell to the ground and was smashed. The soldier muttered

something and slapped him. Jimmy froze and turned red in the face as

he struggled to stay calm. To retaliate would only end in a bullet.

Everyone could see that. These first encounters with Japan soldiers

were unpleasant, and it only grew worse. We feared their ruthlessness

and were wary of drawing attention to ourselves. (Mari 61)

It shows the horrible nature of soldiers and the fear of civilians. The normal lives of the

people are questioned by the repressive state apparatus. As a girl, Mari faces double

marginalization in the war time. Even the fellow mates of Mari do not believe her in

crisis management referring to her gender. She faces the pressure of her own people

and also Japan soldiers. The soldiers sexually abuse the native women and this has

been the trend of war. Sexual abuse is the endanger problem which is faced by the

women in war time. In the work Sexual Politics, Millet says:  The concept of Romantic

love affords a means of emotional manipulation which the male is free to exploit, since

love is the only circumstance in which the female is ideologically pardoned for sexual

activity (37). The society uses women as a sexual tool and the intensity of this cheap

behaviour increases in the time of war. This is a huge challenge for women. The male

centric power structure always tries to subjugate female and the concepts of chastity,

nudeness are the weapons to deviate women form their progress. Femininity has the

power to overcome all these hurdles in their life. They make themselves sociable and

also want to run with the society. In the book, Beginning Theory An Introduction to

Literary and Cultural Theory, Peter Barry says:

The representation of women in literature, then, was felt to be one of

the most important forms of socialization, since it provided the role

models which indicated to women and men what constituted acceptable

versions of the feminine and legitimate feminine goals and

aspirations.(124)
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Barry speaks about the equal status of the gender. The society feels women as inferior

to men. But they have the power to overcome their struggles. In this novel, few soldiers

try to seduce the siblings of Mari. The writer says:

A Japanese soldier came in and signaled to Zhabu to follow him. She

ran back into the kitchen to Vikieu’s father-in-law and grabbed his

hand. Vikieu was not around as she was in another house. The old man

begged the soldier to leave her alone but he picked her up effortlessly,

slung her over his shoulder and walked off. Zahabu was only fifteen but

she was a sturdy young girl and very brave. she bit down on the soldier’s

arm till she drew blood. (Mari 72)

The male centric domination is broken by a fifteen year old girl. This shows the anger of

the writer towards the bodily encounter of men over women. The young girl wins the

battle andshe sets a yard stick for women in crisis situation. Literature always persists

on the power of women and wants to depict the problems caused to women with

reference to physical abuse. In the novel, Mother of 1084 Mahaswetha Devi projects

her feminine protagonist Nandhini as a powerful character who stands tall as victorious

girl against the domination of male and also the power structure. She also feels the same

abuse by police and she does not lose her path after this horrible incident. Devi says:

Clamp the burning cigarette to the skin of the face naked under the

thousand watt lamp. Cigarette burns caused onlysurface cutaneous injury.

Only the skin gets charred. The burn could always be the cured with an

ointment. It is described as surface cutaneous healing. The burn on the

skin healed soon. But in the young heart within, every single burn ached

forever. Then back to the solitary cell. Alone with oneself. (73)

This becomes a common factor in life of women. The writers want women to move out

of these problems and also they want women to fight against these problems in the

society. Mari becomes the victim of war. She loses Victor in war and her life takes a

different direction.

The war has created a huge impact in her life. She has lost her education, she

falls in love and also loses her lover in war. She takes the whole responsibility of her

family and it digs the life of Mari. Mari and her family members run to the corner of their

life and girls are the victims of the war as they have faced double marginalization. The

Japan soldiers try to seduce them and their own society tries to subjugate them. With
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hurdles and toils, they have crossed the war time. The courage of Mari drives her to

exist in this war time. She stands as a role model for all women. She has faced many

struggles in her life. War has inversed her life, still she is determined in her life and she

stands tall as a successful human.
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Human beings live in moments that are interconnected. Nature, society and one’s thoughts

that overflow affect each other, creating an unpredictable chaos. Chaos has become a

cultural metaphor. Nature uses chaos in inevitable ways. With the help of chaos it holds

the universe together. Chaos focuses on the hidden patterns and sensitivity that are

taken for granted. Chaos helps one to be free from the clutches of norms and regulations.

Considering artists and scientists, they tend to be creative by taking part in chaos. They

channelize their creativity in their creations. Similarly every individual human being is

creative in nature, thus taking part in chaos. Johnn Briggs writes “when our psychological

perspective shifts- through moments of amplification and bifurcation-our degrees of

freedom expand and we experience being and truth. We are then creative. And our true

self lies there” (SLLC 29). Thus the paper aims to explore, how chaos brings order in

Blanche’s life in Emma Donoghue’s novel Frog Music

Hesiod, a Greek poet of the eighth century B.C wrote in Theogony, a

cosmological poem “first of all chaos came to be and then the earth and everything

stable” (IC 2). The ancient Greeks believed that chaos comes before order. Parallel to

this in Genesis, is written as “the earth was without form a void, and darkness was upon

the face of the deep”. Thus there have been always religious, cultural and mythological

references on how order comes from disorder. Chaos theory is a controversial discovery.

Many scientists discarded it as a fantasy decades ago. “But in the 1970s a few scientists

in the United States and Europe began to find a way through disorder. They were

mathematicians, physicists, biologists, chemists, all seeking connections between different

kinds of irregularity” (Chaos 3, 4).

Chaos theory doesn’t limit itself to scientific ideas alone. The research on chaos

is also extended to psychology recently. It is used to analyze the constant flux of the

“self”. Chaos is death and birth, destruction and creation. Chaos has become the cultural

metaphor. As a result, it helps scientists to break free from their predictions, manipulations

and control over the universe. It makes them question the reality of the world from a

fresh perspective.It is about letting go, accepting limits and celebrating mystery and

magic. “Similarly each of us as an individual is interconnected to the system of nature,

society and the thought that surround and flow through us. We live within moments

constantly affecting each other and creating unpredictable chaos at every level. Yet

within this same chaos is born all the physical and psychological order that we know”

(SLLC 5).

ABSTRACT
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Emma Donoghue is a Canadian Irish writer. She is a playwright for the screen,

radio and stage. She migrates in between genres. She also writes historical novels and

short stories. She wrote the screenplay for her movie adaptation Room. Room was

screened at the Oscars. It also won the British Independent Film Awards. Frog Music

was written in 2014. The novel is set in San Francesco during the time of smallpox.

The novel is about Blanche who is determined to find the mystery behind the murder

of her friend Jenny. Blanche firmly believes that her friend was murdered by her husband

Arthur and his friend Ernest. While trying to unravel the mystery she finds out that she

knows very little about Jenny and that she is also in love with her. Blanche’s character

development is seen throughout the whole novel.  Jenny’s past helps Blanche to become

a responsible mother. Jenny also helps Blanche to get off her toxic relationship with

Arthur.

In all chaos, there is an order. The three underlying themes of chaos are control,

creativity and subtlety. Chaos theory helps one to understand that it is impossible to

take control of everything in one’s life. Nature works in a very mysterious way and self

organizes itself. Chaos scientists have tried to break down this process of self-

organization. The first step is Bifurcation. Bifurcation is where an object branches

itself. Considering a pinball, it runs on a track until it hits one of the pins. It can either

move to the left or right when it hits a pin. This branching is called the bifurcation and

the pin is the bifurcation point. Bifurcation happens “when a phenomenon that can

occur in a dynamical system in which some solutions of a certain type for the system,

such as laminar flow in a fluid, suddenly change to another type, such a s turbulent floe,

when one of the parameters that characterizes the system reaches a critical value”

(ODP 40).

Similarly in the novel, Frog Music Blanche suddenly bifurcates from being a

dancer to a mum. She is forced to play the role of a proper mother which she has

abandoned before. “She is different these days, she knows that. Was it meeting Jenny

Bonnet that began the metamorphosis? Or taking P’tit away from Folsom Street? Or

has this different, older, somehow harder Blanche been hidden inside her all along?”

(FM 184). The bifurcation point, therefore, is when jenny asks Blanche about P’tit

from the family photo. Blanche starts to think about how P’tit is doing in the nursing

farm after her fight with Madam Johanna.

So how old is your P’tit now? asks Jenny, setting the picture back on

the table.
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 “Almost-” Blanche reckons the months in her head and is startled.

Last week. How could the date have gone right by without her noticing?

Was she drunk that day- drunker than usual? “Just about a year,” she

says vaguely. Oh, well, never mind; a one-year-old doesn’t know what

a birthday is.

“Do you visit much?” asks Jenny, putting on her waistcoat.

What a talent this one has for putting her nose in other people’s business.

And her finger on sore points. “A nurse from the farm brings him,”

says Blanche, as if answering the question. (FM 61)

When Bifurcation takes place it undergoes Amplification and feedback is given.

In Physics Feedback is defined as “The use of part of the output of a system to control

its performance” (ODP 182). This can be further divided into positive feedback and

negative feedback loop.  The particular loop that is a part of the output links with the

fluctuations. This will lead to further interconnected loops in our lives. Positive and

negative feedbacks are inevitable in one’s life. Positive feedback is when the output is

used to enhance the input. Negative feedback is used to reduce the input.

An example of positive feedback is when the microphone picks a random

noise; it further increases the sound and is reproduced by the loudspeaker. Similarly in

the novel Frog Music, when Blanche meets Jenny her life completely changes. Jenny

is a positive feedback in Blanche’s life. Jenny helps Blanche to become a better person.

“Blanche was meant to cross Jenny’s path on Kearny Street on Saturday night, she

realizes with a surge of conviction even if the encounter left her with a few bruises. This

is the friend Blanche has been waiting a quarter of a century for without even knowing

it” (FM 160).

An example of negative feedback is when the sun is hot, our body sweats and

cool down. When the climate is too cold, our body produces heat to be warm. The

negative feedback in Blanche’s life is Arthur. Arthur once brought a man to their house

and asks her to perform for him. It was then Blanche realized that Arthur never loved

her, but used her for money. “She does love him, of course she loves him; Blanche has

loved Arthur since she was old enough to know what the word meant. Their fondness

has just gone temporarily astray. These are not ordinary times” (FM 226).
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An amplifier is a device that “increases the strength of an electrical signal by

drawing energy from a separate source to that of the signal” (ODP 13). Andrew Samuel

says “Amplification involves the use of mythic, historical and cultural parallel in order to

clarify and make ample the metaphorical content of dream symbolism”. It was also

Jung’s signature method of finding parallels between the varieties. By finding parallels

with these analogies, it helps to increase the volume of the material that is obscure and

week. These analogies enhance one’s mind. In the novel Frog Music, the author has

incorporated fairy tales and lullabies. Both Blanche and Jenny reflect on these analogies.

By doing this Emma Donoghue also reconstructs the fairytales.

Jenny shakes head. “Not this princess. Froggie asks for a kiss, yeah,

but she says he must be kidding,” she tells P’tit. “She picks him up and

flings him against the wall.”

Like the way Blanche has seen Chinese fishermen whack squid against

walls to soften them, down at the docks? “Does that kill him?”

“No sirree. Froggie falls down, and up jumps a prince.”

But Blanche is still brooding over the version her grandmother told

her. The clammy embrace, the moist tickle on the lip. “How could

being kissed and being smacked against a wall work the same?”

“Shock, I guess,” says Jenny. “Shakes off his sham skin, leaves him

wearing his real one”. (FM 198)

Blanche and Jenny also find themselves enjoying the French lullabies and

traditional songs. Thus the author has interwoven Fairy tales and songs along with the

plot. Jenny and Blanche sing together and reflect on them. Thus the characters develop

intellectually.

“For I am going

To where the fountains are ever flowing.

There’s the city to which I journey,

My redeemer, my redeemer is its light! (FM 144)

As the characters develop intellectually they also go through turbulence. In

physics, turbulence is defined as “when a form of fluid flow in which the particles of the

fluid move in a disordered manner in irregular paths, resulting in an exchange of momentum
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from one portion of fluid to another” (ODP 565). John Keats called the entry into

chaos as immersion in “Doubts and uncertainties” (SLLC 22). Psychotherapies encourage

the patients to let go and freely associate themselves with chaos that is buried

subconsciously in their mind. This further leads to self-organization.

In the novel, Frog Music Blanche falls in love with Jenny subconsciously at the

very beginning. Jenny was there to support Blanche through the sudden turbulences in

her life. She later realizes that she is in love with Jenny. Blanche regrets getting to know

Jenny’s past only after her death. This brings a huge flux to Blanche’s character. Thus

the very persona of Jenny helps Blanche to become a better person and a mother.

All the above mentioned takes place in given degrees of freedom. Degrees of

Freedom is defined as “the number of independent parameters required to specify the

configuration of a system” (ODP 120). Chaos scientists call it the maximum range of

behaviors available to the system. For example, in the novel, Frog Music Blanche

could have given P’tit for adoption or she could have sent him to another nursing form

or she could have hired a nurse to take care of the child or she could take care of P’titi

herself. There are four possibilities under the given freedom. The largest degree of

freedom is where Blanche decides to take care of P’tit herself.  Thus the number of

possibilities in the given space is called the Degrees of Freedom.

A trickster, a clown or a shape changer are the personification of chaos. They

defy gravity by challenging the norms around them. They are called the chaos bringers.

There are traces of chaos bringers in literature back to the mythologies. They are called

the trickster Gods. Loki from Norse mythology, Anansi the spider from the West African

folktales, Eris the Goddess of chaos from Greek Mythology, Raven from Alaskan

mythologies and Narada the sage from Hindu mythology are few mentionable tricksters

in Mythologies.

Though he is the “epitome of the principle of disorder,” the trickster is

also identified as the bringer of culture, the creator of order, a shaman

or “super-shaman.” The trickster is the wily survivor, the mischievous

underdog who defies convention, subverts the system, breaks down

the power structure, and gives birth to new ideas. He is the fox in some

traditions, the raven or coyote in others, he is Br,’ er Rabbit who knows

his way around the briar patch. He is Hermes the safe-shifter,
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Prometheus the fire bringer, Dionysus the god of intoxication and

destruction. (SLLC 9, 10)

In literature, the clown was always played by the Vice. Eugene Steele says

regardless of their ancestry the Vice was always the leading clown. It was their job to

make the crowd laugh and think at the same time. Few mentionable Shakespearean

fools are Feste in Twelfth Night, Falstaff in Henry IV, Touchstone in As You Like It

and Puck in A Midsummer’s Night Dream. In movies there are characters like

Mystique in X-Men: Dark Pheonix, Harlequin in Suicide Squad, The Joker, and

The Mask are in vogue. The characters are psychic in nature. They think differently

than all the other characters in the movie. They are funny and mysterious at the same

time. In Frog MusicJenny is the chaos bringer. She dresses in gay apparel. She strongly

believes in her ideas. She doesn’t mind breaking the laws or going to jail. She catches

frogs and tells weird fairy tales. Her ideas are wise and calculated. She is witty, funny

and helps Blanche to take some wise decisions in her life.

Blanche can only smile for an answer. Jenny’s like a good strong

drink when you didn’t even realize you needed one. Maybe the reason

Blanche has never been one for making friends is that the woman

she’s encountered till now have bored her. Jenny’s an odd kind of

woman: part boy, part clown, part animal. An original, accountable to

no one, bound by no ties, who cooks her hat as she pleases. Their

closeness has sprung as rapidly and cheekily as a weed. (FM 160)

Chaos theory teaches that “when our psychological perspective shifts- through

moments of amplification and bifurcation-our degrees of freedom expand and we

experience being and truth. We are then creative. And our true self lies there” (SLLC

29). Self-organization occurs when one accepts nature’s messiness and unpredictability.

“Now that science is looking, chaos seems to be everywhere. A rising column of

cigarette smoke breaks into the wild swirls. A flag snaps back and forth in wind. A

dripping faucet goes from a steady pattern to a random one” (Chaos 5). Thus when

one self organizes they realize that chaos is nature’s creativity and it is inevitable.

Every human being is creative and at some point, everyone collaborates with chaos.

When all is lost, then all is found. When the consensual structures are forgotten, creative

self- reorganization becomes possible. Blanche loses everything, accepts her limits

and decides to go with the flow. Thus she becomes creative and takes part in the

chaos. Her horizon becomes wider and the road she takes with her son looks promising.
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